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SOME CORPOKATIONS 

value good will, in 

their stateiiXMits, at 

millions. Others put it down 

at one dollar. Bank statements 

never mention this intangible 

asset that costs thousands of 

dollars... paid for, but not 

always received! 

For every personal contact 

between your Bank and the 

public, for every person who 

sees your advertising or reads 

your booklets, there are a 

dozen contacts through your 

stationery. 

For every hundred people 

who go into banks today there 

will be hundreds more who 

receive a check, a draft, or a 

communication on a bank 

letterhead. To these, add the 

millions of impressions that 

are created by pass h«>oks, 

statement sheets and check¬ 

books. The combined force 

of these items in influencing 

relations between your Bank 

and the public is constant — 

and powerful. 

Let the quality of your 

bank stationery make that 

force constructive. 

C0I\STRUCT1VE CUSTOMER 

RELATIOIMS? 



Dr. Compton 

A Better Product 

IN some . . . industries, earnings have been so exclusively 
taken out as profits and so little has been put back into the 
business for development and research that plants and methods 
have become obsolete and the economic strength has been so 
depleted that it is difficult to secure the financial support which 
would be necessary to inaugurate a really effective and 
promising research program. For some units . . . , the time 
may have already passed when they can be saved and they will 
continue to grow more obsolete and eventually be supplanted 
by more progressive units who have found through scientific 
research a better product or a more efficient method of manu¬ 
facture. One thing is certain: the longer an effective scientific 
approach is delayed, the more serious will be the situation.— 
Karl T. Compton, President, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, before the American Institute of Physics. 
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Trust Studies Through the agency of the 

Graduate School of Banking, the 
American Bankers Association is 

soon to start a program of research and 
education in the trust field, thereby 
expanding the work already being done 
along the line of banking studies by the 
various A.B.A. Divisions, Committees 

and Commissions. 
Gilbert T. Stephenson, vice-president 

of the Equitable Trust Company, Wil¬ 
mington, Delaware, will resign that 
position on January 1, 1937, to devote 

all his time to this important project, 
the purpose of which is to develop an 
appreciation, as well as technique, of 
research in one sphere of banking serv¬ 
ice. It is hoped that the experience 

so obtained can be applied eventually 
to all branches of bank activity, thus 
carr>’ing ahead the major objectives 

that have been set by Tom K. Smith, 
President of the Association, for the 
current year. 

Mr. Stephenson, as Director of Trust 
Research of the Graduate School, will 
work through various channels—the 

trust officers of banking institutions, 
the American Institute of Banking, the 
Graduate School, and several law 
^ools. He will meet with trust men, 
in centers where this service is most 
widely rendered, for discussions of edu¬ 

cational material and exchanges of 
ideas as to practical research objectives. 
He will confer with Institute instruc¬ 
tors and students, and, as head of the 
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Graduate School’s trust faculty, will 
consult with seniors during the prepa¬ 
ration of their theses. He will also make 
contacts with prominent law schools 
for the purpose of interesting them in 
trust research. 

In addition to his long experience as 
a trust officer, Mr. Stephenson is a 
widely read author of books and articles 
about trust work. Travel abroad has 
made him familiar with the fiduciary 

services of banking institutions in for¬ 
eign countries, and he has a wide ac¬ 
quaintance among trust officers in this 
country. He has been connected with 
the Graduate School since its establish¬ 
ment more than two years ago. 

Gilbert T. Stephenson 

Government and Railroads 

Fitzgerald Hall, president of the 
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis 
Railway, is of the opinion that Govern¬ 
ment interference with the operation of 
railways is “unfair, unconstitutional, 
and in many cases detrimental to the 
welfare of the railroads.” He said fur¬ 
ther before a recent meeting of the 
Traffic Club of New York that 80 per 
cent of the money now spent by the 
roads is the result of Goveriunent action 
and in many cases that money is spent 
against the judgment of the railroad 

operators. 

Robinson-Patman Act 

David A. Weir, assistant executive 
manager of the National Association of 
Credit Men, thinks a long range tend¬ 

ency toward increased prices and the 
development of forces which may virtu¬ 
ally eliminate many small businesses are 
two possibilities arising from the Robin¬ 
son-Patman Act. Mr. Weir says that 

“an increase in prices is almost certain 
to result if the original purpose in the 
Act is carried out, since the original 

purpose was to eliminate or decrease the 
potency of those, units in our business 
system which have been able to obtain 

lower prices and pass them on to the 
consumer. 

“ It is also conceivable to me that in 

the attempt made to save smaller busi¬ 
ness units many may be virtually 
forced out of business.” 

(Continued on page 5) 
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Picture of a pessimist 

This gentleman feared and prepared for the 
worst . . . Considering ail the possibilities, 

he insisted that a parachute be strapped to 
his back when he went up. Result: his speedy 
descent is about to be checked. 

The moral, we believe, is this: financial tum¬ 
bles can be as disastrous as a drop from cloud 
level. And for that reason, it seems to us impor¬ 
tant that every man carry reserves—(1) a bank 
account in a good bank (2) life insurance with 
a good company (3) a Living Protection reserve. 

That is the premise on which Investors Syn¬ 
dicate is founded. We urge every man—no 
matter what his income—to put aside part 

of that income as a reserve for the future. 

We urge him to set aside small sums of money 
for Living Protection—even as little as 35c a 
day. But we persuade him to do that regularly 
—and to keep at it over a period of years. 

Through this plan of Living Protection, over 
$63,000,000 has been disbursed to contract 
holders since 1925. 

And, worthy of note by men whose interest 
lies in the capable handling of money, is the 
fact that Investors Syndicate has paid every 
obligation on time, when due . . . and that its 
resources have increased every year, through 
good times and trying times alike. 

Investors Syndicate agency offices 

in 152 leading cities, including: 

New Yorkf • Boston • Philadelphin • 

Atlanta • Washington • Houston • St. Loaii 

Kansas Otj • Denver • Seattle • Los Angeles 

Toronto* • Montreal* • Vaneouver* 

Momm Office: AflnnoapoUs, Afinn. 

f O^ice InveatorB Syndieaic Tills ami Cmaramty Cos 

*Officm InpcBtoTB Syndicate, Ltd,, Canada 

Tkeee eomtpanieB are affUiatea of InveatorB Syndicate 

INVESTORS SYNDICATE 
StkMtlml 0,4 

Living Protection... eveiyman's road 

to financial secucitv 
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The Government’s financial and 

banking activities center largely in 

the Federal Treasury, but informa¬ 

tion concerning them comes from a 

number of sources. Among the 

official publications bearing on the 

broad field of borrowing, lending 

and supervision are the following i 

Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Cur¬ 
rency. Complete information on all bank¬ 
ing activities in the United States, for each 
year ending October 31. 

The Federal Reserve BuUdin. Review of 
business and economic conditions, recent 
legislation and tables on member banks’ 
condition and on business indices. 

Insured Mortgage Portfolio. Issued monthly 
by the F.H.A., containing articles, news 
developments, etc. 

Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board. 
Covers the calendar year. 

Federal Home Loan Bank Review. Issued 
monthly, containing articles and statistics. 

Annual Report of the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board. Contains discussion, maps, charts 
and tables for the year ending June 30. 

Farm Credit Quarterly. Articles, charts, 
tables. The F.C.A. also publishes annual 
reports and miscellaneous [tamphlets, book¬ 
lets, reference lists, etc 

Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treas¬ 
ury. Discussion and tables covering all opera¬ 
tions of the Department for its fiscal year. 

Quarterly Report and periodic releases of the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. A 
short discussion precedes the exhaustive 
tables on R.F.C. operations. In the re¬ 
leases, which are mimeographed, authoriza¬ 
tions and commitments are sununarized and 
disbursements and repayments are listed. 

Cooper at he Saving with Federal Credit 
Unions. A monthly bulletin issued by the 
C^it Union Section of the F.C.A. Con¬ 
tains news, cormnent, statistics, etc. 

Jmnt Stock Land Banks. Progress in Liquida¬ 
tion, including Statements of Condition. Com¬ 
piled by the Farm Credit Administration. 
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But You Are a Bank! .... Percy Gomery 27 
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Conventions.46 
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Essential to conservative investment is di¬ 

versification. Yet diversification, while it 

lessens risk, also multiplies uncertainties and 

increases the complexity of following and inter¬ 

preting all the events that affect the many issues. 

Constant supervision of a diversified list is 

more than a one-man job. Constant watchful¬ 

ness today demands an encyclopedic knowl¬ 

edge of such forces as politics, social reform, 

international monetary and governmental poli¬ 

cies as well as a wide-angled perspective on the 

future of domestic business and industry. No 

one man, burdened daily with bank manage¬ 

ment activities, can hope to shoulder this task 

as a spare-time job. It’s a full-time job for 
many men. 

That’s why Moody’s maintains so large a staff 
of investment specialists and analysts. Theirs is 
the every-minute-of-the-day duty to follow some 
particular investment field, to maintain con¬ 
stant watchfulness over your portfolio. The 
findings of these men are focused upon your 
investment problem by a personal counsellor 
who is constantly working to improve the 
quality of your investments. 

Find out now how Moody’s Supervisory Ser¬ 
vice can help you improve your bond account 
in 1937. Your inquiry involves no cost or 
obligation. 

Moody'S Investors Service 
JOHN MOODY, President 

65 Broadway, New York City 105 West Adams Street, Chicago 
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(Continued from page 1) Mortgage Lending 

, John H. Fahey, chairman of the Fed- 
Self-Regulation Home Loan Bank Board, reports 

0. Max Gardner, former Governor of that “ mortgage lending by all classes of 
North Carolina, speaking before the institutions has shown a remarkable in- 
Cotton Manufacturers’ Association of crease in the past year. The decline in 
that state, urged manufacturers to ad- real estate values having been stopped 
here to the code of self-regulation killed early in 1935, the trend has been stead- 
by the Supreme Court’s decision invali- ily upward in nearly every section of the 
dating the N. R. A., on the ground that country during the past twelve months, 
a return to conditions prevailing before The figures at the end of this year will 
the N. R. A. was established would re- be far in excess of those for 1935 or for 
suit in national regulatory legislation, any year since 1930”. 
“They will find a way to pass it within it d 

the limits of the Constitution”, he said. Textile Boom 
He added that only the influence of A. W. Zelomek, economist for the In- 
President Roosevelt last Spring pre- ternational Statistical Bureau, says the 
vented House passage of the 30-hour textile industry, especially the cotton 
week bill adopted by the Senate. branch, is experiencing one of its great- 

est booms. “ Despite the record produc- 
Anglo-American Trade weeks”, he reports, “ mills 

Stanley Baldwin, Prime Minister of have the largest orders on their books 
Great Britain, addressed the annual for years. The backlog of orders is 
Lord Mayor’s banquet in London, at sufficient for the mills to operate at 
which the British Government usu- capacity through most of the first six 
ally indicates its disposition toward months of 1937. The industry for the 
business. first time in years is also showing favor- 

He spoke of the common aims of able earnings”. 

Great Britain and the United States and . j j c 

said as to foreign trade: “It is particu- Undivided Profits 
larly gratifying to the British Govern- Between now and the close of the year 
ment to note that the main object of there will be more legal and financial 
their economic policies is the same, manoeuvering in connection with divi- 
namely, liberation of the world from dends than ever before in the history of 
the shackles which unduly impede the American business as corporations seek 
free development of international trade to avoid or minimize the undistributed 
and particularly those exceptional profits tax and at the same time pre¬ 
restrictions of importation and exchange serve their financial soundness, 
instituted during the poriod of economic Concerns which have been making 
depression”. good profits in recent months but whose 

Some took this to mean that a recip>- financial positions have been weakened 
rocal trade arrangement between the by six or seven years of steady losses are 
United States and Great Britain is in the hardest hit. One fairly large oil 
sight. company, which owes much as a result 

Prices can be com¬ 

pared. Ours are always favorable 

—and that's the result of efficient 
manufacturing methods which are 
present in all of our plants. 

Precision can be checked. This also 
accompanies every job we turn out 
—and that's a matter of experienced 
artisans and watchful supervision. 

Service alone is the unknown factor. 

You can't measure it. You never 
know when you'll need it—the real 
emergency kind we're talking about 
—but when you do need it, you 
can't guess—you must know where 

to get it. 

And so, from this organization you 
get service as well as precision and 
price. But you don't get it because 
we happen to have up-to-date 

plants and well-organized routine. 
No sir. You get it because everyone 

from the president down wants to 

give it. 

If you followed a "Promised Order" 
through the De Luxe organization 
you would see it shipped on time. 

Yes, but if you observed closely 

you'd notice a calm acceptance 

of the "promise" by everyone 
handling it. Not a whine. Not a 
grumble. See the difference? 

SHIPPING DELAYED 

Longshoremen’s strike headquarters (below, in San Pedro, California) have been 

busier than ship piers in both western and eastern ports. The strike was marked 

by much dissension within the unions themselves 

CHECK PRINTERS 
Lithocjraphers and Printers 

PUnbat 

CHKAGO CLEVELAND KANSAS ClJy 
NEW YORK ST. PAUL 
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PREMIER INDUSTRY 

At the showing of new automobile models in New York there were innovations, 

attractive prices and optimism 

of previous losses but which has been 
making money this year, proposes to 
distribute its profits and ask its stock¬ 
holders to return the dividends to the 
company as against its debentures so 
as to preserve the corporation’s cash 
position. 

Many other concerns are in a similar 
ptosition and are seeking a similar way 
out of their difficulties. Numerous com¬ 
panies whose capital has been impaired 
by years of red ink returns are recasting 
and writing down their capital so that 
laws prohibiting the payment of divi¬ 
dends so long as capital is impaired can 
be avoided. For the same purpose still 
others have issued new stock to make 
good capital impairment. Companies 
with subsidiaries are absorbing the latter 
so as to avoid the payment of inter¬ 
company dividends. Increased outlays 
for advertising, new and enlarged bonus 
and profit sharing schemes and other 
plans for benefiting the companies for 
future business are coimnon. 

In general the disposition seems to 

be to pay out as large a proportion of 
profits as is practicable and rely upon 
the market for working capital or other 
necessary funds. After all, the latter 
plan is one of the original objects of the 
law and in so far as this practice is fol¬ 
lowed the legislation will have proved 
successful from the Government stand¬ 
point. That such would be the case in a 
money market less gorged with funds 
than the present market, however, by 
no means follows. Action in obedience 
to or in avoidance of the law this year is 
of an emergency character. There is 
general hopo, if not expectation, that 

the law will be modified by the new 

Congress. Failing that, the corporations 
of the country will undergo a far greater 
transformation in organization and fi¬ 
nancial set up and operation than they 
have undergone in a century. 

I.B.A. Convention 

Only three times in its history has the 

Investment Bankers’ Association met 
in the deep South and only once before 
has the annual meeting been held as late 
as December. Hence the meeting at 
Augusta, Georgia, this month has some 
unique features in addition to being the 
Association’s silver anniversary. 

The previous meetings in Dixie were 

two in New Orleans and one in St. 
Petersburg, Fla. The previous Decem¬ 
ber meeting was in 1918 soon after the 
close of the World War. A late meeting 
at that time was advisable in order that 
as good a pjerspjective as possible after 
the conflict might be had. 

Perhaps a late session in 1937 is no 
less important. By the closing weeks of 
the year the country ought to be able to 
figure out what it may exp>ect in the way 
of investment conditions for some time 
to come. The outlook is not clear in 
spite of rising business volume and 
profits, since investment money is still 
far ahead of business requirements, but 
the situation is clearing. 

Paying Up 

App)arently France is to require the 
rest of the calendar year to discharge 
the debt it incurred last February when 
a £40,000,000 loan from London fore¬ 
stalled devaluation of the franc. The 
original credit was for three months and 
it was drawn up>on in weekly instal¬ 
ments, the last under date of March 26. 
The credit was renewed twice for similar 

periods. Now that payment has been 
decided on the first remittance was 
made November 20 and the last will be 
made on December 26. 

Repayment involves gold shipments 
from France to Great Britain which in 

turn are almost certain to be pjassed on 
to the United States. The funds come 
from profits of devaluation, incidentally 

affording another demonstration of how 
useless short term borrowings are to pre¬ 
vent the depreciation or devaluation of 

(Continued on page 9) 

NO SMALL JOB 

The Social Security Board, now housed in the old Labor Department building, will 

probably need more space wben the registration of 25,000,000 Americans gets well 

under way 
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Unforeseen cvenn "Unforeseen cs'ents... 
miftm **" *■■■»»< %( 

MARYLAND CASUALTY COMPANY • BALTIMORE • SILLIMAN EVANS, PRESIDENT 

December 1936 7 

One of the chief reasons for the continuing progress and success of 

the Maryland Casualty Company is found in that loyal, public-spirited 

group of men and women,.. the agents of The Maryland. 

They will always be The Maryland’s best advertisement... ten thou 

sand of them out on the firing line... daily providing the competently 

planned protection against Unforeseen Events that characterizes the 

service of The Maryland. To you they must, in many cases, stand not 

only as able counsellor but as good friend. Approaching its fortieth 

year in business. The Maryland makes grateful acknowledgment. 



UNSEEN FORCES 
Each of us lives under the stress and strain 

of forces unseen by others — sometimes 

unrealized by ourselves. The pressure of 

modern life intensifies the effect upon our 

minds and bodies. 

Most, by virtue of natural strength, good 

fortune and sound training, survive tri¬ 

umphantly. But a percentage lack the 

stamina to withstand these forces. Under 

the strain of temptation and opportunity, 

they succumb. Another defalcation 

occurs. Another business may be ruined. 

But the dwellers in National Surety Town 

are secure against the effect of individual 

breakdowns. When loss occurs, their busi¬ 

ness goes on—their jobs are secure. They are 

protected by National Surety fidelity bonds. 

National Surety representatives every¬ 

where— themselves picked men — are sell¬ 

ing fidelity bonds and blanket bonds; plus 

protection against burglary, forgery, and 

many other dangers. 

National Surety Corporation 
Vincent Cullen, President .J^ewljorf^ 
C NaUoul Surety C<^pormtioo, 19S6 
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(Continued from page 6) 

I currency when devaluation is the 

only way out. 

Lower Prices, Larger Trade 

In spite of higher prices of raw ma¬ 
terials and the prospects of higher wage 
costs, the automobile manufacturers 
propose to sell next year’s cars at lower 
prices. The expectation is that increased 
sales and reduced pro rata overhead will 
enable the companies to follow this 
policy and still make as good if not bet¬ 

ter profits than in 1936. 
One needs only to trace the cut in 

costs by the introduction of the latest 
equipment to realize how practicable 
tto policy has become and how wise it 
is from the standp)oint of industrial 
prosperity. The automobile business has 
led recovery because it has offered the 
public an improved and constantly 
improving product at prices which the 
public can pay. The more nearly other 
industrial concerns have approached the 
methods of the motor car industry the 
more they have prospered. 

Christmas 

Christmas clubs in the mutual savings 

banks alone are paying out nearly 
$44,000,000 this year. The total for 
dub outlays is expected to run about 
IS per cent over a year ago. There is an 
increase of more than 10 per cent in the 
number of savers. 

Public Utilities 

Public utility interests seem to be 
hanging in the balance. The great ex¬ 

pansion in the consumption of electric 
power in recent months and bright 
prospects for the future in electric cur¬ 
rent and gas consumption have led 
many utility executives to plan ex¬ 
tensive plant expansion and improved 

equipment. The most conservative esti¬ 
mates of the volume of these better¬ 
ments place the total above that of any 
year since 1931, while the more optimis¬ 
tic estimate that the $600,000,000 out¬ 
lay of that year may be exceeded. 

Realization of these plans depends 
very largely upon the outcome of pend¬ 
ing litigation concerning the T.V.A. 

and the constitutionality of the Public 
Utility Holding Company Act and the 
attitude of the Government with respect 
to the latter’s comjjetition with existing 
service. Until doubts as to the legal and 

competitive position of the utilities are 
cleared up, the only alternative of a 
waiting p>olicy on the part of the com¬ 

panies is a working agreement with the 
Government. There is some prospect 
that such an agreement may be prac¬ 
ticable. 

Plant expansion and requirement 
naturally mean new money financing. 
Coupled with new borrowings is a steady 
undercurrent looking to refinancing of 
high coupon bonds and preferred stocks. 
Earnings of most utility companies 
have been such that a clearing away of 
arrearages seems in sight and when this 
has been done it is generally expected 
that extensive refunding operations will 

be easy. Prospects of new money fi¬ 
nancing also are considered bright for 

the reason that most companies are 
(Continued on page 12) 

BALTIMORE 
offers every facility for 

Industry 

The Auto Cruiser Company of Amer¬ 
ica, manufacturers of fine custom 
made automobile trailers, selected 
Baltimore for its plant after a delib¬ 
erate study of almost every important 
city east of the Mississippi. For 
economy and convenience in obtain¬ 
ing raw materials, in productive 
operation and in delivery of the 
finished product, no other center 
offered facilities comparable to those 

available in Baltimore. 

MARYLAND 
TRUST COMPANY 
Serving the Business that Builds 

BALTIMORE 

Member of the Federal Reserve 
System and of the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation 

Questions 
Answered 

Check the questions which interest 
you most. You will get from us — 
without charge or obligation — sam¬ 
ples of Babson’s Reports in the fields 
you indicate: — 

□ Outlook for basic business? 

Q Are common stocks a buy? 

Q Should bondholders hold? 

Q Hedging against inflation? 

□ Commodity price trends? 

Q Coming labor troubles? 

Q Best places to sell goods 

O How politics affect you? 

Name. 

Address. 

Check your choices and mail to 

BABSON’S 
REPORTS 

Dept. 47-12 Babsen Parfc, Mass. 

NATION’S FARMERS 

Louis J. Taber, Master of the National Grange (speaking at rostrum) told the 
organization’s annual convention, meeting in Columbus, Ohio, that he favored 
repeal or amendment of certain New Deal farm legislation, but pledged his efforts 

to cooperation with the President 
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XPERIENCE PROVES SMALL LOANS 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED PERSONAL LOAN 

SYSTEM SIMPLIFIES HANDLING 

PERSONAL loans . . . loans for a new car . . . home 

modernization loans . . . loans for home appliances 
... all have opened up a brand-new field of profit for 
alert banks. 

Many have already installed the specially designed 
Kardex Visible Personal Loan System. With it, the 
bank has compact control from the moment the loan is 
extended until the moment it is paid up. Colored signals 
in the visible margin indicate at a glance which payments 

have been made. Delinquents automatically stand still 
and spot themselves. The complete case history of every 
borrower is right under your thumb. 

No separate collection record is needed. No moving of 
cards to indicate those paid. Follow-up dates are sig¬ 

nalled. Co-makers promptly notified. Posting is reduced 
to a minimum yet information is detailed, complete. 

Handling at the paying window is speeded up. Numeri¬ 
cal, alphabetical and cross-reference finding is fast and 
sure. Daily proving becomes light work. So effective b 
this system many banks are using it successfully to 
collect charged-off commercial loans. 

SIZE OF BANK MAKES NO DIFFERENCE 
Small loans can bring big profits no matter the size of 

your bank. Last year, for example, a small bank in 

10 banking 
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Kentucky made 85% of its total profit from personal 

loans; while at the same time, in New York, a mammoth 
institution with branches and correspondents through¬ 
out the world, enjoyed its tenth year of operating an 
exceedingly active small loan department. Whether you 
operate in Wall Street or Main Street, Remington Rand 
ean hand-tailor a system that will do your job. A system 
that applies equally well to machine-posted or pen- 

posted methods. A system that takes into account local 
community loan volume, local habits of repayment, 
tny and all other local factors influencing the situation. 

See how easily it can be adapted to your use. A phone 

call to your local Remington Rand office will bring full 

details. Or, if you prefer, simply mail the eoupon. 

MAIL 
COUPON 

TODAY 

Scomber 1936 

Rbmincton Kand Inc. 
Bank Department, B-112 
465 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 

Please furnish me with the full particulars of 
your Kardex Visible Personal Loan System— 
1 understand this places me under no obligation. 

Name. 

Bank . 

Address 

City. State.. 
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.A^pproximately two hun¬ 
dred thousand checks pass 
through our transit and 
other departments daily 
in process of collection. 

About two thousand of 
these items come back for 
various reasons.Two-thirds 
of them are paid later after 
irregularities have been 
corrected. 

This means that more than 
99% of all checks are paid 
— convincing evidence of 
the value of the check as a 
means of payment—of the 
credit standing of Bank 
depositors — of the effi¬ 
ciency of bank collection 
facilities. 

• ••THB•• • 

PHILADELPHIA 
NATIONAL BANK 

ORGANIZED 1M3 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Capital and Surplus .... $30,000,000 
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation 

(Continued from page 9) 

exp^ted to distribute their earnings to 
avoid heavy taxation and to rely upo® 

the market for the funds needed for 
expansion. 

Final action as to dividends is not 
expected before the closing days of the 

year, by which time fourth quarter earn¬ 
ings can be more accurately estimated. 
Meanwhile there is some disposition to 
attempt to avoid the operation of Fed¬ 
eral legislation by refunding operations 

on the part of intra-state companies, 
including some controlled by interstate 
combinations. Successful operations of 
this sort, such as the proposed issue (rf 
$49,500,000 by the Montana Power 
Company, would lead to a tremendous 
amount of refunding now held up by 

litigation. On the whole it is felt that 
the entire industry cannot develop 
naturally or safely until it knows where 
it stands before the law. 

Money Rates 

Prospects for improved interest rates 
are not good. As anticipated, devalua¬ 
tion of continental currencies and the 
consequent nominal increase in mon^ 
tary gold stocks in the devaluing coun¬ 
tries have resulted in a steady decline 
in interest rates abroad. This not only 
discourages repatriation of foreign funds 
sent to the United States for invest¬ 
ment but increases the probability that 
international funds will continue to flow 
here. Any material advance in Ameri¬ 
can interest rates would certainly at¬ 
tract more money from abroad. As the 
reported gold hoards of upward of 

PAN-AMERICA 

n 

Dr. Pedro de Alba, former president of 
the Mexican Senate, has been named 
director of the Pan-American Union to 

succeed Dr. Leo S. Rowe 

N*in( • 
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CANADA 

Hr Herbert Marier, the new Minister 

from Canada, is one of the most recent 

idditions to the Washington diplomatic 

corps 

$2,700,000,000 in Great Britain, France, 
the Netherlands and Switzerland gradu¬ 
ally flow back into ordinary monetary 
channels the present situation will be 

intensified. 

Door to Door Freight 

Litigation dogs every step the rail¬ 
ways take in moving out of the depres¬ 
sion. The collection and delivery of less 
than car-load freight by the comp>anies, 
inaugurated November 16 by order of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
is to be contested in the courts and be- 
f«e the I.C.C. by various organiza¬ 
tions of truckmen who stand to lose a 
tremendous amount of business because 
of the new policy. Even the order of the 
LC.C. authorizing the service for less 
than car load shipments “ when moving 
under rates 45 cents per 100 pounds or 
higher” is likely to be contested by the 
railways themselves on the ground 
that the limitation impairs the ability 
of the roads to compete with trucks. 
Meanwhile, one wonders what has be¬ 
come of the proposed coordination of all 
tran^rt agencies under Federal con- 
tnfl. 

Redemptions 

Bonds called for redemption before 
•naturity this year will exceed the vol¬ 
ume for any year since 1927; in fact, the 
record for the first ten months—$2,- 

^,498,000—exceeded the total for 
wy year in the past nine, and estab¬ 
lish^ a new record for any ten months 

PMod. Redemptions by the utility and 
rmlway companies are chiefly responsi¬ 
ble for the record. 
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The FACTS are known 
...but who knows the MEN? 

IN DOING BUSINESS in New York State... America's richest market... 

it helps to know about the people behind the statistics. In many cases, 

these men have a long standing acquaintanceship with those who man 

the Marine Midland banking offices located in 29 communities through¬ 

out New York State... from Buffalo to New York City... from Water- 

town to Binghamton. 

MARINE MIDLAND BANKS 
Throughout York State, 

RESOURCES OVER $450,000,000 
MARINE midland banks ARE LOCATED IN 

NEW YORK CITY BUFFALO ROCHESTER BINGHAMTON NIAGARA FALLS TROY 

JAMESTOWN WATERTOWN LACKAWANNA LOCKPORT OSWEGO N. TONAWANDA 

BATAVIA ENDICOTT CORTLAND JOHNSON CITY TONAWANDA MALONE 

ALBION MEDINA EAST AURORA CORINTH PALMYRA AVON 

ALEXANDRIA BAY WEBSTER MIDDLEPORT SODUS SNYDER 

Inquiriei should be addressed to Marine Midland Trust Company, Nenv York City 
or to Marine Trust Company, Buffalo, N, Y. 

Members Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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U. S. Government Securities 

Home Owners’ Loan Corporation Bonds 

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation Bonds 

Federal Intermediate Credit Bank Debentures 

Federal Land Bank Bonds 

Municipal Bonds and Notes 

Bank and Bankers’ Acceptances 

Railroad Bonds 

Equipment Trust Certificates 

Public Utility and Industrial Bonds 

Canadian Government, Provincial 

and Municipal Bonds 

Foreign Government Securities 

Discount House 
OF 

Salomon Bros. & Hutzler 
Members of the New York Stock Exchange 

Sixty Wall Street 

New York 

Boston Philadelphia Chicago Cleveland Minneapolii 

FEDERAL INTERMEDIAn 
* CREDIT DANK * 

CONSOLIDATED DEBENTURES 

Exempt from Federal, State, Municipal 

and Local Taxes 

Authorized by on Act of Congrou approved 
-ASorch 4, 1923 As Amended- 

Consolidated debentures are the 
joint and several obligation of 
the twelve Federal Intermediate 
Credit Banks. 
Eligible up to six months' ma- 
turity for purchase by the Federal 
Reserve Banks and are acceptable 
as collateral security for fifteen 
day loans to member banks of 
the Federal Reserve System. 

Consolidated debentures are legal 
for investment by savings banks 
in the State of New York. 

Eligible as security for all fidu¬ 
ciary, trust, and public funds held 
under the authority or control 
of officers of the United States. 

These debentures have been ap¬ 
proved as security for deposits 
of postal savings funds. 

. Further information and circulan can 
* be obcained through your dealer or 

Charles R. Dunn 
FISCAL AGENT 

For Ih* Fgdgral Intaraiadlal* Cradit Banks 

31 Nassau Sfrauf • New York City 
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The Nation’s Calling List 
The telephone directory is the nation’s calling list. 

Millions refer to it daily—in homes, offices, and public 

pay stations. 

More than 12,000,000 names are listed in the 

directories of the Bell System’s operating companies. 

And you can go straight to any one of these mil¬ 

lions easily, quickly and economically—by telephone. 

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

FLAWS 
• There are no "loop-holes" in 
the protection that Employers 
Mutual's policies give you. First 
your problem is considered. Then 
a policy is wriHen to cover every 
contingency for which you need 
protection. If a loss occurs, claim 
service is promptly offered by ex¬ 
perienced men from our own of¬ 
fices. Employers Mutuals' Work¬ 
men's Compensation, Public Li¬ 
ability and Automobile Insurance 
policies offer you sure protection. 

■ •■E eFnci «|| SSI. gis. 

BrarKh oHicoi In tho principal 

ci'tioi of tho Middio Wort. Con- 

sult your Tolophono Diroctory 
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The Next Congressional Record 
By VIRGIL JORDAN 

President, National Industrial Conference Board 

The place is Capitol Hill. The time is midnight preceding a 
certain day in January 1937 when the seventy-fifth Congress 
till asseird>le to hear the President deliver his message on the 
slate of the Union. The election has long since been over. The 
banners and buttons have gone to the rubbish heap. The artificial 
excitements of the campaign have subsided. The superheated 
oratory of partisan enthusiasts has evaporated into interstellar 
spaa. The cyclones of statistics have disappeared into the dust. 
The floods of lurid language have been swallowed up in the mud 
fats of oblivion. The American people have turned their atten¬ 
tion otKe more to the tasks of their prosperity and security. 

Beneath the dim dome of the Capitol, two shadowy figures 
shape themselves out of the darkness, and in the silence of Cap¬ 
itol Hill speak to each other. 

One of these symbolic shapes is a composite image of all the 
members of the new Congress and the o^ials of the ^ecutive 
Department of the Federal Government. The figure has the 
dignified bearing, attractive features and eloquent voice of one 
occustomed to appealing to and influencing the emotions of 
masses of people. Let us call him Senator Jones. 

The other is a slightly stooping figure of a man with rugged, 
'Dom and anxious features reflecting prolonged and intense 
mental and physical effort, and his voice is husky. He is Mr. 
Smith, and he is a synthesis of all the workers, employers, in¬ 
vestors and farmers, whose labor and thrift produces the goods 
ond services that support the whole people of the United States. 

These two shadowy figures engage in the following dialogue, 
fntheard by anyone except an invisible Presiding Officer who has 
^ last word, but never says it. 
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SENATOR JONES: This is a hearing of the Committee of 
the Whole on the promotion of the prosperity and 
security of the American p)eople, to take testimony on 

the acts of Congress for this purpose. I am the voice of the 
people. I speak their will, and strive to represent and protect 
their interests. Will the witness give his name, age, address, 
occuptation and credentials. 

Mr. Smith: I, Sir, am the labor, ingenuity, enterprise, in¬ 
dustry, thrift and self-sacrifice, through which the American 
pjeople provide for their prosperity and security. I am 
familiarly known as “ Business,” but I am called aU sorts of 
names, as you will see from the Record. I am as old as his¬ 
tory. I live in every pwirt of this country where there are 
energetic, enterprising, industrious and thrifty pjeople. 
My job is to produce the goods and services that constitute 
the prospterity and security of the American p)eople. I repre¬ 
sent everybody who contributes muscle, mind, money, 
machinery or management to production in the United 
States, for everyone is p)art of my concern. Even you and 
your Committee are p)art of it, for I pjay the bills for every¬ 
thing that you do, and I meet the pmyroll of the whole 
American pjeople. 

Senator Jones: You didn’t meet it in the years from 1929 

to 1933, did you? 
Mr. Smith: Yes, I did, the best I could. I provided every¬ 

thing that the American pjeople had in their socks to tide 
them over the depression, and I distributed about $24 billion 

more than I could produce during those years, out of my sur¬ 
plus and savings. Besides that, I p)aid all your bills, and en¬ 
dorsed your promissory notes to the tune of about $17 billion 
more, which the banks hold. That leads me to suggest— 

Senator Jones: Just a moment. Sir; your intentions were 
good, but you couldn’t do the job alone or quickly enough. 
You were caught helpless in a whirlpxtol of depression; there 
were IS millions or more of my constituents out of work;the 
banks were closing; they were fearful for their savings. 
Never mind the reasons; never mind the mistakes that made 
this happ)en. I had to act swiftly and surely to stop the de¬ 
cline of prices and wages, to capitalize your future produc¬ 
tion into present purchasing px)wer, to spread employment. 
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create work, support the banks, help the needy and give con¬ 
fidence in the future to our people. You yourself, Sir, were 
the most insistent that I do these things because you 

couldn’t do them yourself. If I hadn’t, where would you be 
now? 

Mr. Smith: I’m not sure. Sir. As I look back, it seems 
that the worst of the storm was about the middle of 1932. 
After that things began to clear up and I was on the way 
out, though I didn’t know it then. 

Senator Jones: That may be; no one will ever know; but, 
as a matter of fact, where are you now? Where are you going 
from here? You and I have accomplished much to pull out of 
that hole, but there are still millions off your payroll and on 
mine. Other millions are still not satisfied that they are get¬ 
ting their share of the good things of life out of your organi¬ 
zation, and look to me to help them find prosperity and 
security. I am resp>onsible to them. They put me here to deal 
with the causes of their discontent. What about them? 
I need your help; but they have put the resjxinsibility to me, 
now. What are you going to do? 

Mr. Smith: Much more. Sir, than you ever can, for you 
can do nothing in the end without me. But I am afraid— 

Senator Jones: What are you afraid of? 
Mr. Smith: Many things, some of which I shall mention. 

Only you can change them, but we must take counsel to¬ 
gether if we are to do the job. 

Senator Jones: I’m willing, now that election’s over. 
Shoot away. Sir. 

Mr. Smith: Well, let’s first consider the bills. You send 
them to me, and I pay them; but you know that, in the end, 
your people have to foot them. They come out of the stand¬ 
ard of living of your constituents, who now have to work, 
altogether, more than two months of every year to pay them 

—yours and the states’ and local governments’ together. 

Senator Jones: How so? Doesn’t the money all go back to 
them? It’s all in the family. 

Mr. Smith: Certainly; but they can’t eat money; and what 
they have spent for government they can’t spend on groceries 
and gasoline. Their work and savings produce only so much 
of both. They need more groceries and gasoline and could do 
with less government. 

Senator Jones: But they need better roads and public 
facilities of every sort. 

Mr. Sbiith: To be sure, if they can afford them; but why 
not let them buy with their labor what they want and need 
most? 

Senator Jones: They need jobs most, and what we spend 
in this way makes jobs. We can’t let people starve in idle¬ 
ness. If they can’t get back on your payroll, they’ll have to 
be kept on mine. 

Mr. Smith: How do you know they can’t? Why don’t you 
try, as a start, to find out how many there are, who and 
where they are, and what they can do, straight out, now that 
election’s over? Then, why not give me a hand to get them 
back on my job? I need millions of good workers in my job 
now, and these dollars I hand over to you to grubstake them 
on your job will go much farther in putting men to work 
producing the groceries and gadgets they want. When 

, they’re working with me they help pay your bills. When 
they’re working with you they spend money that would give 
others jobs with me. Your payroll is too large, now that 
election’s over. Mine is too small to produce the things we 
need and want. I’d like to see it grow much faster than it 
does. It would help a lot if yours were going down. 

Senator Jones: Well, why don’t you take them? 
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. . why not give me a hand 

Mr. Smith: Several things, brother. For one, many of your 
people are not so good as those I’ve kept on my job; that’s 

one reason why they’re on yours. Some will never be much 

use again, or never were; they are your responsibility, and 
I’ll pay the bill to carry them, if it’s a bona fide bill. But I’ll 
be needing most of them soon to get out the goods. They 
need training, rehabilitation, relocation. Why not find a 
way by which you and I can sit down and tackle this prob¬ 
lem sensibly and straight? Let’s get the facts and deal with 
them honestly. If we find that you need my money to help 
get these people back on my job, able to produce something 

useful—even if what they produce is not worth what you and 
they would like me to pay for it—it will be worth the cost. 
It will cost much less than it does to grubstake them on 
Government work, and I’ll be happy to pay that bill because 
everybody will get something substantial out of it. 

Senator Jones: Oh, you want me to subsidize you to ab¬ 

sorb the unemployed? 
Mr. Smith: No, only to help me to help them help them¬ 

selves by producing something they need. You know you’ve 
spoiled some people for useful work. The bill for that is an 
unlimited liability which you should get rid of. I propose to 

convert it into a paying asset, see? 
Senator Jones: Well, maybe; but what else is holding your 

payroll down? 
Mr. Smith : It’s a long story, written in millions of words in 

that big black law book of yours. I can touch only the high 
spots before you start writing some more. You and I ought to 

go over it together with a blue p>encil sometime. 
Senator Jones: I am the will of the people, and that’s the 

last word. 
Mr. Smith: Righto, Sir; but it’s a long time to wait for the 

last word. We can overcome a good many obstacles to jobs, 

you and I, if we try. And we’d better, or your people and 
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to get them back on my job?” 

mine—the same folks—will get bored with both of us. 
Senator Jones: Get on with your suggestions, Sir. 

Mr. Smith: Well, besides the size of your payroll, several 

things are holding back mine. One is the way you are meet¬ 
ing yours. The heavy taxes you have put on business savings 
and the savings of people with large incomes are preventing 
me from improving and expanding my productive plant, 
which is in bad shape after nearly six years of hard times. 
This makes costs and prices higher than they would be, 
forces me to economize on labor and charge more for my 
goods, all of which reduces employment and lowers the real 
payroll of your people. Besides, it holds back payrolls in the 
industries that produce the machinery and capital equipn 
ment I need, and that’s where my payrolls are weakest. 

Senator Jones: But you know we had to get these savings 
back into the consumer market, in dividends to stockholders, 
or by taxes and distributing them myself. They’re too large; 

they make for overproduction and diy up consumer purchas¬ 
ing power. 

Mr. Smith: If you were to consider the facts you would 
find that these dollars always get back into payrolls, and 
when they are spent through my hands for better tools they 

have a double-edged effect on payrolls—they increase pay¬ 
rolls in the durable goods industries and they give all payrolls 
a greater purchasing power by lowering costs and prices, 
"^ere isn’t and never will be any excess of low-cost produc¬ 
tive capacity in this country. 

Senator Jones: Well, why can’t you get the money you 
need by selling more securities? 

Mr. Smith: Your Securities Act has made that a bit costly 
and difficult; but I don’t object to that if you will try to 
make it more workable for us. The most important obstacle 
to building up my real payrolls by borrowing more to make 

needed improvement and expansion of my plant is that I am 
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worried about these promissory notes with which you are 
meeting most of your payroll, and which I have endorsed. 
That debt is a prior lien on all my future output, you know. 
Moreover, you have been selling these notes to banks on such 
a large scale that too much of their depositors’ money is tied 
up in them. Besides, investors are less willing to lend me 

funds for fixed capital at present rates of interest because 
they are uncertain how long this will continue or what the 
value of their dollars is going to be in a few years. So long as 
you keep meeting your payrolls that way, I can’t increase 
mine as much as I might. The machines I need to raise them 
with can’t be built on a shifting uncertain basis like that. 
Every dollar you borrow on this basis to keep someone on 
your payroll, keeps several people off mine, and prevents 
everybody’s pay envelope from going as far as it might. 

Senator Jones: That may be; but I’ve got to take care of 
these people. I’ve promised to, and they expect me to, now. 
When the Social Security Act gets into operation I’ll have 
plenty of money without borrowing more; and I’ll even be 
able to put a lot back into your hands as I retire my promis¬ 
sory notes out of these funds. 

Mr. Smith: That’s another worry of mine. Your Social 
Security Act has a fine purpose, but it won’t work as you 
exj)ect, and in the meantime it leaves all of my people in the 
dark. It will hold back my payroll because the more people I 
employ the more of their money and my money will have to 
be tied up indefinitely in your hands. I’ll have to watch my 
payroll much more carefully hereafter than I would other¬ 
wise. The money you collect from me won’t be a drop in the 
bucket to meet the needs of the unemployed in the next 
depression, as compared with what I have been able to do for 
them during the last one with my savings, and what they 
have done for themselves with theirs. It will cost a lot to 
collect and administer, and no one has any clear idea what 

you will do with the money you get. Your old age pension 
fund isn’t necessary to take care of the indigent aged. I could 
meet that need much more easily and economically from year 
to year out of the taxes I pay, without burdening my pay¬ 
rolls, or tying up a vast fund that could completely control 
the market for capital. Can’t you work out a simple, more 
straightforward and sensible way of handling this problem? 

Senator Jones: I’ll try, and be glad for your suggestions; 

but you know I am committed to some sort of national 
system to meet it. 

Mr. Smith: There’s another obstacle to my job of building 
more real payroll. Remember that early alphabetical agency, 
N.R.A., and its offspring, the Wagner Act and the Walsh- 
Healey Act? I might mention, too, the Robinson-Patman 
Act. Well, frankly, it won’t help my payroll if you’re going to 
keep on messing about in my family affairs this way like a 
bull in a china shop, stirring up strikes and labor disputes, 
trying to fix wages and working hours, and upsetting my 
established ways of dealing with my employees and getting 

my goods produced and distributed. I believe in collective 
bargaining, responsible labor organization and fair trade 

practices as much as you, and I’ve done more to raise real 
wages and shorten working hours than you. We have our 
family rows and some of my jjeople don’t behave at times; 
but we have always been able to settle these things among 
ourselves. I’ve been at my job longer than you have at 
yours, after all. You won’t ever be able to make all parts of 
me in this wide land fit into any inflexible, uniform pattern. 
Better not try it; it won’t work. Strait jackets of this sort 

will only keep my payroll from growing. 
Senator Jones: I know; but the little fellows in labor and 
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business look to me to preserve equality of opportunity. We 
can’t let the power of big corporations over the worker and 
the independent business man grow unchecked, nor can we 
let ruthless competition lower labor standards. 

Mr. Smith: It seems to me that you got your thinking 
badly muddled somewhere in this matter, and perhaps I was 
partly to blame, because the depression got me badly 
muddled, too. It’s clear now that we couldn’t have the bene¬ 
fits of competition for the consumer with everything sew'ed 
up in cartels and labor unions to control prices, wages and 
production. Purchasing power for labor and consumers and 
investors comes only out of production. The only way to 
build up payrolls and profits is to lower costs and put more 
and more goods into the consumers’ hands at lower prices. 

Senator Jones: Well, certain minimum standards have to 
be maintained or you’ll all cut each other’s throats, and take 
unfair advantage of your workers and competitors. 

Mr. Smith: We’d rather have them cut that way than to 
have you do it. But there’s no danger of that if you give us a 
chance to clean house ourselves. You will never make people 
decent by law, you know. Have patience and wisdom. Sir. 
I’ve been at this job a long time. A lot has been done to im¬ 

prove standards of labor and competition, and I’ve done it. 
Why should I try to take advantage of my workers; they are 
part of me. They are my customers. They expect me to com¬ 
pete in selling them goods, and I expect them to compete in 
producing them. The way to compete is to compete. Any¬ 
thing that stops it hurts everybody, and in the end it won’t 
help anybody. And that moves me to ask you. Sir, whether 
you are going to keep on comjjeting with my power compan¬ 
ies and in other ways till you put some out of business. 
Fear of this is one of the things that are giving me a touch of 

paralysis, and lowering my payroll blood pressure. You are 
so anxious about promoting fair competition and equality of 

opportunity. Is it fair competition to use my money in these 
ways? Is it preserving equality of opportunity to destroy the 
investments of millions of your people by selling power at 

fictitious cost? 

“THAT BRINGS US TO THE FARMERS” 

Senator Jones: Remember, there’s more in it than power. 
There are problems of waterway navigation, flood and 
drought control and soil conservation, you know. 

Mr. Smith: Why not deal with them on their own merits, 
in a straightforward way, and not as a pretense to cover your 
power projects? I’m with you on that, for Heaven knows we 

need it. And I’ll sit down anytime on an honest basis to work 
out the power aspect of these problems. 

Senator Jones: That brings us to the farmers. What shall 
I do about them? I’ve gone a long way with them, you know, 
and I can’t stop and turn back now. 

Mr. Smith: Too bad, because they are my people, part of 
me, most of them. You shouldn’t have begun pretending 
they’re paupers and playing politics with them, you know. 
But those who are really in the business, and not just living 
in the country or doing something else, are not spoiled. 
They make a better living, and have more security than the 
average city worker. You ought to stop talking to and about 

. “ the farmer”, and get down to the detailed facts about farm¬ 
ers. Then your problem will cease being one big agricultural 
problem, but will break up into a whole lot of special, par¬ 
ticular, local problems of certain kinds of farmers, producing 
certain products in certain parts of the country. Some of 
these are serious matters, and they need your help. But they 
need mine, too. 

Senator Jones: But how about the foreign market for 
farm stuff, and the tariff on things farmers buy? Isn’t that 
basic in the problem? 

Mr. Smith: No, brother, it isn’t anjTnore. The world has 
moved a million miles along the road in these matters 
We’ll never have our old-time foreign customers for our 
corn-fed hogs, and wheat, or even cotton. Certainly we won’t 
for cotton if you keep trying to jack the price up on the rest 
of the world. Look up the facts and you’ll see how and why 
the world no longer depends on the American bread basket 

but is cultivating its own garden to get its own groceries. 
Monkeying with our foreign trade and exchange, or with our 
foreign investments across the seas will not bring back our 
bonny farm market abroad. Even if we were to send or lend 

all our gold abroad, or let in floods of manufactured goods 
and gadgets from the industrialized countries of Europe and 

Asia who have learned all our mechanical tricks, our foreign 
friends wouldn’t buy any more groceries from us. They’d 
only buy more of our gadgets or our securities. 

FARM SURPLUS OUTLET 

Senator Jones: But who’s going to absorb our farm 
surplus? 

Mr. Smith: Just let me expand that payroll of mine, and 
buckle down to all the jobs that are waiting for me to tackle 
in these States, Sir, and in a few years I’ll guarantee we’ll be 
buying a good bill of groceries abroad. Why sweat about soil 
conservation and surpluses at the same time? Agriculture is 
prosperous when I am. 

Senator Jones: Perhaps; but the farmer doesn’t know it 
or believe it yet. He thinks you’ve been living on him, 
taking advantage of him, by organization, size and polidcal 
influence. Now he wants me to even up the balance, and if 
possible make up for what he didn’t get in the past. 

Mr. Smith: You can’t make agriculture prosperous, or 
happy, by passing out checks against my payrolls. And you 
can’t make farmers feel well off in 1937 by pinning them 

against a background chart of the happy days of 1909 to 
1914. Those happy days are gone forever, thank goodness. 
This is an industrial and business nation, and more and more 

of its people are going to be producing gadgets rather than 
groceries for each other. It will never again support as large 
a part of its people producing farm products for sale here or 
abroad as it used to, even though more of them live in the 
country, as may happen. You can’t change that, and you’d 
better not try. That’s progress, and the price of progress is 

problems. 
Senator Jones: I can’t promise you not to try, because 

there are lots of my folks who are not reconciled to the fact, 
if it is a fact. It’s a big problem, and I need your help on it. 
Well, have we covered everything? Is there anything else 

needs doing to persuade you to step on the gas? 
Mr. Smith: Many things, mostly minor annoyances, like 

snooping and sneering and slandering and sniping at my 
enterprise, initiative, ambition and industry, which has made 
everything in America. But that’s principally the perpetual 
political Punch and Judy Show, and it doesn’t matter much 
because it doesn’t get you or anybody anywhere. Everybody 
in this country is a business man and wants to get ahead, 
earn more, produce more, have more of everything for him¬ 
self and his family. When that’s gone there won’t be any¬ 
thing for us to talk about. There won’t be any more America, 
and neither you nor I will be here. We’ve got to live together, 
or die together. Freedom—that’s your job—and prosperity 

—that’s mine—go together. 
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How Banks Manage Real Estate 

For the most part, banks find it 
advantageous to repair and mod¬ 
ernize real property before trying 

to sell or rent, although, in sections 

where rehabilitation costs make this 
policy impracticable, some institutions 
dispose of distressed parcels promptly, 

even at a loss. 
This information, obtained in a sur¬ 

vey conducted by Banking among the 
men who are handling bank real estate 
in key cities from coast to coast, is one 
of several interesting samples of bank 
procedure in meeting, with character¬ 

istic energy and resourcefulness, a new 
and perplexing problem. Realty man¬ 
agement, confronted with such ob¬ 
stacles as lack of market, depreciation 
and obsolescence, has taken a variety of 
forms, but it is possible to set down, on 

the basis of the survey, a number of 
observations. 

Local conditions, it appears, largely 
determine bank procedure in the in¬ 
creasingly familiar field of real estate. 

Many large banks operate their own 

specialized departments, with personnel 
recruited either from their own staffs, 
from the outside, or a combination of 
these sources. In addition to their in¬ 
ternal organizations, many banks em¬ 
ploy outside agents to make sales and 
rentals. Smaller institutions follow a 

more indefinite policy, for cost of 
management and operation is an impor¬ 
tant factor. 

Some large institutions maintain their 
own repair crews, but a more usual 
practice is to place reconditioning jobs 
in the hands of local contractors on a 
competitive bid basis. 

Inspection of repair and moderniza¬ 
tion work seems to be almost universal. 

in particular, find this burden heavy. 
One of the constructive results of this 
situation is that banks are giving more 
attention to population movements, 

trends in business and residential dis¬ 
tricts, and more frequent inspections of 
mortgaged properties. There is also a 
tendency toward prompter foreclosures 
in cases of delinquency, so as to prevent 
values from declining through neglect. 

In making loans, better appraisals. 
are being demanded. Some banks do 
their own appraising. More attention is 
now given to probable future values. 

Also, amortized loans are rather widely 
favored. 

A fair amount of cooperation among 

institutions or other agencies interested 
in real estate appears to exist in most 
parts of the country. 

OUTMODED HOUSES 

IN Banking’s review last month of 

the real estate outlook, attention was 
called to the drag of old, pretentious 
houses in the larger and older cities. 

Boston, Worcester, Philadelphia, Rich¬ 
mond, Washington, Cleveland, Detroit 
and San Francisco reported situations 
of this sort, although such difficulties 
are practically universal. 

In growing cities, especially where 
business districts are encroaching upon 
what were once fashionable residential 

sections, these old houses can usually 
be adapted to business purposes; the 

increase in the value of the land on 
which they are built often will overcome 
the obsolescence and deterioration in 

the buildings’ value. But there is usu¬ 
ally some loss, and in cities where the 
residential trend is away from former 
fashionable districts and the slack is 

trict changes had been carefully watched 
the problem would have been greatly 

minimized. Present value is less impor¬ 
tant than value 10 or 20 years hence. 

However, the question is how to get 

out of a difficult situation. So far the 
banks have not worked out a broad 
general answer and their methods vary 
as much as their geographical location. 
Most banks use common sense and fol¬ 
low plans that meet the special re¬ 

quirements of each case. By and large, 
it appears that banks find it advisable 
to put property into comparatively 
good condition before offering it for 

sale or rent. 
In Boston and several other New 

England districts the high cost of re¬ 
pairs and modernization is such that 
in many cases banks have found it best 

to sell the property as it stands. A 
Hartford bank has successfully fol¬ 
lowed the plan of rehabilitation before 
sales. A Pittsburgh institution at the 
depth of the depression sold property at 
auction for what it would bring, but 

has since followed a more conservative 
course and the policy of reconditioning 
is more general. A bank in Richmond 
for the most part does not rehabilitate 
the property before sale; one in Cleve¬ 
land usually follows the policy of mak¬ 
ing repairs. A Detroit bank follows both 
methods, depending upon the character 

and condition of the property. A bank 
in Birmingham and another in St. Louis 

reported that they usually put property 
into good condition before attempting a 
sale. In Kansas City a bank reported 
that they often made repairs up to 15 or 
20 per cent of the appraised value be¬ 
fore sale. Reporting institutions in 
Denver and other western cities make 

In making sales through outside 
agents banks usually advertise in coofH 
eration with these realtors. However, 
several institutions do no sales adver¬ 
tising, preferring to rely on direct in¬ 
quiries from prospective customers. 

As was pointed out last month, ob¬ 
solete and deteriorated property ad¬ 
versely affects the real estate market. 
New England and the eastern states, 
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not taken up by business development 

the loss is greater. 
These observations apply only in a 

slightly lesser degree to old business 
structures, warehouses, factories and 
the hke. Manifestly, if loans on such 
properties had been placed at first on 
an amortization basis, if inspections 
had been regular and thorough, if 
trends of population and business dis- 

comparatively few repairs. 
Through these several methods one 

can trace differences in local conditions 
and in demand for property. Where 
there is a lively demand the tendency is 
not to recondition. Banks usually are 
ready to act promptly when they can 
get out without loss rather than im¬ 
prove property in anticipation of a 

profit. 
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Where it is necessary for banks to 
manage real estate either in preparation 
for a sale or as a means of securing in¬ 
come or in trust administration, meth¬ 
ods vary quite as widely. Usually large 
banks have separate real estate depart¬ 
ments. Others handle real estate as an 
activity of the mortgage division. As 
banks decrease in size these separate 
departments diminish in distinction 

until they become in fact merely part 
time employment for one officer. A 
typical bank at Worcester, Massachu¬ 
setts, for example, has a separate real 
estate department divided into sales, 
rentals and maintenance divisions. A 
few banks handle their real estate en¬ 
tirely on their own and with their own 
men. Banks surveyed in Hartford, 
Houston and Denver employ no agents; 
property is held until the bank itself 
can make a sale or secure a tenant. On 
the other hand, reporting banks in 
Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Port¬ 
land, Des Moines and Oklahoma City 
turn real estate over to realtors. All 

other reporting cities employ both 
methods, some doing most of the work 
themselves, others depending mostly 
upon real estate agents. 

VARYING RENTAL METHODS 

or 20 men who are busy at all times. 
Jobs are placed outside only when the 
regular crew is too busy. Sales are 
handled by two experienced commission 
men in the department, but the bank 
also uses every realtor in Detroit. 
Rentals are taken care of entirely by 
the bank. The bank employs four 
property managers, each with his own 
zone for which he is directly responsible. 

The real estate department was organ¬ 
ized about four years ago with personnel 
drawn mostly from outside of the bank, 
predominanUy real estate men, under 
an engineer as department head. 

In Portland, Oregon, a bank turns 
acquired realty over to a real estate 
subsidiary whose stock is owned by the 
shareholders of the bank. This company 
handles most of its property, both sales 
and rentals, through realtors. The bank 
does its own appraising. It “builds up” 

.business property before attempting a 
sale—that is, it puts the property in 
shape for rental to a reliable tenant 
and gets such a tenant before offering 

the house on the market. 
As with sales and rentals, so with 

repairs, modernization and general re¬ 
habilitation. The recent survey indi- 
cates that the tendency among large 
banks with real estate departments is 
to do the whole job, maintaining either 
crews of workmen or having standing 
agreements with contractors. Some 
smaller banks with not enough property 
on hand to justify this method follow a 
more casual policy as a rule. 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

IT appears to be a standing ques- 

tion whether a bank should manage 
its property or use the services of an 
establi^ed management corporation. 
The average sized bank apparently 
feels that charges of management 
corporations are high. On the other 
hand, the average bank does not have 
enough property to justify a manage¬ 
ment department and finds it necessary 
to employ outside agents, even at a loss 
on the property. 

Most good sized banks do their mod¬ 
ernization and repair work through a 
small group of contractors in the several 
lines of work. A few banks, like those 

NEARLY all the larger banks covered 
by the survey handle rentals through 

agents. Otherwise the trend in most 
cities seems to be in the direction of 
more reliance upon the bank’s own 
efforts. A Denver institution recently 
tried out both methods. It gave a large 
real estate agency authority, but not 
exclusive authority, to sell its property 
during a three-month period. At the 
end of the interval the bank had sold 
more property direct than the agency 
had been able to move. The officer in 
charge of the real estate department of 
this bank had previous experience as a 
real estate appraiser as well as practical 
banking experience as cashier of a small 
town bank. The bank does not advertise 
or list its properties for sale and employs 
no outside salesmen. Most sales are to 
individuals who inquire at the bank in 
order to avoid paying a sales commis¬ 
sion. The institution’s pelicy is rapid 
turnover of property. 

Almost an exactly oppesite plan is 
followed by a Detroit bank. When a 
piece of property is acquired this bank 
makes an inspection, decides whether 
the ptarcel is to be handled as it is, 
reconditioned, rented or sacrificed. If 
reconditioned, the work is done by the 
bank through its own architect and 
two assistants with a repair crew of 15 
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jurveyed in St. Louis and Hartford, re¬ 
port iat they let the work to the lowest 
responsible bidders. A Des Moines 

handles both rentals and sales 

with the cooperation of the local real 
estate board and through direct adver¬ 
tising. It makes a practice of calling 
upon prospective tenants so that it can 
make its own estimates of them. Nearly 
all the surveyed banks which manage 
their property report that they check 
on the credit rating of prospects. 

One result of experience during the 
depression has been the general adop¬ 
tion of more frequent, careful and ex¬ 
pert inspection and reappraisal of 
properties. Many large banks with real 
estate departments maintain a force of 
inspectors or supervisors, some com¬ 
bining such inspections with appraisals. 
Several banks in Boston, Worcester, 
Pittsburgh, Birmingham, St. Louis and 
Portland use their own men exclusively; 
others employ real estate men. Some 
institutions make inspection at irregular 
intervals, others on a fixed schedule. 

Some cooperative accomplishments 
are worth noting. Worcester reports 

that real estate managers of the princi¬ 
pal banks and other interests, meeting 
monthly, have obtained equalization of 
rents in all sections of the dty, protec¬ 
tion against cut-throat competition, 
and a listing of all evicted tenants. 
Many of the reporting banks make it a 
point to maintain property values by 
refusing to sell at prices below accepted 
values in the neighborhood. Banks in 
Cleveland cooperate in fixing rates on 
loans, appraisals and the like, and in 
Birmingham such cooperation is par¬ 
ticularly close. Memphis and Des 
Moines also report a fair degree of 
mutual assistance. 

FX)RECLOSURES 

ANOTHER result of experience is a 
new attitude towards foreclosures. Nat¬ 
urally banks are reluctant to take ac¬ 
tion for the acquisition of property, and 
they postpone it as long as possible. 
It has been found, however, that when 
the nominal owner of mortgaged prop¬ 
erty is unable to maintain payments he 
is also unable or unwilling to maintain 

the property. The experience of most 

banks is that by extending time for 
pa3rments and postponing foreclosure, 
the property is subject to rapid deteri¬ 
oration. Unless there is reason to believe 
that the mortgagor can and will keep 
his building up to standard, banks are 
now disposed to take over the property 
promptly and exercise whatever leni¬ 
ency may be possible after they have 
secured possession. A Midwest banker 
estimates that at least 40 per cent of 
the property taken over by mortgagees 
in his neighborhood in the past five 
years has been so run down as materi¬ 
ally to affect the value of the mortgage 
loan, not to mention the added exp>ense 
of putting the property into proper 
shape so that it can be sold to the ad¬ 
vantage of all interests. 

In approximately 80 per cent of the 
local situations covered by the survey, 
the real estate departments of the banks 
have been built up from bank personnel. 
On the other hand, many institutions 
that have been very successful in deal¬ 
ing with real estate have departments 
which were organized largely with expe¬ 
rienced outside help. 



Presearch before 

By WILLIAM DORSEY KENNEDY 

Account ExecutiTC, J. Walter Thompson Advertising 

Corporation; former Assistant Dean, Graduate School 

of Business Administration, Harvard University 

A LARGE manufacturer is constantly 
trying to identify as soon as pos- 
sible any new trends of consumer 

opinion which may affect the sales of 
his products, and any changes in public 
opinion which may alter his public rela¬ 
tions problem. Advertising agencies 
which represent such manufacturers 
may have crews of field investigators 
working on a number of such investiga¬ 
tions at the same time. 

Every year, these field investigators 
ask tens of thousands of housewives 
why they like or dislike certain pack¬ 
aged foods, cosmetics, household ap¬ 
pliances; what new uses they may have 
discovered for them; where dissatisfac¬ 
tion may have arisen. Questions are 
asked of storekeepers to bring out the 
competitive position of leading products 

in the trade. 
Why not investigate estate planning 

in the same way? Advising a man of 
property how to dispose of his estate 
and carrying out his wishes through ex¬ 
ecutorships and trusteeships is a busi¬ 
ness—or it ought to be. It is an excellent 
thing that the relationship between 
lawyer and client should be surrounded 
by a professional code that sets it apart 
from the typical relationship between 
a salesman and a buyer. It is fine, too, 
that the fiduciary association should be 
surrounded with a sanctity which com¬ 
mercial selling lacks. 

On the other hand, the testator 
doesn’t want codes and sanctity of 
themselves, unless they are an effective 
means to an end. What he wants are 
results. Moreover, he has the right to 
get what he wants. It requires no little 
effort to build up and conserve a sub- 

’ stantial estate. The man who succeeds 
ought to have the best service that is 
humanly possible to provide, to help 
him pass on his property to his heirs 
and beneficiaries in such maimer as to 
do the most good and the least harm. 

One of the main reasons why men of 
unusual talents extend themselves to 
accumulate property is to provide eco¬ 
nomic security, educational opportu¬ 
nity, and happiness for dependents. 
Does the typical will actually accom¬ 
plish these things? What are the chief 
reasons for failure of estate planning? 
Are lawyers, other advisers, executors 
and trustees offering a good product for 
sale? Or may a man be wasting his effort 
when he works like a dog to pile up an 
estate which may do his heirs and bene¬ 
ficiaries as much harm as good? These 

are the kinds of questions that a wide¬ 
awake manufacturer might ask about 
his product. 

And of course there are others, of a 
more practical—perhaps a more supier- 
ficial—sort. How do women differ from 
men in writing their wills? Why do so 
many pjeople die intestate? Are there 
good reasons for not writing a will? Are 
p)eople being over-influenced to create 
trusts, because of the tax economies 
px)ssible? Should beneficiaries be told in 
advance what they are to receive under 
a will? How often should a will be 

revised? Should a trust indenture permit 
investment in common stocks? When 
are co-executors and co-trustees advis¬ 
able? And many others of this nature. 

A method of conducting an investi¬ 
gation of this sort is suggested below. 
It was employed in a recent investigation 
of estate planning among lawyers, judges 
and trustees in three eastern states. 

First, find a trained newspiapier or 
magazine writer who has had consider¬ 
able experience in interviewing. You 
can often get a top>-notcher who is tem¬ 
porarily out of a job for from $50 to $75 
a week. After two weeks’ to a month’s 
work you should be able to see daylight 
ahead; if not, charge the experiment off 
to profit and loss and forget about it. 

For this work I prefer a girl to a man. 
If she has charm and intelligence she 

can get in many places where a man 
would find the door slammed in his face 
and if she is thrown out, she is not 
thrown as far or as hard. Moreover, she 
is less likely to have preconceived opm- 

ions, or any stock of misinformation 
about the subject of estate planning. 

Provide this interviewer with a set of 
about 10 questions, fairly general, which 
seem to cover the broad fields that 
make up estate planning. One for the 
man with a philosophical turn of mind. 
One or two specifically on trusts. Two 
or three definitely on the economic side 
with emphasis on the differences in the 
wills written today compared with 
those written five or six years ago. Two 
or three on the human side of writing 
wills and estate planning. 

Try this questionnaire out on a dozen 
representative men. Have your mter- 
viewer write a complete repiort of each 
interview. Then re-phrase the questions 
in the light of the reports, rejecting 
those which have been barren of re¬ 
sults. For these, later substitute others. 

Watch carefully for side remarks 
droppjed by the pieople interviewed. 
Note which direction the discussion of 
the questions usually takes and phrase 
the new questions accordingly. This 
whole process of revising the question¬ 
naire should be rep)eated five or sir 
times. As soon as possible, recast each 

question so that it can be answered 
with the least p>ossible effort. 

Remember that broad general ques¬ 
tions put a heavy burden on most men. 
The answers require review and classi¬ 
fication of expierience, analysis, synthe¬ 
sis. A tremendous intellectual effort is 
needed to reach a conclusion. Part of 

this effort we must anticipjate by put¬ 
ting our questionnaire through a process 
of refinement; but we must proceed 
slowly to be sure that we are not putting 
our own words in the mouths of the peo¬ 

ple we question. 
Let me illustrate this stage-by-stage 

development. Suppose one thing we 
want to know is why p)eople fail to make 
wills. In the first draft of our question¬ 
naire we simply ask “Why in youi 
opinion do pjeople fail to make wills?” 
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We find that the people we interview ( 
are responsive to this question; there¬ 
fore it is worth developing. However, i 
we get a very heterogeneous set of i 
answers; everyone is too much im- | 
pressed by some recent incident in his i 
own experience. In sorting over the re- : 
pfies, we note that certain ones are 
given more often than others. Hence we 
r^phrase the question, as follows: 

How would you describe the reasons why 
people fail to make wills. (The following are 
the reasons most frequently given in a pre¬ 
liminary investigation. Please cross out those 
you consider negligible and add others.) 

Procrastination and laziness. 

Ignorance of rules of intestate distribution. 

Superstitious feeling that writing a will has¬ 
tens death. 

Uncertamty as to the economic future and 
real value of estate. 

Fear of expense involved (reason for home¬ 
made will). 

Disinclination to let anyone, even lawyer, 
know of intentions (reason for home-made 
will). 

‘Naming my life-insurance beneficiaries 
really does the main job. The rest of my 
estate is hardly worth bothering about.’ 

Other reasons:- 

In later stages we may change some 
of the reasons and modify the phrase¬ 
ology of others. For example, consider 
the one described as “Superstitious 
feelmg that writing a will hastens 

death”. Most of the people we inter¬ 
viewed confessed that they had occa¬ 
sionally encountered a definite super¬ 
stition of this sort but they believed 
that the feeling was much more vague 
with the majority of estate owners. In 
most cases, they simply don’t like to be 

reminded that they cannot exjject to 
live forever. The wording is changed to 
meet this criticism. 

It happens that replies to this par¬ 
ticular question were used in an adver¬ 
tisement by a large New York trust 
company which appeared in New York 
newspapers during the week of Novem¬ 
ber 16. It is reproduced at the right. 

Of course no revolutionary results 
can be expected from such an investi¬ 
gation. It should, however, establish a 
better perspective than any one in- 
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dividual might have on the subject. 
It may also affirm or deny apparent 

new trends. For example, consider the 
matter of trustees’ fees. In the investi¬ 
gation recently completed we tried to 
find out whether there was any swing of 
sentiment toward higher statutory fees. 
We found none, among lawyers and 
judges, even when we used a leading 
question such as: “Should statutory 
fiduciary fees be raised to bring them in 
line with prevailing fees for investment 
management?” Among the officers of 
trust departments, however, we found 
evidence of dissatisfaction with the 
present situation. There was a definite 

conviction that if it were generally 
known how much work and respon¬ 
sibility were involved in trust admin¬ 
istration, statutory fees would be in¬ 
creased. 

We did find among lawyers and 
judges some feeling that a trustee 
should be more adequately compen¬ 
sated for managing real estate and for 
the additional work in servicing mort¬ 
gages which has been required since the 
virtual disappearance of the mortgage 
guaranty companies. 

As might have been expected, the ef¬ 
fects of the depression and the possibil¬ 
ity of inflation were reflected in some 

Why do People Fail 
to Make Wills? 

I AST people dkd in 
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that amny people do not realize 
vHbat would happen tf they should 
die before making a valid wilL 
This will be discuseed in next 
week’s advertiaement. 

A third was described as the 
strange tendency of some pet^le 
to associate the making of a wiD 
with approaching death. 

A fourdi reason has become 
more prevalent durmg the last 

economic and busiaeas future. 
Many men have gone along fw 
seven years—perhaps a fifth of 
their mature business careers 
wakhig for a bussneas revivaL 
TUs, diey hoped, nni^t restore 
the values of their krveatments so 
that they would have “aometfaing 
more worth leaving.” 

It was said also that some peo¬ 
ple were disioclined to let any- 
<me, even their lawyer, know of 

• their financial condition; this of¬ 
ten resulted in home-made docu¬ 
ments which were unenforceable. 

Onc$ these reasems fer not meking 
a wUI are set down, it would seen$ 
unnecessary even to discuss them. 

If a Hfetime of hard seork and sac¬ 
rifice fmt into the accumulation and 
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T1ii« i* * the SECOND of s series of 
artieles sddressed to men of property in 
an effort to help them meke their estate 



replies. A majority did not favor a pro¬ 
vision in trust indentures permitting 
trustees to invest in common stocks, 
yet there was a substantial minority 
who so advised. There was about an 
even division for and against providing 
for commingled investments in trust 
funds, such as suitable investment trusts 
of the bond or mixed types, and partici¬ 
pating mortgages. A number who 
favored participating mortgages spoke 
against investment trusts. 

Much was made of the effect of the 
depression in thwarting the plans of 
testators in proportioning their estates 
among heirs and beneficiaries. Case 

after case was mentioned in which be¬ 
quests of specific amounts to distant 
relatives ate up the capital of an estate, 
leaving little or nothing for the immedi¬ 

ate family. 
Several questions of a general or 

philosophic nature met with surpris¬ 
ingly active antagonism. In an early 
interview was volunteered the follow¬ 

ing opinion: “The theory and prac¬ 

tice of property inheritance are based 
on the passing of farm land and business 
property from father to son. These are 

tangible things that a son and heir 
would learn how to manage in the natu¬ 
ral apprenticeship of family life, whereas 
the usual inheritance today is made up 
largely of intangibles. Neither the law 
nor our educational system has yet 
fully adapted itself to this change.” In 
the next stage of the evolution of the 

questionnaire this statement was quoted 
and lawyers and judges were asked if 
they agreed with it. 

The answer was a furious and thun¬ 
dering chorus of No’s. One man re¬ 
marked: “The man who made that 
statement must be a Communist.” Ap- 
jjarently it is the almost universal opin¬ 
ion that our college courses and our legal 

statutes have been perfectly adapted to 
modern economic life. A few seasoned 
trust oflScers and elder lawyers who had 
acted as fiduciaries were not quite so 
sure, however. 

The other question which seemed to 

arouse antagonism was the following: 
“Do you agree or disagree with the 
following statement: ‘The professional 
services of psychiatrists and psycholo¬ 
gists should be employed more fre¬ 
quently by testators to determine just 

how heirs and beneficiaries—especially 
minors—should be treated in an estate 
plan.’?” 

Only one lawyer agreed with this 
quoted statement. A typical answer 
was: “ No—Papa knows what’s best for 
the kids and can size them up better 
than any old psychologist.” One or two 

men went out of their way to crifidze 
the increased use of psychologists and 
psychiatrists in schools. 

I hope no one will assume that this 
investigation proved anything whatever 
about estate plaiming. A few of the 
simpler questions did furnish us with 
material for advertising. But for the 

most part it was purely exploratory, its 
only value being the establishment of a 
few orientation points in a field which, 
except for its purely legalistic aspects, is 
largely unmapped. 

I hop)e that over the next ten or 20 
years we shall be able to bore more 
deeply into the problem and I hope also 

there will be many other efforts to 
coordinate the scattered experience of 
lawyers, judges, executors and trustees 
to the end that estate planning may be 
made more effective. 

Modern bank advertising does not limit itself to announcing facts about tbe institution. 

The example on the left is two decades old 

COLONIAL TRUST 
COMPANY 

St. Paul Building 

Two-Twenty-Two Broadway, New York 

Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits 
$2,400,000 

Legal Depositary for Court and Trust Funds 

Transacts a General Trust Business 
ACTS AS EXECUTOR. GUARDIAN AND ADMINISTRATOR 

ALLOWS INTEREST ON DAILY BALANCES SUBJECT 

TO CHECK. AND ON CERTIFICATES OP DEPOSIT 

Transacts a General Ban king: Business 

.. OFFICERS.. 
JOHN E. BORNE. PrMldeot 

RICHARD DELAFIELD,. 
CORD METER. > Tlce-Presideota 
JAMBS W. TAPPIN, ) 

ARPAD 8. GB08SMANN. TreMurer EDMUND L. JUDSON. SecreUry 
PHILIP 8. BABCOCK. Trust OlBcer 

., TRUSTEES.. 
RnrsT 0. HsTBHKm, PrasMset Ansrteso Sofsr RsIId- 

Lowbll M. Fauna. BsUrosds sad TrmportstiOQ 
Jmn E. RoBirB. PrssMsnt 
Pnovai. Kf m, KumUi, Nsdiod A XfibBS, Baakers 
OcMA Mem. lUsl EsUU sad XaaataetttrtBC 

L C. DnsAB. AtU>rB«j-at-Law 
RKniT M. Waimr, H. N. Whitaey A Boas, Bsakers 
Tebuow H. BaowN.CaBardBtsaashipCo. 
Taao. W. Hms. ^-Comptroller, City of Nsw York 
Olo. WAaBBW Snira. Cspiuilst 
RicBAaa Dblafislo. Prestdeat, Nstloosl Park Bank. 

N. Y. 
Jaim W, Tarnir. Tiea-Pnaidaat 
Gao. W. QmTABD.Qolatard Iroa Works 
Oao. Evwabd lat, Prsstdset. Homs Lite lasurmaes 

Co.. N. T. 

MEN AND BUSINESS FIND SUCCESS 

IN BIRMINGHAM 

Central Location, Natural DUtribation 

Center of the SOUTH . . . 

DECAUX Birmingham ia the central city of the Southern Slates, as rfiown 

above—located at the shortest total distance and ahortcal average dis¬ 

tance froir ot!>er Southern cities with 50,000 or more population—it ia the 

meet convenient, and economical, disiribution center for this vast area, com- 

prising one-fourth of the nation's territory. 

Therefore, the Southern States, vrith a population of 53.771.655. or 27.5% 

of the total population of the United States in the 1950 censua, can be bet¬ 

ter served from Birmingham than any other single point 

Besides its centrsl location in regard to ether Southern cRisa, Btmun^iam w 

also the most accessible of all the larger cities of the South to the 12 Urgeal 

cities in the Uaitsd States. 

• Wirwdmtkam le tAe IsfM lerWlsp /sr lAsse seeHae awes 

e//scrtce dfnritorfsw la SsoiArm lerrilsfy. IddMsarfia/srmm 

dsn mtff be furmieked apsn rsfasn 

BIRMINGHAM TRUST 
& SAVINGS COMPANY 
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A facsimile of what is said to be the 
gnt savings account entry in the 

United States, a deposit of $5 with the 
Philadelphia Savings Fund Society 
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The Modern Savings Depositor 
NE of the problems confronting By MABEL F. THOMPSON ONE of the problems confronting 
mutual savings banks and anyone 
dealing with savings bank de- 

poators is that of the frequent requests 
forservices that are outside the functions 
of these banks. In any such large and 
diversified group as is represented by 
depositors of mutual savings banks, all 

sorts of inquiries and requests are likely 
to be made. Many of these are, of course, 
out of the question. Others, however, 
though not within the province of such 
institutions, seem to that group of sav¬ 
ings bank depositors who have no other 
btmk connection and accordingly no ac¬ 

cess to the services afforded by the com¬ 
mercial bank or trust company to be 
natural and reasonable requests to make 
of their savings bank. V^en such re¬ 
quests arise—and I refer particulary to 
quesdons regarding checking and limited 

trust service—we point out that mutual 
savings banks are operating under the 
strictest kind of laws governing any type 
of savings business, and that (in most 
states) under these laws such services 
are not permitted. We point out also 
that the unusual record of safety and 
stability of these banks may be at¬ 
tributed at least in part to the very 
severity of these laws. 

The question of an extension of serv¬ 
ices on the part of mutual savings banks 
has been raised before, and doubtless 
will be again. May I say at the outset 
that the views expressed here are in no 
way a reflection of the views or opinions 
of the institution with which it is my 
privilege to be connected. This article is 
written merely as an attempt to call at- 

tendon to the viewpoint of ^e depositor 
and to set down the opinions and views 
of depositors as voiced to me during the 

becember 1936 

Director of the Service Department, 

Union Dime Savings Bank, New York 

12 years in which I have been identified 
with savings bank work. 

In a few states, mutual savings banks 
already have the right to extend serv¬ 
ices other than those usually associated 
with such banks. But the particular 
services mentioned here—checking 
privileges and limited trust services— 
are not extended to depositors of mu¬ 
tual savings banks in the state of New 
York and the majority of other states 
having such banks. During the past 
hundred years, much legislation has 
been passed affecting mutual savings 
banks, but it would seem that their 
function has not been enlarged. Yet 
both conditions of living and the needs 

of depositors have changed materially, 
and today, particularly among the cus¬ 
tomers of savings banks in the larger 
cities, there seems to be a growing feel¬ 
ing that the bank should be more than 
a mere depository for their savings. 

The observation I hear most fre¬ 
quently is in regard to checking service. 
It is true that the person for whom the 
savings bank was originally designed 
did not need a checking account. But 
the world in 1936 is far different from 
that of 1816 or 1836, and living has as¬ 
sumed complexities far beyond those of 
100 years ago. Among other things, there 
is need for handling more money and the 
use of checks has become an everyday 

practice if not a necessity. Most people 
prefer to pay their bills by check and 

would rather draw their own than ask 
the bank to issue checks for them. It 

gives them a certain feeling of prestige, 
perhaps, as well as a standing in the 

community. Today many commercial 
banks find it unprofitable and accord¬ 
ingly are unwilling, especially in the 
larger cities, to carry checking accounts 
unless a balance of from $200 to $1,000 
is maintained. Some of them, however, 
recognizing the need, are now offering 
a special checking service on a small fee 
basis to those who do not wish or can¬ 
not afford to keep the required mini¬ 
mum balance. During the past year, 
several New York banks have inaug¬ 
urated such a service, and the mutual 
savings bank depositor asks: “Why 
can’t the savings banks do this too?” 

For instance. Miss H., one of our de¬ 
positors, said to me the other day: “I 
have a number of small bills to pay each 
month, and I much prefer to pay them 

myself, but I cannot afford to maintain 
a regular checking account in one of the 
large New York banks. But I would like 
to have a part of my savings account set 
aside and be able to draw checks against 
that. My regular account could draw 
interest as usual, but I would not expect 
to receive interest on the other ‘special’ 
account. This probably would not be 
enough of a saving to the bank to pay 
for the additional service, but they 
could charge me for checks just as the 
commercial banks offering such serv¬ 
ice do. 

Undoubtedly such a service would be 
a great convenience to many savings 
bank depositors. The question arises also 
as to whether it would not be good busi¬ 
ness. I wonder if we ever stop to think 

how many thousands of men and women 
there are on small or moderate salaries 
who want such accounts but cannot 



keep the minimum balance required for 

a checking account by the average city 

commercial bank. If they go elsewhere 

for the special checking privileges that 

are now being offered, will it mean that 

ultimately many of them may take 

other business to the banks furnishing 

such service? Again, the question might 

be asked as to whether the savings 

banks could not materially increase 

their accounts by advocating, along 

with their regular savings account, a 

budget savings and checking system 

whereby the customer would deposit a 

certain amount each month in a sp>ecial 

savings account against which—for a 

small fee—he may draw checks. 

Then there is the question of limited 

trust service. I do not mean the type of 

business that would in any way compete 

with the trust company. The average 

trust company in the larger cities, I be¬ 

lieve, is not interested in handling small 

estates where the amount involved is 

less than, say, $20,000 or $25,000, and 

does not seek such business. But there 

are many savings bank depositors with 

estates of this amount or less who find a 

need for a corporate executor or trustee. 

To cite certain cases in illustration of 

this point: Mrs. B. is an elderly widow 

with two granddaughters in their teens. 

She was appointed trustee for them 

under her son’s will, and has the handling 

of about $10,000 for each child. For 

some time she has faithfully fulfilled her 

trust, but she has now reached the point 

where it is a burden to her. She has no 

friend or relative whom she would want 

to have appointed, and had hoped that 

her savings bank might be appointed to 

act as trustee in her place. 

Mr. W. has a wife and two children. 

In the event of his death he feels that 

the money he has (about $20,000) should 

be made to go as far as possible for the 

support of his wife and children. He 

states that in financial matters she is 

quite irresponsible, and for this reason 
he does not wish to entrust her with the 

funds. Since he prefers a corporate 

trustee, and the amount is too sn^ for 

the consideration of the average trust 

company, he turned to his savings bank 

only to be told that the bank could not 

act in this capacity. 

Mr. L., a widower with one smi^|] 

daughter, recently married a widow 

with two children. She has some money 

which they feel should be used to pro¬ 

vide for and educate her children, while 

some of his savings he would like to have 

set aside for the benefit of his daughter. 

To avoid any possibility of future diffi¬ 

culties they wanted to set up small ir¬ 

revocable trusts for the children. Both 

preferred to have a bank handle them, 

but the amount involved, he said, was 

too small to take to a trust company— 

and so—“Won’t a savings bank take 

care of this for us?” they asked. 

Mr. M. was bothered by a difficult 

family situation. For years his mother- 

in-law had cared for a daughter who was 

bedridden and practically irresponsible. 

The question of who would care for this 

daughter in event of her death was a 

constant worry to the mother and she 

had discussed it with her son-m-law. 

The little money she had—about 

$5,000 in a savings bank—she wanted 

used for the daughter’s care in a nursing 

home or institution. She had two other 

daughters (one of them Mr. M.’s wife) 

who were extremely jealous of the in¬ 

valid sister. Because of their attitude, 

the mother felt that she could not leave 

the money to them, nor could she leave 

it outright to the invalid daughter. Mr. 

M. did not want to be involved in the 

matter, and he had advised his mother- 

in-law to have a bank act as executor 

and trustee under her will, and had 

thought that in a case of this sort a 

savings bank could act. 

These instances are cited to show the 

type of request that is brought to the 

savings bank time and again. In some 

cases a solution can be suggested; in 

others the depositor is very frank in ex¬ 

pressing his opinion that the p)erson of 

small or moderate means who has en¬ 

trusted his money to a savings bank 

is Justified in asking a more complete 

financial service which will more ad^ 

quately meet his present day needs. A 

very real problem is presented which 

eventually these banks will be obliged 

to face—the question of whether mutual 

savings banks should continue to exer¬ 

cise purely a “savings” function or 

whether they will undertake an exten¬ 

sion of services for depositors’ benefit 

banking 

. . . both conditions of living and the needs of depositors have 

changed materially, and today . . . there seems to be a growing 
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feeling that the hank should he more than a mere depository for their 

savings.*’ At the top, ** Dividend Day at the Bowery Savings Bank”, 

1870. Immediately above, the modem savings depositor 
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But You Are a Bank! 

By PERCY GOMERY 

yigoager, Canadian Bank of Commerce, 

Kitrilano Branch, Vancouver, B. C. 

WHILE the majority of my years 
have been spent as manager of a 
city bank, my heart is probably 

still in one of the many small town of¬ 

fices where I was in charge. Under the 
skin I am a country banker. 

In my day Canadian clerks were at 
once “oflScers on the staff” (sort of 
military or ambassadorial smack in 

that) and were expected to be bank em¬ 
ployees and nothing in the world else 
from 16 to 60. In the 1890’s the Ontario 

farm boy was “appointed” (to lick 
stamps and j)eddle drafts to store¬ 
keepers). 

A month later he might be trans¬ 
ferred to a fair-sized city where by 
divine right of being a “bank officer” 

he attained at once a social standing to 
which he was not entitled. The man¬ 
ager, Inspector or general manager al¬ 
ways addressed the errand-running 
sodalite as “ Mister Brown ”, if, indeed, 
they ever did address him. 

Mr. Brown’s salary never grew faster 
than $100 a year, no matter how good 
he was, no matter how adaptable and 
no matter how ambitious he was to 
break through the narrow dignified 
bounds of professional procedure and 
make some money for the bank. As to 
making some money for himself in his 
off hours—that was a form of origi¬ 
nality specifically forbidden by the 
printed regulations. 

On the other hand, no matter how 

incapable, unambitious and untidy Mr. 
Brown was, his salary never increased 
less than $50 a year. And he was never 

fired so long as he refrained from steal¬ 
ing money. 

In the States a boy might begin life 
as a butcher’s assistant and at the ripe 
old age of 24 “ get a job ” in a bank, and 

the successful livery-stable owner of 
45 might find himself suddenly a banker 
in presidential ranks. Banker forsooth! 
I cannot say we looked down on them 

D«*mbcr 1936 

exactly, but we felt they must be look¬ 
ing up to us. 

When our Mr. Brown, now an ac¬ 

countant, took the Dominion Day ex¬ 
cursion to Messina Centre, N. Y., he 
talked to Smith, cashier of the First 
State Bank. Smith at the time was 
probably engaged in writing an insur¬ 
ance application for a farmer, placing a 

mortgage, notarying a document or sell¬ 
ing a piece of real estate. Brown told 
Smith (though it was a direct contra¬ 
vention of the rules to do so) that his 
salary was “seven hundred a year”. It 

sounded more dignified than Smith’s 
supposition that he “guessed” he 
“knocked down seventy or eighty a 

month.” In fact if he couldn’t do at 
least that, he’d quit. 

How the Smiths must have laughed 

at us! 
The mystery to me now is how the 

Canadian banks ever paid dividends. 
True, copying presses were cheaper than 
typ)ewriters and adding brains than 
adding machines, but we never seemed 

to try to make any money. Literally 
scores of times men and women have 
said to me, “ I don’t see how the bank 
makes anything on my account. I de¬ 
posit $100, draw most of it right away 
and then write a flock of checks the rest 

of the month.” The obvious answer 
was, “ The bank doesn’t. We lose about 

$10 a year on your account. We just 

overcharge in other directions.” 
But we merely imitated our elders 

and smiled magnanimously, “It’s on 

the volume the bank makes its profit.” 
That a volume of small losses was a 
serious drag on the whole bank was not 
our affair. As a matter of fact we had 
only a hazy idea, if any, on what trans¬ 
actions our branch made or lost money. 

An inquisitive clerk at a country 
branch could find out that there were 
certain foreign exchange and circulating 

currency profits at Head Oflfice, but the 
exact profit asset or liability of his own 
branch was kept a secret at headquar¬ 
ters—if indeed it was known with ac¬ 
curacy anywhere. As I recall it, we in 

the towns made no sp)ecial effort to 
increase loans. We were not encouraged 
to do so. A high official of a bank I was 
in told me: “If I had my way there 
would be no loans at your branch. We’d 
do all that in the big city office.” 

“Liquidity” had become a great 
watchword. Every loan granted must 
provide a sure and sp>eedy repayment. 
Even with the most giltedged security 
the whole loan must be F)aid off, at the 
longest, in 12 months. United States 

An interesting side of Canadian banking has been the opening of branches in 

the far North, as here in South Porcupine, Ontario. For part of the year man¬ 

agers travel from branch to branch by dog sled 



country banks laid out a high propor¬ 
tion of their funds in mortgages and 
loans which made no pretense of being 
liquid. As junior bankers in Canada our 
common sense told us it was both wise 
and safe to lend a small part of our funds 
to the tin shop and butcher shop if 
their owners also owned an unencum¬ 
bered home or farm. While the butcher 
was required to renew his note every 
three to four months the loan ran rather 
indefinitely, paid interest unfailingly, 
was no trouble and retained a friend. 

But Head OflSce presently called for 
payment of all such advances. We had 
tried lending to the village doctor 
against his accumulating accounts and 
to school teachers in anticipation of 
salary, but an edict was issued warning 
against, if not forbidding, professional 
and salary loans. 

Banks opened branches they cal¬ 
culated would lose money for the first 
five years. It was part of a sort of co¬ 
operative plan with the Dominion Gov¬ 

ernment to provide banking facilities to 
sparsely populated Canada. And it was 
a good plan. But the banks went ahead 
and opened two or three banks in 
towns scarcely big enough for one, ex¬ 
tended the loss period to 15 or 20 years, 
and created a vicious circle. 

One manager decided to commercial¬ 
ize his popularity (and common sense), 
inducing such people to compensate the 
bank for its time. He wrote his head 
office how he had added $200 to his 

There are nine individually chartered banks in Canada whose branches 

form a network over the entire country. Their head offices are located 

in three principal cities—Toronto, Montreal and Halifax 

year’s profits. His letter was broadcast 
to hundreds of branches. In that 50- 
year-old bank it was apparently a new 
idea! 

Public abuse of this absurd free serv¬ 
ice is illustrated by the following, an 
occurrence in 1935: 

A woman depositor came to her 

banker in despair. A debtor in a distant 
city persistently refused to pay a debt 
of $1,325. She would really accept less, 
she said, but the debtor of late refused 
even to answer letters. The distant 
branch was written to, the manager 
there and his lawyer interviewed the 
debtor, who was dishonest but now 
frightened. He had intended to tire the 
woman out or oblige her to sue, when 
he could defend the action on the good 
ground that a certain promised under¬ 
taking had not been furnished. The 
woman was then visited by the first 
manager who drew up for her the neces¬ 
sary document and promptly collected 
principal and interest of $1,500. Hand¬ 
ing her the cheque he asked, 

“Now what do you think the bank 
should have for its assistance?” 

“Why, you never said you were go¬ 
ing to charge.” 

“But we’ve spent a great deal of 
time. Lawyers and courts would have 

cost you a couple of hundred, you 
know.” 

“ But you are a bank!” she exclaimed. 
That sentence might well become a 

classic in Canadian banking. Every 
branch manager over 40 might frame 
it to look at every morning to remind 
him of his foolish past. 

In my own recent experience a lady 
asked me to undertake a difficult collec¬ 
tion which would require much time, 
correspondence and negotiation. I set a 
figure of some 2 p>er cent for the bank 
if successful. “Oh!” sniffed the offended 
customer. “In that case I’ll give it to 
my solicitors. They do that sort of 
thing.” If the work was to be done 
gratis the bank might have it. 

Over 20 years ago I was charging on 
unprofitable current accounts and rec¬ 
ommended the practice to the manager 
of a much larger business. “ I’m afraid 
it would never do here,” he smiled in¬ 
dulgently. “ The first thing I knew the 
head of some big firm would phone me 
that I was charging his wife.” As a 
matter of fact an hour’s skillful review 
of the list of proposed charges would 
have disposed of any such objection 
and his branch would have benefited by 
$100 a month—which it doubles today. 

(Continued on page 68) 
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$23,463,585,000 in Savings 
Deposits 

By W. ESPEY ALBIG 
Deputy Manager, American Bankers Association 

For the third successive year sav- its has been that in commercial deposits of interest paid by mutual savings 
ings deposited in banks in conti- which combined with savings deposits banks and their depression record are 
nental United States show an advance make up individual deposits now aggre- considerable factors in this showing, 

over the preceding year. As of June 30, gating $46,310,117,000, a gain of $4,627,- Investments in Government bonds 
1936, they aggregate $23,463,585,000, 388,000 or 11.1 per cent. In Montana in all banks in 1930 amounted to $3,846,- 
according to reports received by the the increase in individual deposits 938,000, which by 1935 had risen to 
Savings Division, American Bankers reaches 44 per cent while in South Caro- $14,284,052,000, an increase of 271 per 

.Association, a rise of $849,561,000, or lina and New Mexico it is 31 per cent, and cent. Probably half of the investments 
3,8 per cent over the figure a year ear- in nearly all the states it is considerable, in mutual savings banks are in real es- 
lier, despite the decrease by $135,785,- The trend of deposits from savings tate mortgages, with around a sixth in 
000, or 42.3 per cent, of redeposits of to demand is particularly evident when Government bonds and possibly half as 
postal savings in banks. This compares a comparison is made of the percentage much in railroad bonds. The investment 
favorably with the increase as of June relation of savings to total individual in Government bonds in mutual savings 
30, 1935, over the preceding year of deposits. Not since 1925 has it reached banks has more than doubled in the 
$861,514,000, or 4 per cent. as low a figure as in 1936, when it past five years. Real estate ownership 

All the states with the exception of dropped to 51 p)er cent. This reflects the by banks has of course been materially 
four show an increase over the preceding large surplus funds held by banks for increased during the depression years, 
year in the amount of savings deposited, suitable forms of investment and loans. High quality, diversification by indus- 
Of these one is in the New England It may also indicate that savings are tries, by geographical area and through 
states, and three are in the west central being transferred to some extent into a spacing of maturities, and periodic 
States. other agencies. inspection and revision of the bond ac- 

On the basis of savings deposits per In only six states is a rate of interest count are principles on which savings 
inhabitant the picture is not so bright, higher than lyi per cent paid on time bank investment policies are based. 
Fourteen states had a percentage loss of deposits, and in those states it is paid The trend of savings deposits on 
from 1.2 per cent to 13.9 p>er cent in per only in a few cities and under certain passbook continues upward in the New 
inhabitant savings comp>ared with the limitations by a particular type of bank. England and middle Atlantic states, 
previous year. The gain in the popula- In most states the prevailing rate is now with a marked drop in time certificates 
tion estimate for the year would in part 2 per cent. In a number, only \}4 per and redeposits of postal savings in 
account for some of the loss in per in- cent is paid and in several the rate has banks. In New England demand depos- 
habitant savings despite the greater declined to 1 per cent or even one-half of its rose by $192,658,000 or 14.7 per cent 
volume of savings in the states. In the 1 per cent. Under these conditions it is and in the middle Atlantic states by 
District of Columbia for example, the natural that depositors should seek $1,773,256,000, or 18.8 per cent. Postal 
population increase is estimated at 22 other forms of investment which offer a savings redeposited in banks in New 
percent, while the loss in per inhabitant higher rate of income. England dedined $1,165,000, or 14.7 
savings is 13.9 per cent. In South Caro- Savings deposits in mutual savings per cent, and in the middle Atlantic 
lina the estimated increase in population banks have bwn maintained at a high states $76,514,000, or 64.8 per cent, 
is 15.7 p)er cent, while the decrease in figure during the depression years. Al- In the southern states savings on 
per inhabitant savings is 11.8 per cent. though there was a drastic drop in sav- passbook increased by $77,971,000. 

The number of depositors also shows ings deposits in other types of banks as Time certificates declined by $6,711,000 
an mcrease over the preceding year in of June 30, 1932, those in mutual sav- and postal savings in banks declined by 
all except ten states. The aggregate ings rose during that period. They de- $13,979,000 or 25 per cent. Demand de¬ 
number is 42,396,712, a gain of 1,081,- creased but once, to a small degree (2,8 posits increased by $465,466,000 or 24.5 
506, or 2.6 per cent over the previous per cent) in 1933, and have continued per cent. 
year. The advance in the number of de- to rise since that date, and as of June Savings on passbook in the east cen- 
positors has not kept pace with the rate 30,1936, reach a figure of over $10,000,- tral states rose, with a moderate decline 
ofadvanceof savings deposits or of pop- 000,000, which is nearing the peak of in time certificates and a larger drop, 
lotion. It has been high in some sec- 1932. $15,191,000 or 29.4 per cent, in postal 
tions, notably the southern, east central Savings in other types of banks are savings. In this area also demand de- 
ind Pacific states. still nearly $6,000,000,000 below the posits had a rapid rise, $903,964,000 or 

The really spectacular rise in depos- peak of 1930. The generally higher rate 20.6 per cent. In the west central area 
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savings on passbook increased by $14,- 
403,000, time certificates decreased 
slightly and postal savings declined by 
$3,689,000, or 45.3 per cent. Demand 
deposits again had an advance of $125,- 
938,000, or 16.2 per cent. 

The Pacific states, having a rise of 
$118,330,000 in savings on passbook, are 
the only group of states as a unit show¬ 
ing an increase in time certificates, 
which rose $38,057,000, or 42.8 per 
cent. Postal savings, as in other dis¬ 
tricts, dropped $25,247,000, or 31.7 per 
cent. Demand deposits in conformity 
with other sections of the country rose 
by $316,545,000, or 24.8 per cent. 

The United States as a whole shows 
an increase in savings on passbook of 
$962,535,000or4.7 per cent; and demand 
deposits rose to $22,846,532,000, only 
$168,7%,000, 0.7 per cent, below the 
all-time high point of 1927, an increase 
over the previous year of $3,777,827,- 
000, or 19.8 per cent. Time certificates 
for the whole country increased by $22,- 
811,000, or 1.2 per cent, and postal sav¬ 
ings redeposited in banks decreased 
$135,785,000, or 42.3 per cent. 

NEW ENGLAND STATES 

THE New England section showed a 
steady growth in savings depnjsits, in 
which Massachusetts has the largest ag¬ 
gregate, $43,961,000. The highest rate 
of increase occurred in Maine, where the 
rise equaled 3.2 per cent. Only in Ver¬ 
mont did a recession take place, where 
the loss amounted to $667,000, or 0.5 

per cent. 
In the number of depositors gains 

were made in every state except Ver¬ 
mont and New Hampshire. Massachu¬ 
setts secured an increase of almost 
37,000, followed by Connecticut with 
17,770, and Maine with 14,097, which 
was the highest rate of increase, or 2.7 
per cent. 

MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES 

DAIRY production, agriculture and in¬ 
dustrial development showed a marked 
upward trend in New York, Pennsyl¬ 
vania, and in some sections of New Jer¬ 

sey. Payrolls have increased and prices 
for farm products have advanced. There 
has, however, been a significant decline 
in the textile territory in New Jersey, 
where the increase in farm production 
was only slight. An extended drought in 
the western part of New York and in 
Pennsylvania curtailed farm and dairy 
production, but its effects were offset 
to some extent by the higher prices re¬ 
ceived. The continuation of relief pay¬ 
ments has tended to equalize any de¬ 

crease in earning power in districts 
which have not gained suflScient mo¬ 
mentum in business to take up the slack 
of unemployment. The improvement in 
industrial and commercial areas has 
given greater income to a group of 
people that would be expected to save 
a part of their earnings. 

A deterrent to savings has been the 
low interest rates which tend to draw 
surplus funds away from savings in 

banks and find investment in the buying 
of durable goods and in the purchase of 
life insurance. To some degree this loss 
has been counter-balanced by the open¬ 
ing of accounts by new dep>ositors. 

Mexico continues to receive an influx of 
visitors seeking in its favorable climate 
a restoration of health. Oil production 
in that state and Oklahoma added to 
the renewed business activity in the 
southwest. 

SOUTHERN STATES 

THE southern states have been enjoy¬ 
ing the most favorable conditions ex¬ 
perienced in several years. Industrial 
plants are thriving and unemployment 
has decreased greatly. Many banks 
have such large amounts of surplus 
funds that they are making no active 
efforts to obtain interest bearing depos¬ 
its. Prosperous farming conditions ob¬ 
tain in most of the states of this area, 
where also extensive state highway con¬ 
struction programs are in progress, and 
government expenditures have been 
high. 

EAST CENTRAL STATES 

PACIFIC STATES 

RENEWED industrial activity in the 
East Central states has been marked. 
The automotive industry particularly 
has exerted a widespread influence on 
trade through increased production in 
the various plants. Industrial produc¬ 
tion has reached a level almost equal to 
that obtaining before the business de¬ 
pression. The expansion in industry has 
been especially marked in Ohio and 
Michigan. Despite wide unemployment 
local labor shortages exist. Housing 
shortages have develoj)ed while building 
construction lagged or remained at a 
standstill. In cities building activity is 
rising. Farm production throughout the 
East Central section has had a favorable 

IN the Far Western states a general 
improvement in business prev^ed in 
every state, as well as higher commod¬ 
ity prices and a continued gam in 
employment. Banks were limited in 
finding employment for their suq)lus 
funds and found especially severe com¬ 
petition for deposits. Other limiting fac¬ 
tors have been the constantly increasing 
cost of living and labor troubles. 

California has had a sufficiently pros¬ 
perous year in agriculture, manufac¬ 
turing and oil to forge ahead despite 
the unfavorable factors. The motion 
picture industry experienced a better 
year than any since 1931. Oregon in¬ 
creased lumber production as well as 
crops and livestock, which was high 
enough to show a gain, in the face of 
lower prices for some products. In 
Washington, too, the trend of busmess 
activity was upward. Agricultural con¬ 
ditions showed an improvement m 
Utah, as did sheep raising and mining. 
Tourist traffic has very materially 
helped to advance local conditions. The 
rise in mining and livestock growing had 
a beneficial effect also in Idaho and 
Nevada, where an estimated population 
increase of nearly 9 p)er cent occurred. 
In Arizona, there has been a marked re¬ 
cession in p>opulation, estimated for the 
j)ast year at over 11 per cent which 
would naturally affect the percentage 
for p)er inhabitant savings. Copper min¬ 
ing, the principwil industry of the state, 
continued on a restricted basis, althou^ 
there has been considerable expansion 

during the p)ast year. The output of cop- 
p)er is still below that prior to 1930. 

year. 

WEST CENTRAL STATES 

HAWAII 

THE West Central area comprises in 
pjart the region of the dust bowl. Added 
to this was the distress occasioned by 
the drought in some sections of Ne¬ 
braska, ^uth Dakota, Colorado and 
North Dakota, where it was the most 
severe ever experienced by that state. 
Kansas, as well as other states, suffered 
losses from lowered prices for livestock. 
An upward trend in mining is shown in 
Wyoming, Montana and Colorado. New 
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HAWAII continues to increase its sav¬ 
ings deposits, which this year aggregate 
$54,928,000, a ^in of $5,556,000 or 
11.3 p)er cent. This compares favorably 
with the increases in the East Central 

and Pacific states. 
In the number of dep)Ositors, Haw^ 

reaches the total of 170,168, a gam of 
7,849 or 4.8 p)er cent. Savings p)er in¬ 
habitant has reached the high pmint of 
$140, an increase of $12, or 9.4 p)ercent 

over the previous year. 
Individual deposits have also shown 

a rise to $80,131,000, a gain of $5,227,- 

000 or 7 p)er cent. 
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Summary of Savings Deposits and Depositors in the Banks and Trust 

Companies of Continental United States Compiled from Reports Received 

by the Savings Division, American Bankers Association, June 30, 1936 

Cain Per cent Cain Per cent Cain Per cent Cain 
Sawings 1936 Per Inhab. in Savings in Savings in Savings in Savings Number 

Slates {000 omitted) Savings 1936 * per Inhab. per InhtSf. per Inhab. per Inhab. of Savings 
1936 over 1935 1936 over 1935 1936 over 1926 1936 over 1916 Depositors 

$242,989 $288 $5t 1.7t 2«.0t 35.8 528,130 

New Hampshire. 221,141 441 22t 4.8t .9t 62.7 360,029 

143,078 380 18t 4.5t 26.5t 22.2 281,738 

Miaschusetts. 2,551,484 583 5 .9 7.6 95.6 3.755,595 

Rhode Island. 335,413 493 19 4.0 6.0 81.3 401,121 

Connecticut. 879,561 512 nt i.it 11.3 84.2 1,391,250 

Niw England States. 4,373,666 515 .4t 4.0 82.6 6,717,863 

New York. 7,013,869 544 13 2.4 3.8 166.7 9.809,595» 

New Jersey. 1,176,284 274 4t 1.4t lO.St 124.6 2,422,009 

Peonsylvania. 2,314,448 230 6 2.7 5.3t 161.4 4.594.388 

Diitikt of Columbia. 106,611 179 29t 13.9t 17.8 289.1 248,772 

Ddawaie. 69,585 272 2.2t 22.0 189.4 112,392 

Maryland. 399,820 240 3 1.3 5.1t 98.3 842,883 

Middle Atlantic States. 11,080,617 372 4 1.1 1.1 118.8 18,030,039 

Virpnia. 238,958 91 0 193.5 451,654 

West Virginia. 116,080 64 2 3.2 31.2t 30.6 284,849 

North Carolina. 90,780 27 1 3.8 49.lt 80.0 219,642 

Sooth Carolina. 30,820 15 it n.8t 73.7t 37.5t 68,000> 

Georgia. 109,918 33 4t 10.8t 31.3t 73.7 360,580 

Florida. 61,603 38 1 2.7 72.lt 8.6 185,979 

Alabama*. 81,387 29 1 3.6 27.5t 190.0 244,891 

Muassippi. 59,584 .30 2 7.1 41.2t 150.0 92,107> 

Louisiana. 94,224 44 5 12.8 37.lt 91.3 319,744 

Texas. _ 189,663 31 1 3.3 244.4 342,0721 

Arkansas. 42,893 21 It 4.5t 43.2t 200.0 72,970 

Kentucky. 145,741 51 it 3.8t 28.2t 168.4 305,550* 

Tennessee*. _ 142,039 49 It 2.0t 26.9t 133.3 242,192 

Southern States. 1,403,690 39 0 • 33.9t 105.3 3,190,230 

Ohio. _ 975,323 145 14 10.7 23.7t 55.9 2,246,054 

Indiana. _ 272,572 79 4 5.3 36.3t 113.5 568,822 

Illinois.. _ 856,131 no 11 11.1 42.7t 27.9 2,288,143 

Michigan.. 513,117 no 24 27.9 53.0t 3.8 1,307,571 

Wisconsin.. 386,084 133 16 13.7 21.8t 64.2 985,227* 

Minnesota. _ 364,685 139 6 4.5 30.8t 20.9 782,219 

Iowa. _ 191,230 75 7 10.3 64.6t 38.0t 383,598 

Missouri. _ 289,897 74 4 5.7 32.7t 51.0 687,031 

East Central States. _ 3.849,039 111 11 11.0 39.»t 29.1 9,248,665 

North Dakota. _ 29,656 42 3t 6.7t 71.0t 61.lt 51,321 

South Dakota. _ 26,060 39 3 8.3 68.5t 58.lt 49,820 

Nebraska. _ 66,906 49 1 2.1 67.3t 22.2t 176,519 

Kansao... . 77,205 42 1 2.4 39.lt 23.5 202,736 

Montana. _ 39.201 74 6 8.8 12.9t 9.8t 66,547 

Wyoming. _ 20,468 88 6 7.3 4.3t 49.2 38,080 

Colorado. _ 88,668 83 It I.it 17.8t 23.9 211,982 

New Mexico. _ 9,656 24 5 26.3 26.3 4.*t 19,493 

Oklahoma. _ 75,382 30 2 7.1 25.0t 275.0 134,637 

Wist Central States. _ 433,202 46 1 2.2 47.lt 6. It 951,135 

WsshinEton. _ 190,013 116 11 10.5 7.2t 70.6 417,903 

Oregon. _ 95,837 95 4 4.4 26.9t 82.7 253,818 

California. _ 1,926,945 342 44 14.8 12.lt 74.5 3,313.503 

Idaho.., _ 23,798 50 4 8.7 5.7t 66.7 52,017 

Utah. _ 54,803 106 7 7.1 15.2t 34.2 160,010 

Nevada. _ 10,135 102 13 14.6 59.2t 200.0 15,793 

Arizona... _ 21,840 57 17 42.5 256.3 45,736 

Pacieic States. _ 2,323,371 238 25 11.7 8.5t 91.9 4,258,780 

United States. _ 23,463,585 184 5 2.8 12.8t ■ 95.7 42,396,712* 

Hawaii. _ 54,928 140 12 9.4 170,168 

U. S. AND Hawaii. _ 23,518,513 184 5 2.8 42,566,880 

* Includes complete reports from national banks in all states and from state chartered banks and trust companies in forty-three states, 

t Lo*s. > No report of depositors in state chartered banks and trust companies received for 1936. Estimated figures used. 

* No report of depositors in state chartered banks and trust companies received for 1936. 1935 figures used. 

* No report of depositors in state chartered banks and trust companies received for 1936. 1934 figures used. 

* May 12. 1936. » April 29, 1936. • Estimated population July 1, 1935. 
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A Dividend Taxmeter 
By CHARLES C. HERRICK 

Young Management Corporation, New York City 

AT this time it is particularly impor- 

tant for corporation directors to 

undertake a close study of the 

effect taxes will have upon earnings. 

Dividends, distribution, expansion of 

advertising and research facilities, 

Christmas bonuses and similar expendi¬ 

tures must be decided upon in the light 

of their effect upon taxes. 

In passing the new revenue act Con¬ 

gress said, in substance: “Whenever a 

corporation makes a profit, the profit 

shall be taxed.” At the same time, how¬ 

ever, it said to the corporation: “We 

will allow your board of directors to de¬ 

cide whether the tax is going to be paid 

by the corporation, or by the recipient 

of the dividend.” 

The amount of taxes paid by any 

corporation will be based upon three 

factors: 

1. The declared value of the capital 

stock. 

2. The net income of the corporation. 

3. The amount of dividends which the 

corporation decides to pay. 

The time for changing the declared 

value of the capital stock ceased on 

July 1, 1936. If a corporation is now 

called upon to pay an excess profits tax, 

it is bemuse the declared value of the 

capital stock was too low. 

Earnings themselves can be adjusted 

downward by judicious exponditures. 

HOW MUCH IN DIVIDENDS? 

THE third factor over which a board 

of directors exercises control is the 

amount of dividend which the corpora¬ 

tion intends to pay. The taxes are in 

invei^ proportion to the dividend dis¬ 

bursed. The greater the dividend, the 

less the tax. 

The computation of corporation taxes 

under the present revenue act is an 

intricate process, involving not only 

problems of policy, but of mathematics. 

The chart on the right, showing the 

normal Federal tax and the new levy on 

undistributed profits, is a graphic pres¬ 

entation of prospoctive tax payments 

under varying circumstances of net 

income and dividend distribution. 

Column 1 in the chart shows net 

incomes of corporations, ranging from 

$1,000,000 down to $25,000, after de¬ 

duction of state and capital stock taxes. 

Net income, minus the normal tax, 

equals adjusted net income. Before 

adjusted net income can be determined, 

therefore, the normal tax must be com¬ 

puted. The use of the net income base 

on the chart has thus eliminated one 

op)eration in computation of the tax. 

Line A, reading across the bottom of 

the chart, shows p)ercentages of the 

net incomes (not adjusted net incomes) 

paid out as dividends. 

For purposes of illustration, let the 

reader assume that he wants to deter¬ 

mine the total normal and undistrib¬ 

uted profits tax to be paid by a corpo¬ 

ration which has a net income of 

$1,000,000 and which is paying out 

$500,000 in dividends. The procedure is 

simple: Inasmuch as $500,000 is 50 pjer 

cent of $1,000,000, follow the 50 p)er 

cent column, which has its base on Line 

A, to the projection of the curve which 

extends from the figures $1,000,000 in 

Column 1. The small figures in the little 

rectangle at that place are $196,304.60. 

That is the total normal and undistrib¬ 

uted profits tax payable by the corpora¬ 

tion in question. 

It will be noted that the percentage 

figures on Line A start at 85. This is 

because 85 per cent is approximately the 

point at which the corporation, after 

subtracting the normal tax of about 

14J^ per cent from the net income, has 

anything left with which to pay divi¬ 

dends. 

The column designated as 100 per 

cent applies to the corporation that 

distributes in dividends an amount equal 

to its net income, and therefore has no 

undistributed profits tax to pay. It pays 

only the normal tax. In other words, the 

figures for 100 por cent distribution 

equal the normal tax, or about 14J^ 

por cent. 

On the other hand, if the corporation 

pays no dividends, taxes will be approxi¬ 

mately 32 por cent. Thus the difference 

between paying out all that is earned 

and paying out nothing is a matter of 

about 17 por cent of the net income. 

Consider for a moment the corpora¬ 

tion which earns $500,000. Its tax bill 

will range from $73,840 to $161,202.80, 

depending upon the dividends paid. If it 

decides to make a 50 per cent distribu¬ 

tion the tax bill will be $97,679.60. If, 

however, it decides to pay only 45 per 

cent in dividends, the tax will be 
$103,179.60, or a difference of $5,500. 

If, now, the corporation can reduce 

its net income from $500,000 to $450,000 

it will save in taxes at least $9,862.50 

and may save $16,212.50. In order to 

make this saving it might be wise for the 

corporation to increase its advertising 

appropriation by $50,000. This, or the 

ptayment of Christmas bonuses, or an 

extension of research facilities could 

thus be done at a saving of about 32 

cents on the dollar. 

SECURITIES INCOME 

CORPORATION income usually in¬ 

cludes income derived from securities, 

tax exempt or otherwise. Tax exempt in¬ 

terest is deductible before computation 

of the normal tax, and again before com¬ 

putation of the undistributed profits tax. 

Eighty-five pier cent of the income re¬ 

ceived from dividends is deductible in 

computing the normal tax only. Ex¬ 

pressed in another way, for every $200 

of Government bond interest that can 

be deducted, only $85 of dividend in¬ 

come can be similarly deducted, so that 

the ratio between these two sources of 

income is 200 to 85. The effect, ther^ 

fore, of interest and dividends is merely 

to reduce the amount of net income, a 

fact that should be borne in mind when 

using the figures on the chart. 

In considering the situation created 

by the new tax law, there arise a num¬ 

ber of questions which the corporation 

executive may well discuss with his 

banker. These include: What porcentj^ 

of a corporate surplus should be in¬ 

vested in tax exempt securities? Should 

the amount of stock outstanding be 

increased? How much can the earnings 

be decreased? What effect will a given 

dividend piayment have both upon the 

tax bill and the corporation’s credit? 

To determine the answer to these and 

similar questions necessitates close study 

and barikers can be of great service to 

, corporate heads. The savings that can 

be effected may not be fully appreciate 

by industry at large. January 1 will 

probably be too late to do much about 

it. Obviously, such studies should be 

made at once, and not put off until the 

last week in December. 
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The Condition 
Season’s Greetings. With purchasing power at a new 

post-depression peak, the nation is looking forward to the 

best holiday season in years. More jobs, higher wages, rising 
national income, and increasing goodwill throughout the 
country assure a Merry Christmas and strengthen hopes for 

a prosperous New Year. 
ruMULATivT: Recovery. The restoration of Santa Claus 

to his traditional opulence is, of course, the climax to a year 
of improvement. The virtually uninterrupted gains made by 
business during 1936, its refusal to be diverted by a hard- 
fought presidential campaign, and its willingness to go 
ahead in the face of troubles abroad and legislative uncer¬ 
tainties at home, give the closing year red-letter status on 

the business cycle calendar. 
To what extent the accomplishments of this recovery 

period have been artificially stimulated remains for future 
determination; at the moment, however, there is a decided 

surplus in the profit and loss account. 
k Favorable Symptom. Especially significant, it would 

seem, is the spirit of the country, its willingness to work. 
This frame of mind became unmistakably apparent after 
the election when a large, if overwhelmed, minority accepted 
the result with a sportsmanship that quickly leavened and 
dissipated partisanship. Although it is neither exp)ected nor 
desired that constructive criticism will be absent during the 
evolution of national policies, the value of cooperation in the 
extension of recovery is fully appreciated by American 

bu^ess. 
Billions for Millions. Fundamentally, the record of 

business achievement during recent weeks contains few 
changes. Indices of industrial activity have held around the 
highest points since 1930; commodity prices have touched 
six-year tops; retail buying has continued strong; and the 
security markets made impressive records, with the help of 
the foreign capital investments concerning which Adminis¬ 
tration spokesmen recently had something to say. 

More specifically, corporate prosperity is manifesting it¬ 

self in practical ways—fuller pay envelopes, for instance, and 
generous dividends. Regardless of the economic wisdom of 
the undistributed profits tax, its operation in conjunction 
with improved earnings is pouring money into the Christmas 
stocking. Estimates of the total to be paid out in dividends 
this year range well beyond $3,000,000,000, compared with 
$2,716,000,000 in 1935 and the high of $4,639,000,000 in 
1930 when corporations were endeavoring to cushion depres- 
aon declines. 5 

Wages, Bonuses, etc. The tax bogey has also had its i. 
effect on wages, salaries, bonuses and other payments, al- a 
though it seems fair to assume that even without the urge of 
the 1936 revenue act, business enterprise would have been 
willing to share its gains with its employees. A number of 
large industries, among them steel, automobiles, textiles, 
rubber and meat packing, have increased wages by varying 
amounts. In the span of one November fortnight approxi¬ 
mately S20(),(XXJ,()tX) was added to annual payrolls, ^nefit- 
ing a million and a quarter workers and, incidentally, adding 
that much to production costs. 

December Outlook. Amid manifestations of prosperity 

Deeember 1936 

of BUSINESS 
—the stock market has duly recognized them—there is good 
reason to believe that retail buying of industry’s goods for 
distribution on December 25 will reach impressive figures. 
Secretary Roper estimates it at more than $900,000,000, 
only 10 per cent under 1929. The National Retail Dry 
Goods Association also says buying will be the best since 
that year; and estimates of the improvement over 1935 are 
ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. Stores have stocked heavily. 
Factory production began to accelerate some time ago in 
anticipation of the demand, yet there is evidence of a short¬ 
age in some lines. 

The Heavy Industries. Rising manufacturing costs, 
which soon will include employers’ contributions to the 
Social Security pool, may become an important factor 
within a few months. The steel industry’s wage increase of 
around $60,000,000 was followed by another advance in 
prices of steel products, including standard rails which had 
not been advanced since November 1933. However, it seemed 
unlikely that the advance would adversely affect mill volume 
in the next few weeks. 

The trade looks for little or no decrease in demand, in 
view of the automobile industry’s plans for next year and the 
prospects of heavier railway and structural steel buying. 
Steel production has held close to 75 per cent of capacity, 
which means profitable operation, and output for the year is 
being estimated at more than 46,000,000 tons, a volume 
exceeded only in 1926, 1928 and 1929. 

SECURITY MARKET DOLLARS 

The continued rise in security prices during October brought 

about a further gain in the purchasing power of the dollar 

held in rammon stocks 
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Motor Cars. The automobile plants moved into the pro¬ 
duction of more than 100,000 cars a week in mid-November. 

Wage increases affect costs in that industry, too; so do the 
higher raw material prices. However, it is understood that 
the manufacturers expect to compensate for their additional 
costs by larger output and reduced overhead. An advance in 
car prices is not favored; many makers, on the contrary, 
have cut prices, bearing in mind, no doubt, the sharp cur¬ 
tailment in buving that followed the exp)erimental advance 
of 1934. 

Textile Production. Cotton mills have been working at 
capacity, with a backlog of orders that will carry most of 
them through the Winter. Prospects seem so favorable that 
there is a feeling among some textile authorities that the 
limit of production by efficient mills has been reached; only a 

price rise giving enough margin of profit to justify the opera¬ 
tion of inefficient equipment will bring output up to con¬ 
sumption. Obsolescence and scrapping of machinery are said 

to have brought the actual economic production capacity of 
American mills to the lowest point since 1905. 

Rayon continues at the high levels of recent months. 
Woolen goods hold above seasonal levels and the manufac¬ 
turers have increased wages. Shoes and most of the garment 

trades are working near capacity. Offtake in the food lines 
has materially increased in value, although apparently not in 
proportionate volume. There is particular activity in house 
furnishings. Luxury trades, such as jewelry, maintain the 
high rates of activity they developed during the Autumn. 

Plant Expansion. A number of leading producers in 

basic industries are approaching capacity, and there is a 
prospect that plant extensions and additional equipment 
will be needed before another season arrives. Bethlehem 

Steel Corporation plans an outlay of S35,000,000 to provide 
further facilities during the next 12 months; this follows a 
similar outlay in 1936. Chicago Edison is to expand its gener¬ 

ating plants at a cost of 85,000,000. Duke Power is beginning 
a 83,000,000 plant. The Burlington railroad is to purchase 
88,000,000 worth of equipment and Southern Pacific is 
spending 89,150,000 for the same purpose. Both roads are 
issuing equipment trust certificates. 

The volume of prospective business in the engineering 

stage is reported to be unusually large, promising an active 
Spring season in the expansion of power and gas services, 
manufacturing plants and, notably, ship construction. 
Building contracts are down seasonally, but work on con¬ 
tracts already under way is being pushed with the approach 
of Winter weather. 

Banking Developments. The yearend should see an 
unusually large turnover in bank deposits and a liberal 
expansion in currency circulation. Otherwise, the prospects 
for much change in the familiar situation of the banking 
business seem slight. Cheap money and a steady flow of 
capital from other countries are dominating factors. 

The brief check to the inflow of funds from Europe, which 
followed devaluation of the gold bloc currencies, has been 
succeeded by a lesser but still important movement of money 
here for investment, a trend that has its reflection in the 
strength of dollar exchange against foreign currencies. 
Our business recovery, actual and anticipated, continues to 

act as a lodestone for foreign money, which feels safer here. 
How permanent these investments are, of course, can hardly 
be ascertained, and the development of Washington plans for 
protecting our markets against possible withdrawals on a 
large scale will be watched with interest. 

Foreign Funds. These imports of capital combine with 

Treasury operations and other factors to increase, in the lone 
run, excess reserves and uninvested funds. Up to the middle 

of November this trend of foreign funds had not I) en halted 

even temporarily by preparations for the holida\ reason - in 
any event, their movement seems certain to be further 

stimulated when the holidays are over. 

Excess Reserves, Government Financing. Further ef¬ 
forts to reduce excess reserves are apparently to be made 

early next year. There have been some indication.* that this 
action, if taken, will be another boost in reserve requir^ 
ments. The Treasury’s own fiscal plans are being shaj^ so 

as to cause a minimum of disturbance during the adjustment 
period. Secretary Morgenthau having announced that there 
will be no Government financing in January and February 
beyond the weekly bill maturities. The mid-December bor¬ 
rowing is expected to be of a routine nature. 

“Other Loans”. In recent weeks there has been a 
tendency toward a smaller volume of “other”, or commer¬ 

cial, loans, and it seems probable that the peak of this lend¬ 
ing for the year was reached late in October. The increase in 
these loans among reporting member banks between June 30 
and October 28 was $414,000,000. At this ratio of gain 
the total increase in all member institutions during the year 

ended November 1 apparently exceeded 8900,000,(100. Most 
business firms complete their Fall and Winter financing by 
that date; however, there was a steady rise during the 

Summer months, when a decline usually occurs, and it is 
possible that the demand for bank credit may continue 
contrary to seasonal trends. 

At all events, the year’s “other loans” record has been 
relatively satisfactory. 

The Security Markets. The bond market continues to 

reflect the ever increasing pressure of funds for investment. 
Many Federal issues were bid up to new highs in the past 
four weeks, although some irregularity has cropped out in 

industrial, railway, utility and more speculative corporate 
bonds in sympathy with periodic profit-taking in stocks. 

Considerable publicity has been given to the possibility of 
(Government action in connection with the flow of foreign 
funds here. What action, if any, can be taken, seems to be a 
rather indefinite matter, but there is no doubt that the 
Federal Reserve, S.E.C. and other Federal authorities are 
watching the markets closely for symptoms of a runaway. 

Meanwhile, stocks have received substantial support from 

the dividend tide and also from the reluctance of large 
holders to accept taxable profits. 

New Borrowing. The demand for high grade securities 

promises to be met in part by rather heavy borrowings. 
Among the issues actual or prospective, are the 8160,fKX),(K)0 

financing of the American Telephone and Telegraph Com¬ 
pany; S27,000,(){X) for the B. F. Goodrich Company; $25,- 
(XX),()(K) for the Koppers Company; 825,(X)0,000 for Republic 
Steel Corporation; 823,500,000 for the Argentine Republic, 
the first important foreign refunding operation; S15,0(K),(XX) 
for the American General Corporation; 813,(XX),000 for the 
Otis Steel Company and 810,500,000 for the E. F. Budd 

Manufacturing Company. 
Utilities are coming into the market rather heavily, 

among the larger issues being 848,0(X),000 for Montana 
Power; 844,500,0(X) for Oklahoma Gas; S15,000,(X)0 for the 
Southern Natural Gas Company; 812,000,000 for Consum¬ 
ers’ Power Company; 810,067,000 for the New England 
Power Company; 810,(XK),000 for the Broad River Power 

Company; and upward of S25,(X)0,000 in smaller issues for 

various utilities. 
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Better Bank Service—1937 

Three forum discussion conferences for bankers will 
be held early in 1937 under the auspices of the American 
Bankers Association. 

The first meeting takes place in Pittsburgh, January 28 
and 29, at the William Penn Hotel. Portland, Oregon, will be 

host to the second on February 25 and 26, with sessions at 
the Masonic Temple and headquarters at the Hotel Port¬ 
land. The third conference is scheduled for Atlanta, Georgia, 

March 25 and 26, at the Atlanta-Biltmore Hotel. 
The purpose of these gatherings is to provide opportunity 

for an exchange of ideas on current banking methods and 

practices. In his address accepting the Presidency of the 
.\ssociation at San Francisco last September, Tom K. Smith 
expressed a conviction that “ the most urgent problem con¬ 
fronting our profession today is the adaptation of our pro¬ 
fession to a changing economic environment”, and the 
programs of the three meetings, now in preparation, will 
endeavor to bring out what banks are doing and can do 
toward meeting that problem. 

Subjects for discussion will include banking studies and 
research. Activities in these fields are of particular value to 
banks during this period of broad changes, and President 
Smith has made their pursuit one of the major objectives of 
bis administration. 

In regard to the Conferences Mr. Smith defines research as 
‘the effort to find out what we should do when we cannot 
keep on doing what we have done before.” 

“We must now,” he said, “ take stock of our resources and 
determine how in this rapidly changing business and eco- 
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nomic order we can best serve the interests of the depositor 
and borrower.” 

Speakers at the coming conferences will explain the re¬ 
search work of the American Bankers Association through 
its various units, particularly with regard to the Federal 

lending agencies, the postal savings, and bank chartering. 
They will also discuss the general subject in its relation to 
bank operating problems. 

Bank management is another important topic on the 
conference agendas. Lending and investment problems, 
budgets, public relations, operating expense control, and 
income from banking services, are among the management 
problems to receive attention. 

Other subjects represented on the programs will include 

bank insurance and crime protection; the banker’s relation 
to agriculture and his work with the farmer; and the charter¬ 
ing of banking institutions. '■ 

Public relations and education are to be emphasized, the 
latter as it applies both to the public and to the banker. 
Methods of promoting a better knowledge of banking among 
customers and non-customers have assumed important 

places in the equipment of the modern bank. 
Regional conferences of the same general nature were held 

by the .\ssociation in 1936 at Philadelphia, Memphis and 
Chicago. Bankers who participated—there was a large at¬ 
tendance at each—found them valuable not only as sources 
of information with regard to the solution of current prob¬ 
lems, but as means of establishing or renewing contacts with 
other members of the profession. 
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ABOVE. Harper Sibley, president of the 

U. S. Chamber of Commerce. The 

Chamlier estimates that 4,000.000 per* 

sons are available for reemployment hy 

private industry and has signified iu 

desire to aid in the Government's ef¬ 

forts to this end. LEPT, ABOVE. Ship 

strikers in Los Angeles harbitr. LEFT. 

American Steel and Wire Co. employees 

cheer the wage rise announcement 

The Month 
A QUARTER CENTURY OF CAPITAL FINANCING 

New SECURITIES ISSUED BY TYRES. 1912-36 
(wriMPiM* ittuts itfCbuMft) BlLUONS BIULIONS 

HAIIIS R EIIIIN6 

ABOVE. The R. F. C. Board as it convened after Chair¬ 

man Jones’ recent illness. Left to right. Directors 

Fisher, Henderson, IMerriam, Taber and Sehrani; 

seated, Mr. Jones. RIGHT. “A Quarter-Century of 

C^ipital Financing” as charted by the Investment 

Bankers Association on its 25th anniversary 
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Yarn Comes 

True Again” 

ABOVE. Social Security posters that are in process of distribution 

by the Federal Government. Several states have asked an exten¬ 

sion of the December 31 deadline for complying with Federal law 

A new dictator has been admit¬ 

ted to the society of his col¬ 

leagues. (ien. Francisco Franco 

(right), Spanish Fascist leader, 

was recognized by II Duce and 

Her Fuehrer before he had taken 

Madrid. The Soviet hierarchy 

(at far left) views all this as part 

of the anti-Russian understand¬ 

ing between Berlin, Rome and 

} 

i 

i 
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Government Bankim 

Government Lending Declines 
For four years, from the establishment of the Recon¬ 

struction Finance Corporation in February 1932, until 
the Spring of the current year, the aggregate volume of 

loans outstanding by Government-owned or Government- 
sponsored agencies grew almost without interruption from 
month to month. Money owed these agencies—most of them 
set up to combat emergencies of depression—by farmers, 
home-owners, municipalities, corporations, and other classes 
of borrowers reached the staggering sum of S9,00(),0(K),000, 
or barely $2,000,000,000 less than all the loans held by Fed¬ 
eral Reserve member banks, exclusive of inter-bank and 
open market loans. Bank loans during the same period had 
dropped steadily. 

In the last few months, however, the situation has altered 
materially. Not only have banks and other private lending 
institutions reported an increasing volume of new lending, 
but for the first time in four years there has been a sustained 
decline in the outstanding volume of loans by Government 
agencies. The drop in current lending by these agencies has 
become so marked that repayments on existing loans are 
more than offsetting new loans, on the whole. This change 
dates back to a combination of circumstances: Cessation of 
lending by the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation on June 13, 
large repayments by financial institutions to the Reconstruc¬ 
tion Finance Corp)oration, and continued improvement in 
the farm real estate situation which enabled the Federal land 
banks and the Land Bank Commissioner to curtail their new- 
lending still more sharply. 

The greatly revised operating status of many of these 
agencies is significant both to the Government itself and to 
private lending institutions which have felt or feared the 
competition of depression-born Federal organizations. For 
one thing, the Treasury is now recovering, in the net, on its 
so-called “ recoverable ” assets—those assets which have long 
been pointed to as making a large part of the recent increase 
in the public debt more apparent than real. The Treasury 
benefits also because its contingent liability on Government- 
guaranteed obligations of these agencies is now being reduced 
for the first time. At the end of September, the total amount 
of Government-guaranteed obligations outstanding was 

$4,667,(XX),000. against the peak of $4,719,000,000 at the end 
of July. This was the first real decline since the Treasure- 
initiated these guarantees in 1932, although so far the decline 
is restricted to retirement of Home Owners’ Loan Corpora¬ 
tion bonds. 

FEDERAL LAND BANKS 

THE decline in lending operations has been esp>ecially ap¬ 

parent in agencies established to meet the emergency in 
agricultural and urban real estate. This shrinkage of lending 
applies also to the Federal land banks, which, although in 
existence for 20 years, were practically p>owerless to cope 
with the situation until Congress revived them with large 
new subscriptions to their-capital in 1932, 

From 1933 until 1935 the Federal land banks and the Land 
Bank Commissioner, through the medium of the Federal 
Farm Mortgage Corporation, operated on an extraordinary 

scale to save rural real estate from collapse. Congress passed 
numerous acts providing funds for these agencie.s to enable 
them to carry out the huge refunding of farm mortgages 
made necessary by the unprecedented drop in farm values. 

Apparently, this wholesale refinancing has been completed 
for the time being, for the volume of lending b) the land 
banks and the Commissioner this year will be less than half 
of the volume in 1935 and less than one-sixth of the volume 
in 1934. In fact, the land banks are now making a smaller 
monthly amount of loans than at almost any time in their 
existence, with the exception of the years 1930-1932 when 
lack of funds rendered them nearly helpless. 

In September 1936, the 12 Federal land banks closed 
$6,515,900 of mortgage loans, while the Land Bank Com¬ 
missioner made $4,822,345 of loans, a total of $11,338,245. 
These totals continued the rapidly declining trend which 
began a year ago, although even then lending had dropped 
sharply from 1934 levels. In the peak months of their opera¬ 
tions in 19.34, the land banks made as much as $85,000,000 
to $90,000,000 of loans, while the Commissioner’s lending 
reached a record volume of $67,000,000 in June, 1934. The 
indicated combined total of around $200,000,0(K) for 1936 
compares with $1,280,000,000 in 1934 and $445,000,000 in 
1935. 

In addition to the drying-up of lending by these agencies, 
statistics indicate that a larger proportion of loans than in 
recent years is now being used for the purchase of new farms, 
as opposed to the refinancing of existing debts, .\lmost 90 
p)er cent of the loans made by the land banks and the Com¬ 
missioner in 1933,1934, and 1935 went for the refinancing of 
existing indebtedness on farm properties. Between 20 per 
cent and 25 per cent of the $2,000,000,000 of loans made 
went to refinance debt held by commercial banks. 

The Federal land banks now show a slightly smaller total 
of loans outstanding than at the end of 1935, the total at the 
end of September being $2,068,000,000, compared with 
$2,072,000,000 at the end of last year. The Land Bank Com¬ 
missioner had $834,000,000 of loans outstanding at the end 
of September, compared with $795,000,000 at the end of 
1935. While part of the decline in the land bank total is due 
to the transfer of some bad loans to a foreclosure account, 
where they are no longer regarded as “outstanding”, amor¬ 
tization payments in recent months have been as large or 
larger than the volume of new loans. Principal payments on 
Land Bank Commissioner loans are only now beginning to 
be felt, since no principal payments are required until three 
years after the loans are contracted, and the first loans were 
not made until the Spring of 1933. These loans are strictly 
emergency in character. 

Since 1932, when $125,000,000 was appropriated for new 

Treasury subscription to the capital of the land banks, the 
Government has paid out more than $500,000,000 to provide 

financing facilities adequate to handle rural real estate needs. 

Part of this has gone into the land banks to compensate them 
for blanket interest reductions granted borrowers tempo¬ 

rarily by recent Congresses. In addition, the Treasury- 

guarantees the principal and interest of bonds of the Federal 
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Farm Mor.;,'age Corporation through which the Land Bank 
Commissioner makes his loans and through which the land 
banks carried out their financing during the period when 
thev could not market their own bonds. The Corporation 
has approximately $1,422,000,000 of these guaranteed bonds 

outstanding. 

H.O.L.C. AFFAIRS 

the chief agency operating in the urban mortgage field, the 
Home Owners’ Loan Corporation, also emergency in nature, 
went into liquidation on June 13,1936, when its lending oper¬ 
ations ceased. From now on, the Corporation will be taking 
in money rather than paying it out, with the exception of 
about $200,tXX),000 still available for the purchase of build¬ 

ing and loan association shares and Home Loan Bank 
obligations. 

Up to June 13, the Corporation had made approximately 
$3,100,000,000 of mortgage loans on more than 1,000,000 
properties. The volume of Home Owners’ Loan Corporation 
loans outstanding reached a peak of $2,962,000,000 at the 

end of May, 1936. Repayments since that time have brought 
the total amount outstanding to $2,870,000,000 at the end 
of September. Repayments through amortization will pro¬ 
ceed at the rate of about $20,000,000, a month from now on, 
while interest payments each month should exceed $10,- 
000,000. These funds, over and above expenses, are being ap¬ 
plied to the reduction of the Corporation’s bonded debt, 
now about $2,993,000,000. 

IN THE REALTY FIELD 

PERMANENT agencies sponsored by the Government to 
operate in the urban real estate field are showing a trend 
completely divergent from farm and urban mortgage agen- 
des established to meet eme’^gency conditions. Agencies 
intended for permanent life are expanding their operations 
at a rate in keeping with the current upturn in home con¬ 
struction activity. 

The Federal Home Loan banks, which act as discounting 
agents for building and loan associations and other home 
financing institutions, have increased their outstanding loan 
volume every month since March 1935. In the last half-year 
this expansion has been especially notable, with a gain from 
S103,0(X),(KX) in loans outstanding at the end of March to 
almost $130,000,000 at the end of September, a new j)eak. 
The banks have made loans of $7,000,000 to $11,000,000 
each month for the last five months. 

Federal Savings and Loan associations, in which the 
Treasur>' and the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation have 
invested a combined amount of approximately $160,000,000, 
are showing a marked increase in their outstanding loan 
volume and in their monthly volume of new lending. These 
associations, which are chartered by the Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board and have their accounts insured up to $5,000 by 
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, were 
devised by Congress to fill gaps in the small home financing 
field. Nearly 1,200 of them have been chartered although 
half of the number represents conversions of existing state 
institutions into Federal associations. 

Loans outstanding at the end of September for 1,076 
reporting Federal Savings and Loan associations amounted 
to $513,000,000, compared with $390,000,000 for 1,006 asso¬ 
ciations at the end of April and $264,000,000 for 828 associa¬ 
tions at the end of September, 1935. These associations are 

making about $20,000,000 or more of new loans every month, 
over half going for new construction or purchase of homes. 

•Wmber 1936 

At the end of September there were 1,183 associations 
chartered, having aggregate assets of about $688,000,000. 
This was a net growth of 160 associations so far during the 
year; all but 38 of these represented conversions of state- 
chartered institutions. In September there was actually a 
decline in the number of newly-formed associations char¬ 
tered. Although one new association was chartered, four 
recently organized associations had their charters cancelled 
during the month. This is the first time since chartering 
began in 1933 that there has been a net decline in the number 
of new associations during any month. Figures for recent 
months indicate that few new associations will be chartered 
in the near future, except possibly in those states which have 
not yet been penetrated. 

The Federal Housing Administration continues to accept 
a total of $40,000,000 to $50,000,000 of mortgages for insur¬ 
ance each month. This rate has held now for about four 
months, and a total in the neighborhood of $500,000,000 of 
mortgages has been accepted for insurance. While the F.H.A. 
is not a lending agency, the expense of insuring mortgages 
written by banks and other institutions is met largely by the 
Federal Government through the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation. The latter supplied the initial $10,000,000 
capitalization of the mutual mortgage insurance fund and 
pays the expenses of administration of the National Housing 
Act. 

Loans under Title I of the Act, made for modernization of 
homes and business properties, have shown a considerable 
decline in monthly volume since changes in the law passed 
by the last session of Congress narrowed the types of im¬ 
provements eligible for insurance and reduced the amount of 
losses that will be paid by the F.H.A. on the volume of loans 
made thereafter. The R.F.C. is committed to pay losses in¬ 
curred by banks and other institutions under Title I up to 
$1(X),(XX),(X)0. This feature of the Housing Act has been more 
expensive to the Government to administer than insurance 
of home mortgage loans under Title II. 

Two other agencies operating in the mortgage-building 
field deserve mention. The R.F.C. Mortgage Company, 
which makes loans on income-producing properties, mostly 
for refinancing, is showing a steady growth in its operations 
but has disbursed only about $20,0(X),(XX). This company 
presumably lends only in cases where other financing facili¬ 
ties are lacking; it has not yet made any great place for itself 
in the field. It has made commitments for about $30,000,000 

more of loans. 
The Public Works Administration Housing Division is re¬ 

fraining altogether from undertaking any further projects. 
No new funds were allocated to the Division for the current 
fiscal year; the agency is merely completing projects already 
undertaken with former allocations. About $140,000,000 is 
involved in slum-clearance and low-cost housing projects of 
the Division, including about $11,000,000 loaned to limited- 
dividend corporations. Other projects are now being carried 
out on a straight “grant” basis, since there are not yet any 
public bodies legally constituted to accept loans from the 
P.W.A. and to finance and manage these low-cost housing 
projects. 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 

GOVERNMENT operations in the field of rural electrifica¬ 
tion are just now beginning to show results. The Rural Elec¬ 
trification Administration was heavily handicapped during 

the last fiscal year by lack of funds. This year, however, a 
10-year program begins with $50,000,000 of loans from the 
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R.F.C. available to the R.E.A. for making loans to groups 
sponsoring rural electrification projects. Up to October 7,148 
projects involving more than $29,000,000 had been approved 
in one form or another. About one-third of these were in 
some stage of construction. Projects now approved or under¬ 
way will serve more than 100,000 customers, through 27,250 

miles of line, in 35 states and Alaska. 
It is interesting to note that the construction of rural lines 

by private electric light and power companies this year is 
expected to double the number of miles of line constructed in 
1935, according to the Edison Electric Institute. Private 
utility companies will spend approximately $25,000,000 this 
year, of which $18,000,000 will go for the cost of lines, to 
serve approximately 57,800 new rural customers. Utility 
companies will construct about 20,000 miles of new lines this 
year, compared with 11,000 in 1935. Not all of the R.E.A.’s 

mileage of 27,250 will be built this year, of course. 

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT 

NO distinct trends have appeared in recent months in the 
field of short term agricultural credit extended by Federal or 
federally sponsored agencies. Most of them are operating at 
a rate slightly ahead of last year, but when this is taken in 
conjunction with decreases in the op)erations of short term 

credit sources now in liquidation, there is not much change in 

the picture. 
Production Credit associations had $122,000,000 of loans 

outstanding at the end of September, compared with $101,- 
000,000 at the end of September, 1935. They made $16,000,- 
000 of loans in September, including renewals, compared 
with $15,000,000 in the corresponding month last year and 
compared with the peak of $25,000,000 reached in March of 
this year. At the present time, however, the lending of most 
P.C.A.s is declining in reflection of reduced seasonal needs 
of farmers. 

When the operations of these agencies are taken in con¬ 
junction with lending by regional agricultural credit corpora¬ 
tions, now in liquidation, it appears that short term lending 
to farmers through Government channels is not much 
changed from last year and the year before. The “regionals” 
made $1,600,000 of loans this September, compared with 
$3,400,000 last September and $5,700,000 two years ago. 
The combined total of loans outstanding for production 
credit associations and regional agricultural credit corpora¬ 
tions was $153,000,000 at the end of September, 1936, com¬ 
pared with more than $160,000,000 at the end of September, 
1935. Two years ago the combined total was about $168,000,- 
000. This comparison does not obscure the fact, however, 
that P.C.A.s, set up as permanent short term lenders, have 
showed a steady gain over last year all through 1936. Re¬ 
gional Agricultural Credit Corporations were emergency 
agencies established before permanent machinery could be 
organized. 

Emergency crop and feed loans this year have amounted 
to $15,000,000 through September, compared with $57,000,- 
000 in the full 1935 year and $38,000,000 in 1934. Only 
$30,000,000 is available for these loans in the current calen¬ 
dar year. Regardless of how many loans are made between 
September and the end of December, the total in 1936 will 
be the lowest amount for this type of credit since 1929. 

The Banks for Cooperatives have showed a fairly large 
increase in their lending in the past three or four months, 
although this app>ears to be seasonal and does not exceed 

similar increases in 1935 and 1934. Their loans outstanding 
at the end of September reached a new high at $56,000,000, 

compared with $43,000,000 a year ago and $23,000,000 two 
years ago. 

Again, however, when these figures are taken in conjunc¬ 
tion with loans to cooperatives by other agencies now with- 

drawing from the field, it appears that government-directed 
loans of this type are not increasing much. The .Agricultural 
Marketing Act Fund, which is now in liquidation, formerly 
loaned heavily to cooperatives, while the Federal Intermedi- 
ate Credit banks have curtailed their loans of this kind. The 
total amount of loans to cooperatives outstanding at the end 
of September was $106,000,000, compared with $95,000000 
in the same month a year ago and $88,000,000 two years ago. 
In this interval, however, the total of loans to cooperatives 
outstanding has exceeded $116,000,000. In only two months 
this year have loans made to cooperatives from these three 
sources exceeded the corresponding month of 1935. 

Loans and discounts by the Federal Intermediate Credit 

banks for Production Credit Associations have naturally 

kept pace with the growth of lending by the P.C.A.s. The 
same holds true for loans to the Banks for Cooperatives. 
Loans to other financial institutions than these, however 

have declined somewhat this year. The total amount out¬ 
standing at the end of September 1936, was S48,(HK),000, 
compared with S65,(XH),0(X) a year earlier. Loans to coopera¬ 

tives by the F.I.C.B.s dropp)ed to $405,0(K) at the end of 
September from $4,750,000 the year before and from $10,- 
000,000 two years ago. 

The Federal government put something like $.i(K),0()0,0(KI 
into these credit agencies in the last three years in order to 
set up machinery for financing farmers’ short term needs. 
This does not include the $500,000,000 .Agricultural Market¬ 
ing Act Revolving Fund or the $44,500,0(K) paid into the 
capital of the Regional Agricultural Credit corporations by 
the R.F.C. The capital of the latter is now being slowly 
recovered. 

R.F.C. FINANCES 

REPAYMENTS to the R.F.C. are greatly exceeding new loans 
at the present time. Financial institutions have reduced the 
amount of their loans to $355,000,000 at the end of Septem¬ 
ber from $423,000,000 at the end of March. The R.F.C.’s 
holdings of preferred stock and capital notes of banks and 
insurance companies have dropped to $669,(KK),(X)0 from 
$851,000,000 in the same period. Loans outstanding to rail¬ 
roads have declined to $349,(XX),000 from $389,000,000. 
Agricultural loans have been mostly liquidated, dropping to 
$1,000,000 from $22,(K)0,000 in the same six-months’ period. 

Loans to commercial businesses by the R.F.C. have 

showed a slow but steady increase, on the other hand, and 
now total $57,700,0(X), compared with $48,300,(XX) at the end 
of March. Business loans made by the Federal Reserve banks 
under the same legislation have decreased in volume from 
$31,000,000 at the end of March to $27,000,000 at the end of 

October. 
Certain other categories of R.F.C. loans, such as loans 

for self-liquidating projects and loans to levee, irrigation, 
and drainage districts have increased in recent months. 
Likewise, its loans to the R.F.C. Mortgage Company and the 
Commodity Credit Corporation and its holdings of stock in 
the Export-Import Bank were currently rising, as of Sep¬ 

tember. 
The Commodity Credit Corporation is making very few 

loans this year. It is now instituting a new corn loan pro¬ 

gram, but no cotton loans were made this year and none are 

contemplated. 
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Revenue for Small Banks 
IN the smaller banks, somewhere be¬ 

tween 89 per cent and 95 p>er cent 
of the gross banking income is de¬ 

rived from interest on the earning as¬ 
sets. How these earning assets should be 
distributed so as to produce the great¬ 
est amount of income, and still main¬ 
tain the greatest possible safety of 
prindpal, is therefore a most important 
problem. While the principles herein are 
discussed primarily from the stand¬ 
point of the smaller institution, they 
are, nevertheless, applicable to any size 

baidt. 

The first step in deciding on an in¬ 
vestment program is to decide on the 
degree of liquidity required. This will 

govern the proportion of the demand 
and time deposits that should be in¬ 
vested in cash and in the various clas- 
sikations of earning assets. Liquidity, 
however, should be understood to mean 
only that amount of money which can 
be obtained tomorrow morning without 
hating to sustain a loss. This required 
liquidity will depend upon two main 
factors. First, the turnover of the de¬ 
ports and, secondly, the class of 
deposits. 

-Naturally, a bank with a turnover 
in the commercial deposits of 40 times a 
}-ear and in the savings deposits of once 
in Wyi months will require a greater 

By E. S. WOOLLEY 

degree of cash and readily convertible 
assets than would a bank where the 
commercial deposits turned over 14 
times a year and the savings deposits 
once in 54 months. In the bank whose 
figures are used to illustrate this article, 
the turnover of the commercial deposits 
was 14.18 times a year and the savings 

deposits once in 36}4 months. 
The other factor to be considered is 

the class of deposits. That is, those 
deposits which are seasonal or are liable 
to be withdrawn in large amounts. The 
greater the sums of such deposits, the 

higher will be the liquidity percentage 
required. Having ascertained these fac¬ 
tors, the next step is to decide upon the 
percentages which shall be invested in 
the different classes of earning assets. 
No set of percentages, however, can be 
given that will be good ad infinitum. 
They will always be subject to change 
as the conditions change. 

Naturally the stockholders’ funds 
which are invested in the earning assets 
need not be invested in either cash or 
liquid bonds. The amount of the stock¬ 
holders’ funds which are invested in 
these assets can easily be ascertained by 
taking the total of the cash and earning 

assets and deducting therefrom the to¬ 
tal of the deposits. This will be exactly 
the same figure as the difference be¬ 
tween the sum of the capital stock, 
surplus, undivided profits and reserves, 
and the fixed and sundry assets. 

Laying out a definite Conversion of 
Funds Statement, such as shown in 
Table I herein, aids the executives not 
only in planning their investment pro¬ 
gram but also in keeping the invest¬ 
ments in line with their plans. As will 
be seen from Table II, a change from 
the actual investments carried by the 
bank in question to the program clas¬ 
sification would produce an additional 
annual income of $6,978.00 and also 

would increase the financial strength of 
the bank. 

On their present investment basis, 
the bank is really in a very vulnerable 
position. small drop of only 4.74 per 
cent in the value of “other bonds” 
would entirely wipe out the surplus, 
undivided profits and reserves. Under 
the program total, this protective ratio 
is raised to 12.01 per cent. Including the 
Government securities, the protective 
ratios are 3.99 per cent and 6.62 per 
cent respectively, with the Government 
bonds being carried on the books at par. 

This protective ratio for market de¬ 
cline in bonds is always a very important 

Table I 

Program Amounts 

Percentage 

Personal and F.H.A. 1. 
■Mortgages and F.H.A. 2.... 

Demand Time Demand Time Funds Total Amounts Excess Deficiency 

. 25% 10% $ 42,553.07 $ 56,389.57 $ $ 98,942.64 $124,320.35 $ 25,377.71 $ 

. 25% 12% 42,553.07 67,667.49 110,220.56 64,631.17 45,589.39 

. 20% 18% 34,042.46 101,501.23 135,543.69 343,209.99 207,666.30 

. 15% 10% 25,531.84 56,389.57 22,819.02 104,740.43 76,419.82 28,320.61 
15% 25,531.85 22,819.02 48,350.87 56,961.10 8,610.23 

25% 140,973.93 22,819.02 163,792.95 163,792.95 
25% 140,973.93 22,819 01 163,792 94 159,841.65 3,951.29 

.. 100% 100% $170,212.29 $563,895.72 $91,276 07 $825,384 08 $825,384 08 $241,654 24 $241,654.24 

Cash and Government securities $209,163.20 
t^ts. 734,108.01 
PercenUge. 28.49 

$188,951.52 

Stockholders’ funds in earning assets: 
Total of cash and earning assets.... 
Total deposits. 

$825,384.08 
734,108.01 

$ 91,276 07 
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one to consider when laying out any 
investment program, and that is par¬ 
ticularly true today. Therefore, the 

important ratio is that the “other 
bonds” protective margin under the 
program figure is raised over 2^ times. 

Naturally, no goal such as this, which 
requires the realignment of investments 
to the extent shown in Table I, could be 
attained over night, but so long as the 
investment policies are on a purely 
haphazard basis without any definite 
planning, no bank can receive all the 
income that is possible, nor maintain 
that safety of principal which it should 
maintain. Definite planning is the great¬ 
est aid to successful administration of 
any business, and the smaller banks are 

no exception. 

INSTALMENT LOANS 

IT will be noted from a comparison of 

the two tables that practically all the 
additional income produced by the pro¬ 
gram investments over the actual in¬ 
vestments comes from the personal 
instalment loans. These loans have 
proved very satisfactory wherever they 
have been properly conducted. Actually 
the instalment method of buying has 
proved itself in all lines of business. 
Homes, automobiles, refrigerators and 
practically every other commodity can 
be bought on instalments. Therefore, 
why should not the use of money also 
be purchased on instalments? 

In the note cases of the smaller banks, 
it will be found that much the greater 
percentage of the number of loans 
should properly belong on the instal¬ 

ment basis of repayment. A note that 
is made for 30 days and renewed or re¬ 
duced each 30 days is not an instalment 
loan. The presence of a personal loan 
department means that the loans are 

discounted for a specified time and not 
reduced until that time, savings being 
accumulated in a separate fund in order 
to pay the loan at maturity. This is a 
decidedly different thing from monthly 
renewals or series of monthly interest- 

bearing notes. 
By maintaining 25 per cent of the 

time deposits in a revolving fund of 

such personal loans, the bank is enabled 
materially to increase its income and 
also reduce losses. Furthermore, if a 

• large percentage of these loans is re¬ 
payable in weekly or monthly instal¬ 

ments over a period not to exceed one 
year, the bank is collecting at least 
of the total outstanding each month, 

and, therefore, any time it ceased mak¬ 
ing such loans the entire amount would 
be liquidated within one year. It is 

much better both from the safety of 
principal standpoint and from the in¬ 
come standp>oint actually to receive ^2 
of the principal each month than to 
have a renewal promise every 30 days. 

It is impossible for the smaller insti¬ 
tutions or country banks to adhere to 
the investment policies of those banks 
which are located in the financial sec¬ 
tions of the larger cities. It is necessary 
that they cut their coat according to 
their cloth and the true type of com¬ 
mercial loan very frequently does not 
exist in the smaller communities. 

The available stockholders’ funds can 

of course be changed in between the 
different classifications of local loans. It 
is certain that such funds do not need 
to be invested either in cash or in low 

yield Government or other bonds. 
Stockholders’ funds are certainly not 
subject to demand withdrawal. 

If a bank prepares each month a 
statement such as shown in Table I, 
the executives are greatly aided in 
maintaining their program. The reason 
that this particular program shows apn 
proximately 30 p)er cent of the total 
deposits in cash and Government secur¬ 
ities is that an analysis of the general 
picture of banking during the p)eriod of 
1929-1933 revealed that those banks 
which had maintained approximately 
that p)ercentage, or more, of their de¬ 
posits in these two classifications weath¬ 
ered the storm satisfactorily. 

While it is true that safety of princi¬ 
pal must ever be the guiding factor in 
making investments, it is also true that 
a bank is in the business of buying and 
selling the use of money and, therefore 
it must also pay attention to the profit 
angle. It is paying for the use of the 
money which it buys, either in the 
form of interest or in the form of service 

or both, and it therefore must sell the 
use of that money for more than it 
costs. 

LOCAL INVESTMENTS 

IF it can keep about 50 per cent of its 

depx)sits invested locally, then it can be 
content with lower yields from “other 
bonds” and therefore can limit its pur¬ 
chases of such securities to the higher 
grades. 

The instalment basis of repayment 
both on small loans and on mortgages 
will aid the smaller banks in increasing 
income and in maintaining safety of 
principjal. The losses from mortgages 
did not arise so much from the home 
owner living in his own house, whose 

mortgage was placed on an amortized 
basis of 10 or 15 years, but they arose 
rather from straight mortgages on 
larger prop)erties. Many a straight 
mortgage which had been originally 
made on a 50 p>er cent basis was found, 
on maturity 20 years later, to be on a 
150 p>er cent basis because of natural 
decline in value. 

Table II 

PRINCIPAL RATE AMOUNT 

Program: 
U. S. Government securities... 

Other bonds. 
Local loans. 
Personal and F.H.A. 1. 
Mortgages and F.H.A. 2. 

Total. 

Actual: 

U. S. Governments. 
Other bonds. 
Local loans. 
Mortgages. 

Income increase pier annum 

$110,220.56 3.00% $ 3,306.61 

135,543.69 4.00% 5,421.75 

153,091.30 6.00% 9,185.42 

163,792.95 9.75% 15,969.81 

163,792.94 5.00% 8,189.65 

$726,441.44 5.79% $42,073.24 

$ 64,631.17 3.00% $ 1,938.93 

343,209.99 5.00% 17,160.49 

133,380.92 6.00% 8.002.85 

159,841.65 5.00% 7,992.08 

$701,063.73 5.00% $35,094.35 

$ 6.978.89 
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■pvOES Recordak pay its way in the 

^ bank of moderate size? Yes, most 

emphatically, say banks similar to your 

own. They point to the complete records, 

the protection against alterations and forger¬ 

ies, the film records of customers’ checks. 

They say Recordak increases their facilities 

for service to customers. And, of course, they 

actually profit by Recordak’s savings... as 

much as 45% net on per item costs, as much 

as 50% in supplies, as much as 90% in 

storage space. Write for the booklet, 

“Cornerstone.” Recordak Corporation (sub¬ 

sidiary of Eastman Kodak Company), 350 

Madison Avenue, New York City. 

Over 70% of 

all instal- 

latious are 

in small 

community 

hanks. 

Recordak 
accounting by photography 
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CALENDAR 

New Banking Research 

AMEETING of the Committee on 
Banking Studies, American Bank¬ 
ers Association, which is making 

a comprehensive survey of the credit 
structure, was called for December 4 at 
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York 

City. Wood Netherland, vice-president 
of the Mercantile-Commerce Bank & 
Trust Company, St. Louis, is Chairman 

of the Committee. 
The group expects to complete during 

the year the postal savings and Govern¬ 

ment lending agency studies which it 
has been carrying on for some time in 
cooperation with committees appointed 

by state bankers associations. At the 
New York meeting the question of what 
further studies are to be undertaken will 

be considered. 
The Committee, as appointed by 

Tom K. Smith, President of the Asso¬ 

ciation, is as follows: Mr. Netherland, 
Chairman; Francis Marion Law, presi¬ 
dent, First National Bank, Houston, 

Texas, Vice-chairman; D. J. Needham, 
General Counsel, American Bankers 
Association, Secretary; Winthrop W. 

Aldrich, chairman of the board. The 
Chase National Bank, New York; C. W. 
Allendoerfer, vice-president. First Na¬ 
tional Bank, Kansas City, Missouri; 

E. G. Bennett, president. First Security 
Bank of Idaho, Boise; M. P. Callaway, 
vice-president. Guaranty Trust Com¬ 
pany, New York; Paul S. Dick, presi¬ 
dent, United States National Bank, 

Portland, Oregon; F. F. Florence, presi¬ 
dent, Republic National Bank & Trust 
Company, Dallas; A. P. Giannini, chair¬ 

man of the board. Bank of America 
N. T. & S. A., San Francisco; M. A. 
Graettinger, executive vice-president 
Illinois Bankers Association, Chicago; 
Harry J. Haas, vice-president. First 
National Bank, Philadelphia; Robert 
M. Hanes, president, Wachovia Bank & 

Trust Company, Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina; William S. Miller, vice- 

president, Northern Trust Company, 
Chicago; Charles H. Mylander, vice- 
president, Huntington National Bank, 
Columbus, Ohio; Max B. Nahm, vice- 

president, Citizens National Bank, 
Bowling Green, Kentucky; John K. 

Ottley, president. First National Bank, 
Atlanta; B. M. Peyton, president, 
Minnesota National Bank, Duluth; 

Andrew Price, president. National Bank 

of Commerce, Seattle; Nathan D. 
Prince, president, Windham County 
National Bank, Danielson, Connecti¬ 

cut; Henry S. Sherman, president, So¬ 
ciety for Savings, Cleveland; Charles E. 
Spencer, Jr., vice-president. First Na¬ 

tional Bank, Boston; L. E. Wakefield, 
president. First National Bank & Trust 
Company, Minneapolis; W. J. Waller, 

vice-president, Hamilton National 
Bank, Washington, D. C.; J. C. Wil¬ 
liams, vice-president. Commerce Trust 
Company, Kansas City, Missouri; Ev¬ 
ans Woollen, chairman of the board, 
Fletcher Trust Company, Indianapolis; 

Charles F. Zimmerman, president, First 
National Bank, Huntingdon, Pennsyl¬ 
vania. 

The Executive Committee consists of 
Messrs. Netherland, Chairman; Law, 
Vice-chairman; Needham, Secretary; 

Aldrich; Bennett; Callaway; Giannini; 
Ottley; Peyton; Sherman; Waller, and 
Woollen. 

Aggressive Research 

CHANGES, old and new, which affect 

the economic environment of the bank¬ 
ing profession, were discussed by Tom 
K. Smith, President of the American 

Bankers Association, in an address to 
the Robert Morris Associates at Hot 
Springs, Virginia, on October 23. 

CHAIRMAN 

Wood Netherland, Chairman of the 

Committee on Banking Studies, and 

▼ice-prerident, Mercantile-Commerce 

Bank and Trust Company, St. Louis 

Mr. Smith stressed the need for re¬ 
search by bankers so that they can 
appraise the effects and importance of 

such developments as the decrease in 
commercial loans, the increase in time 
deposits. Government competition with 
private banking organizations, and the 
tax on undistributed corporate profits. 

“The recent increase in the volume 

of bank deposits and the present level 
of interest rates,” he said, “are two 
conditions, due in large part to the 

Government’s fiscal policy, which affect 
us very directly. Study of these matters 
by the banking fraternity is essential. 

Quite obviously, if the present volume 
of deposits and the prevailing rates of 
interest are going to be at all perma¬ 

nent, the banking system must make 
some important readjustments, and 
the sooner we know where we stand 

and what we shall have to do, the 
better.” 

With regard to the Federal credit 
agencies, Mr. Smith said it was “essen¬ 
tial that banks ascertain through study 
just what functions now performed by 

the Government they can take over.” 
“I am not prepared to say,” he 

added, “ that the private credit machin¬ 

ery of the country is now able to cope 
with all of the agricultural financing or 
the other work which has been handled 

by various Government organizations, 
but I think you will all agree that we 
must soon determine just what portion 

of this work, if not all of it, can be 
handled by chartered banks. We must 
be aggressive in seeing to it that busi¬ 
ness which we can and should handle 

does not go to a Federal agency.” 
Taking up in some detail the diminu¬ 

tion of short term, self-liquidating 
commercial loans, Mr. Smith thought 
the trend reflected a fundamental 

change in the nature of American busi¬ 
ness, caused partly by technological 

changes which have reduced the needs 
of corporations for current working 
capital. Manufacturing processes, for 

example, which once took hours or 
weeks, have been reduced to minutes, 
and machinery has cut labor costs— 
changes which have increased the need 
for long term capital, while diminishing 
the need for more temporary financing. 
Also, many of today’s large corpora¬ 
tions have (Continued on page 46) 
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Xhe hanker ’'SAVES MONEY’’ 
for his clients in more ways than one! 

The man who is wise will listen 

to the advice of his banker on 

matters that involve money. 

And one of the many ways in 

which a banker may be of in¬ 

estimable service to his clients 

is to advise them on the matter 

of insurance. 

For example, the strong econ¬ 

omy factor of Mutual fire insur¬ 

ance should be clearly under¬ 

stood and appreciated. Mutual 

insurance has been consist¬ 

ently saving money for its 

MUTUAL 

policyholders for nearly 200 

years. 

In Mutual fire insurance, the 

single purpose is to benefit the 

policyholder. The only aim is 

to provide him with the great¬ 

est possible protection at the 

least possible expense. And to 

this end, the savings accruing 

from the sound, conservative 

and successful management of 

Mutual companies are returned 

to the policyholders. 

FIRE INS 
An American Institution 

Thus the men and women who 

protect themselves in Mutual 

fire insurance companies are 

assured not only of sound pro¬ 

tection, intelligent service, and 

prompt, full payment of losses 

. . . but also of a substantial 

saving in net cost! 

We would like to send you, or 

any of your clients, our free 

booklet entitled “Mutual Fire 

Insurance.” There is no obli¬ 

gation. Federation of Mutual 

Fire Insurance Companies, 919 

North Michigan Avenue, Chi¬ 

cago, Illinois. 

URANCE 
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(Continued from page 44) 
surpluses large enough to reduce or 
eliminate their need for banking assist¬ 
ance. 

The causes for the growth in the 
proportion of time dep>osits are less 
evident, and it is more difficult to make 
guesses as to the p)ennanence of the 
trend. However, the reversal which 
apparently occurred about 1933 is 
“undoubtedly correlated with the pres¬ 
ent fiscal policy of the Federal Govern¬ 
ment, and it is of course difficult to 
appraise the permanence of the pre¬ 
vailing easy money conditions.” 

Referring to the present tax bill, Mr. 
Smith said it behooved bankers to 
study the question of its general effects 
on business conditions. 

THIS NEW BOOKLET- 
"Statnamnt oi Prindplm 

of Commercial Banking" 

inrougn us committees and commis¬ 
sions it is constantly studying problems 
that affect banking. The Association is 
doing, and is to do, extensive work 
along educational lines. 

Commercial Banking 
Principles 

THE Statement of Principles of Com¬ 
mercial Banking, prepared by the Bank 
Management Commission, American 
Bankers Association, and available in 
booklet form for distribution by bank 
to the public, has already attmned a 
large circulation. When this issue of 

____ ^ Banking went to press, approximately 

Commission, Ameriran Bankers 150,000 copies of the pamphlet had been 
Association Ordered by banking institutions which 

—presents clearly and concisely 

the principles which guide us in 

the management of your bank. 

ASK FOR YOUR COPY 

Banking Service 

SIX guides for mortgage lending were 
mentioned by Philip A. Benson, Second 
Vice-president, American Bankers Asso¬ 
ciation, and president. Dime Savings 
Bank, Brooklyn, in a recent address to 
the Nassau County (New York) Bank¬ 
ers Association. The points he listed 
were: 

Good houses, built in good loca¬ 
tions. 

A borrower able and willing to pay 
his debt. 

Prop)er records and an adequate 
system of management in the bank. 

Steady and persistent amortiza¬ 
tion. 

Consideration not only of a build¬ 
ing’s sale price when new, but of the 
price at which it may be exp)ected to 
re-sell. 

A recognition of depreciation and 
obsolescence wherever it exists. 

“Let us,” said Mr. Benson, “get 
down to the basic principles and realize 
that they are sound and logical, and let 
us adhere to them.” 

The speaker also emphasized the need 
for a better public understanding of the 
banking business. 

“ Does the public,” he asked, “ realize 
the vast amount of work being done by 
the banks in clearing checks to the 
amount of six billion dollars a week? Do State Associations 

they realize the service being rendered 1936 
depositors by the banks caring for 23 Dec. 15-16 Michigan, Mid-Year Roundup, 

billions of dollars of savings for them, Olds Hotel, Lansing 

investing those deposits and paying in- 1937 

terest on them? Do they realize the vast jan. 21 Wisconsin, Annual Mid-Win ter 

amount of work done by every bank and Conference, Milwaukee 

trust company having trust depart- 25 New York State, 9th Annual 

ments for the beneficiaries of those Mid-Winter Meeting, New York 

trusts? Do they realize that banks or Group Meetings 

trust companies are the trustee under Dec. 7 Forum,Minneapolis,A.I.B.Chap- 

practically every large corporation mort- ter 

CONVENTIONS 
New York Chapter, A.I.B., 23td 
Annual Bankers’ Forum Dinner, 
Hotel Roosevelt, New York, 
N. Y. 
North-Mississippi Group Meet¬ 
ings (Dec. 1-4 ^uth-Mississippi 
Group Meetings) 

Other Organizations 

Nov. 30- Winter Meeting of the .American 
Dec. 4 Society of Agricultural Engineers, 

Hotel Stevens, Chicago, Illinois 
Dec. 2-6 Investment Bankers Association, 

Bon Air Hotel, Augusta, Georgia 
Dec. 3-4 Atmual Convention of the 

sociation of Life Insurance Presi¬ 
dents, The Waldorf-Astoria, New 

York 
Dec. 9-10 Annual Congress of American 

Industry and Annual Meeting of 
the National Association of Man¬ 
ufacturers, New York, N. Y. 

Dec. 18-19 Forum of Society for Stability in 
Money and Banking, New York, 

N. Y. 
Dec. 28-30 Aimual Meeting of the American 

Economic Association, Chicago, 

Illinois 
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1937 will bring insistent demands for higher 

wage scales. Wise executives are preparing 

now to meet those demands and thus avoid 

labor troubles and costly strikes. 

There ore two ways to increase wages. One is the usual or conventional method: 

t flat percentage increase on the average hourly or salary rate. Under this method, 

costs inevitably rise. For it provides absolutely no assurance of any more work for 

the increased pay. 

The other, more modem way, is the May Method of increasing wages without in¬ 

creasing costs. All fair-minded employees are willing to do more work for more 

money. The May Method gives them both the opportunity and the incentive. Earn¬ 

ings are in direct proportion to the work produced. Costs are kept down ... in many 

cases actually reduced. Everybody benefits. 

Of 278 clients served by the May Company during the past ten months, 233 used 

the May System of increasing wages without increasing costs. 

The development of a satisfactory wage arrangement is only one of many manage¬ 

ment problems on which May Engineers can give you valuable assistance. Now, 

when you are laying plans for the coming year, their broad background of experience 

may prove especially helpful. A representative will gladly call at your convenience 

and explain fully how May Methods can increase your profits in 1937. 

CHIC AG Oi S600 North Shore Ave. SEATTLEi 710 Second Ave. NEW YORKi 1SS East 4Snd Si. 
, 3S0 Boy Sl.f Toronto ATLANTAi 134 Peachtree St. 

} 



(Continued from page 46) 
“The Commission, therefore,” con¬ 

tinues the letter, “has published it in 
booklet form at a low cost to enable 
banks to distribute it to their present 
and prospective customers. TWs will 
enable banks to reach the public in a 
way which we believe will be very help¬ 
ful in correcting many of the misunder¬ 

standings regarding the banking busi¬ 
ness which exist today.” 

With the cooperation of the Associa¬ 
tion’s advertising department, the Com¬ 
mission makes available a display poster 
and newspaper advertisement for use 
in calling attention to the Statement. 

The full text of the Statement ap>- 
peared in the November issue of 
Banking. 

New Agricultural 
Commission Booklet 

AS a companion piece to its Protecting 
Investment Values in Land, the Agri¬ 
cultural Commission, American Bank¬ 
ers Association, has published Crops for 
Safe Farming, a 32-page illustrated 
booklet which is intended to aid in con¬ 
tinuing the national project on soil 
conservation, including erosion control. 

“The problems discussed call for 

teamwork,” says Dan H. Otis, Director 
of the Commission, in announcing the 
new publication. “ Bankers can help by 
calling the booklet to the attention of 
farmer patrons. It is a good customer 
relationship document.” 

The contents embrace the following 
topics: “Soil Resources the Basis of 
Economic Life”; “Classification of 
Crops in Relation to Soil Resources”; 
“Crops in Relation to Soil Conserva¬ 
tion”; “Crops in Relation to Soil Im¬ 
provement”; “Crops That Help Pro¬ 
vide Feed Reserves”; “Controllable 
Factors That Affect Crop and Soil Re¬ 
sources”; and “Credit Agencies in Re¬ 
lation to Soil and Crop Resources.” 

“Natural forces have develop)ed a 
balanced relationship between water, 
soil, grasses, forests and so on, which 
form the basis of economic life,” the 
introduction says. “Man unwisely ap¬ 
propriated these resources for immedi¬ 
ate gain and upset this balance of nat¬ 
ural forces. Fortunately the farm can, 
by good management, be protected from 
exploitation.” 

Copies of the booklet are available at 
quantity prices from the Agricultural 
Commission, A.B.A., 522 First Na¬ 
tional Bank Building, Madison, Wis- 

Opportunities for Profitable Loans 
—almost limitless under 

LAWRENCE SYSTEM field warehousing 

Your bank can increase loan vol¬ 
ume, increase profits and materially 

promote the growth of industry 
by extending credits under the 
Lawrence System of field ware¬ 
housing. 

This system may be applied to 
praaically any business carrying a 

readily marketable inventory of either 
raw or finished goods. Commod¬ 
ities can be field warehoused 
anywhere and become im-1 1^ 
mediately available as security, 

Iawrence 
System 

Through day-to-day control of in¬ 
ventory, Lawrence System enables 
you to keep your finger on the pulse 

of the borrower’s business. It puts 
loans on a self-liquidating basis. It 

frequently enables you to extend 
credit 300% beyond open limits. 

Consult department B-4 of the 
nearest Lawrence office on any 
phase of this system’s operation. 

Copies of the booklet, "Ware- 
HSN house Receipts as Collateral,” 

are available, free, on request. 

Iawrence Warehouse cbMPANY 
held warehousing • CREATING COMMODITY PAPER AGAINST INVENTORY 

A. T. Gibson, President 

Member: American Warehousemen’s Association—Since 1916 

NEW YORK: 52 Will St. • CHICAGO: One North LaSalle St. • BUFFALO: Uberty Bank Building 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF: 57 Drumm Street • LOS ANGELES. CALIF: W. P. Story Building 
FRESNO, CALIF: 2030 Anna Street • DALLAS: Sanu Fe Building • SPOKANE: 155 South Stevens 
HOUSTON: 601 Shell Bldg. • PORTLAND, ORE: U.S.NaU.Bank Bldg. • BOSTON: 49 Federal St. 
SEATTLE: 1014 Fourth Avenue South • HONOLULU, T. H: Dillingham Transportation Building 

CERTIFIED ON CHECKS... LAWRENCE ON WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS 

I. B. A. at Augusta 

TO an unusual degree, the program for 
the annual convention of the Invest¬ 

ment Bankers Association of America 
is being directed this year to the prob¬ 
lems of the investor. The meetings 
which mark the Association’s 25th 
anniversary, are being held at Augusta, 
Georgia, December 2-6. 

Subjects selected for emphasis at 
forum discussions include: municipal 

finance, with spiecial consideration of 
tax limitations; Federal and state se¬ 
curities regulation; relations of govern¬ 

ment to the electric power industry; 
railroads, with special consideration of 
their modernization activities and their 
results in operating efiiciency and econ¬ 
omies; current investment problems, 
particularly inherent in present low 
interest rates. 

Among the convention’s guest speak¬ 
ers are Dr. Karl T. Compton, president 
of Massachusetts Institute of Tech¬ 
nology; C. A. Dykstra, city manager of 
Cincinnati; Lionel D. Edie, New York, 
consulting economist; D. Leon Harp, 
Texas securities commissioner and presi¬ 
dent of the National Association of 
Securities Commissioners; James M. 
Landis, chairman of the Securities and 

Exchange Commission; and James D. 
Ross, a member of the S.E.C. 

Orrin G. Wood, of Estabrook & Com¬ 
pany, Boston, president of the associa¬ 
tion, said in a pre-convention statement 
that those who are in the business of 
procuring capital for industry “are 

aware of the responsibility they hold at 
the present stage of business recovery.” 

“Most of the business expansion to 
date,” he asserted, “has been accom¬ 
plished with existing facilities. A start 
toward rehabilitation of the industrial 
plant has been made, but improvements 

have been financed in large part from 
cash on hand. 

“It is hoped that the stage will be 
shortly reached where new capital k 
needed in far greater amounts. The 
consequent expansion in business would 

be the cure for unemployment.” 
It has been almost 25 years since a 

group of men met in New York on 
August 8, 1912, to organize the I.B.A., 
which held its first convention on 
November 21 and 22 of the same year, 
also in New York. A description of the 
period is provided by the association, 
through its educational department, in 

the form of a condensed history of capi¬ 
tal financing from 1912 to 1936. 'Thk 
interesting review is a reminder not only 
of events, but of the service perfonned 
by the investment banking profession 

in furthering national growth. 
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The Kirkwood Bank is a small 

suburban institution located 

about 15 miles from down>town 

St. Louis. It has some 1500 

checking accounts and about 

1000 savings accounts. 

The cashier of this very 

conservative bank, Mr. E. R. 

Riemeier, gives his experience 

with National Bank-Bookkeep* 

ing Machines in the letter shown 

to the right. Read it. Then, we 

believe, you’ll be interested in 

knowing more about National 

equipment for your institution. 

Our representative near you 

will be glad to give you com¬ 

plete details—without any obli¬ 

gation on your part. 

“WE PREFER YOUR 

EQUIPMENT BECAUSE 

ALL POSTING IS VISIBLE” 

The National Ca&h Register Co. 
Dayton, Ohio 

Gentlenen: 

We have now been using a National Bank-Book¬ 
keeping Machine for the past eleven years to post de¬ 
positors' ledgers. Last year we purchased one of your 
late model macliines for this same work. 

Prior to the time we installed your equip¬ 
ment we had been using machines of another make. 

We prefer your equipment because all posting 
is visible. Our operators fim that this feature saves 
them a great deal of time, and also prevents errors 
from going undetected until the end of the run. 

Although we are located some little distance 
from your St. Louis office, we have always been able to 
get prompt and efficient service when necessary. 

One of our original machines that is eleven 
years old is still in use, however we expect to have 
one of your late model machines replace it soon. 

Our experience has been such that we shcdl be 
glad to recommend your machines to anyone who should 
write us. 

£RR:B 

lours vexy truly. 

Gxdh o^eaiite/L Go. 
DAYTON, OHIO 

Cash Registtrs • Tjptwriting-Bookkeeping Machines • Posting Machines 

• Bank-Bookkeeping Machines • Check-Writing and Signing Machines • 

Analysis Machittes • Postage Meter Machines • Correct Posture Chairs 
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New Loans For Homes 

A CONTINUED increase in the 
amount of new credit disbursed by 

savings, building and loan associations 
is noted by the United States Building 

and Loan League in its report for Sep¬ 
tember. 

With a total of $115,495,000, the as¬ 
sociations siupassed their previous scores 
for the past twelve months. The amount 
represented a gain of 5.7 per cent over 
August and of 0.7 per cent over July, 
the previous peak month of the period. 

Six successive months have seen gains 
of more than $100,000,000 in loans. 

Credits for the construction of new 
homes amounted to $34,860,000, and 
the figures for new purchases of existing 
homes were almost the same, $34,145,- 
000. Modernization and repair loans in 
September increased $1,000,000 from 

the August level. 
The September aggregate was within 

$2,000,000 of the October 1935 total, 
which was the largest the associations 

Old Republic’s simple plan 

i of Credit Life Insurance 

! against Personal Loans, builds 

community good-will 

towards a Bank 
I 
OLLOWING the death of a personal loan borrower, leaving an 

unpaid balance due, a bank too often finds itself involuntarily cast in 

an unpleasant role. When it presses for payment, the borrower’s family, 

burdened with heavy expenses, and the endorser tend to regard the 

bank as a Simon Legree. 

Under Old Republic’s simple, practical plan of credit life insur¬ 

ance, the bank, the borrower’s family, and the endorser are all covered 

ioo% on the unpaid portion of an insured personal loan in event of 

the death of the borrower. 
f 

Delay, inconvenience, embarrassing litigation—these cannot hap¬ 

pen. Old Republic’s check to the bank settles everything. And when 

the bereaved family receives the note marked “Paid in Full”, it regards 

the bank as a real benefactor. Yet it costs the bank nothing to install 

Old Republic’s plan, nothing to operate it. 

Old Republic is a legal reserve, old line life insurance company. It 

has pioneered in adapting credit life insurance to the needs of com¬ 

mercial banks with personal loan departments. 

FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE TO 

Old Republic 

Credit Life Insurance Company 
221 North LaSalle Street • Qhicago 
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had recorded since 1929. A large amount 

of refinancing accounted for the peak 
reached a year ago, said Morton Bod- 
fish, executive vice-president of the 
league, whereas the outlet for home 
loans at the present time is more and 
more in the assumption of new obliga¬ 
tions by new groups of home owners. 

September construction loans repre¬ 
sent^ 10,900 disbursements, and were 
25 per cent more numerous than credits 

in this category during June. The sus¬ 

tained demand for construction loans 
over the third quarter of the year, with 
the average continuing between $3,000 
and $3,200, pointed, Mr. Bodfish as¬ 
serted, to the likelihood that the con¬ 
struction industry was continuing to 
shape its production for the moderate 
priced home owner. 

Acting on a resolution passed at its 
recent annual convention, the League 
has asked the United States Census 
Bureau to gather and publish more data 
on home-ownership when the 1940 enu¬ 
meration is made. The Bureau has been 
requested to include “a program for 
ascertaining the fundamentd data about 

the homes of the nation, their debt 
status, their value, their age, their oc¬ 
cupancy and the nature of their ten¬ 
ure.” These data would be made avail¬ 
able for each city with a population of 

10,000 or more. 

STATE DEPARTMENT 

Assistant Secretary R. Walton 

Moore is in charge of State De¬ 

partment affairs during Secre¬ 

tary Hull’s attendance at the 

Inter-American Conference for 

the Maintenance of Peace 
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Realty Loans and Bank Profits 

Regional variations in banking 
conditions can be no better illus- 

■ trated, perhaps, than by a break- 

(iown of the loans and investments re¬ 
turns of member banks in the Reserve 
System. The relation of the proportion 
of loans in the earning assets of banks 
to bank profits is generally considered 
a highly important factor in earnings, 

but it is by no means conclusive. 
In the year ending June 30 banks in 

the Boston District, for example, held 
48.5 per cent of their total loans and in¬ 
vestments in loans while their net profit 
per $100 of capital funds averaged only 
$4.95. This compared with $7.18 in 
l;^nks in the Kansas City District 
where the average holdings of loans was 
only 38.2 per cent of total loans and 
mvestments. Banks in the Dallas and 
San Francisco districts averaged 46.1 
and 45.2 per cent, respectively, in loans 
and they ranked first and third among 
Reserve districts in the matter of prof¬ 
its, with average returns of $7.37 and 
$7.04, respectively. The Atlanta and 
Richmond district banks had high pro¬ 

portionate holdings of loans, but their 
profits averaged below 5 per cent. 

REAL ESTATE LOANS 

IN the matter of real estate loans 
there is even more variation between 
the districts. San Francisco District 
banks held 19 per cent of their total 
loans and investments in real estate 
loans and these banks were third in the 
showing of comparative profits. On the 
other hand, Cleveland District banks 
held the next highest proportion of 
total loans and investments in real 
estate loans, 11.3 per cent, while their 
profits m the last fiscal year ranked 
tenth m comparative average returns. 
Kansas City District banks averaged 

the lowest in proportionate holdings of 
real estate loans—3.7 per cent of total 
earning assets—but they averaged sec¬ 

ond m the list of profit makers. In 
short, local conditions and opportuni¬ 
ties govern the policy banks pursue. 

There has been an increase in real 
estate loans by banks in the past year 
wmore, but on the whole that increase 
has hardly been proportionate to the 
'^'crease in total earning assets. Out¬ 
standing loans on real estate in all mein- 
hei banks rose $63,000,000 during the 
last fiscal year. This breaks down into 
an increase of $65,000,000 in loans on 
'“ban real estate and a decrease of 
R000,000 in loans on farm land. Never- 

the proportion .of real estate 

hwcmber 1936 

loans in all member banks to total loans 
and investments fell from 7.8 to 7.2 per 
cent and in the reporting member 
banks in the year ending October 28 
the ratio fell from 5.6 to 5 per cent. 

The high proportion of real estate 
loans in the San Francisco district is 
explained by operations of the large 
branch banking systems that carry 
larger time than demand deposits and 
are therefore in an exceptional position 
to carry such loans. 

In only three districts, however, have 
there been increases in the ratio of real 
estate loans to total earnings assets. 
During the year ending June 30 the 
proportion of realty credits to all loans 
and investments in the Boston District 
fell from 10 to 9.2 per cent; in the New 
York District from 4.3 to 3.9 per cent; 
Philadelphia, from 9 to 8.8 per cent; and 
in Cleveland, from 12.2 to 11.3 per cent. 
In the Richmond District there was an 
increase from 8.3 to 8.7 p)er cent and in 

GOVERNMENT 
SECURITIES 

Since its organization in 1863, 
The First National Bank of 
Chicago has continuously 
held United States bonds for 
its own investment. 

The bank maintains an active 
market in all issues of United 
States government securities. 

Inquiries by telephone, wire 
or mail are invited and a daily 
quotation sheet will be mailed 
on request. 

The First National 
Bank of Chicago 

MCMBCR PEDKRAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
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Atlanta from 5.5 to 5.6 per cent. Banks 

in the Chicago District registered a de¬ 
crease from 4.3 to 3.9 per cent; in St. 
Louis, from 8.6 to 8.4 per cent and in 

Minneapolis, from 3.9 to 3.7 per cent. 
Kansas City District banks increased 
their proportion from 3.3 to 3.7 per 
cent while Dallas District banks regis¬ 
tered a decrease from 6.5 to 5.6 per cent 
and San Francisco District banks con¬ 

tinued their highest proportion of hold¬ 
ings with a decrease from 20.9 to 19 per 
cent. 

Combine the figures for real estate 
and miscellaneous industrial and com¬ 
mercial loans, and the total holdings 

of these classes of loans m relation to all 

earnings assets do not vary so much in 
two-thirds of the districts. However, 
in the New York and Chicago districts 
the combined holdings are compara¬ 
tively low, 17.3 and 18.7 per cent, 
respectively. The situation in these sec¬ 
tions, dominated by the great metropol¬ 
itan banks whose high liquidity is es¬ 
sential from the nature of their deposits, 
registers low proportionate holdings of 
both real estate and commercial loans 
and, indeed, of all loans as compared 
with investments. In the Dallas and 
San Francisco districts the proportions 
are unusually high—38 and 37 per cent 

Continental 

Illinois 

National Bank 

AND 

Trust Company 

CHICAGO 

231 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET 

Banks and Corporations in the forty-eight States are 

using Continental Illinois facilities. 

respectively. The Dallas District banks 
have 70.4 per cent of all their loans in 

“other” loans while the San Francisco 
District banks have 42 per cent of all 
their loans in real estate. 

High proportionate holdings of loans 
of the classes reviewed are the chief 
element in the improved earnings of 
banks as is indicated by the fact that 
the most profitable banks in the country 
by district averages in 1935 were in the 

Dallas, Kansas City and San Francisco 
district banks. However, although Kan¬ 
sas City District banks were the second 
highest on the profits list last year they 
do not average as high in such holdings 
as banks in the Boston, Richmond and 
Atlanta districts. 

What part real estate loans will have 

in anticipated improvement remains 
somewhat questionable. In spite of the 
more liberal provisions of the revised 
banking laws, including the privilege of 
borrowing against real estate mortgages 
from the reserve banks in case of neces¬ 
sity, the increase in the volume of such 
credit has been far less than anticipated 
and it gathers momentum rather slowly. 
There certainly seems to be no danger 
of the banks loading themselves with 
non-liquid real estate paper as was 
feared in some quarters at the time of 
the passage of the Banking Act of 1935. 

Prospective improvement in real es¬ 
tate will doubtless render such credit 
more attractive to the banks and con¬ 

tinued high activity in residential con¬ 
struction ought to afford further stimu¬ 
lation. 

PACIFIC FLEET 

Admiral Henry E. Yarnell 

(below) has become com- 

mander-in-chief of the U. S. 

Asiatic Fleet, succeeding Ad¬ 

miral Orin G. Murfin 

Member Federal DepotU Insurance Corporation 



Our 66th ^^Merry Christinas' 

From our first "Merry Christmas” in 1871, the 

year we began manufacturing Safety Papers, 

acceptance of La Monte’s quality and service 

has steadily increased. Today, on our 66th 

"Merry Christmas” to the American Banker, 

La Monte Safety Papers are specified by banks 

from coast to coast, including more than 757o 

of the nation’s 100 largest banks. » » 

GEORGE LA MONTE & SON 
La Monte Safety Papers have afforded effective check 

protection to banks and corporations for 65 years. 
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Safe Deposit Prudenee 

STEEL vaults guard the safe deposi- app>earance and fraudulent and mys- The plaintiff rented a box in a bank’s 

tory against the hazard of burglary, terious claims. Another company re- vault and placed some valuables therein 
but do not protect the banks against minds that claims can arise even where Cash was extracted while the vault was 
typ)es of risks which, in these days of the depository has apparently exercised in charge of the bank’s employees, and 
ingenious locks and impenetrable walls, proper care and sup>ervision, and that when action was brought the court d^ 
are more important sources of trouble they often result in costly legal action, cided that the defendant institution 

for the institution that accepts valuables The records of insurance organiza- must show it had exercised proper care, 
for safe keeping. tions contain many examples of sue- The evidence disclosed that the phuntiff 

One insurance company says that a cessful suits that demonstrate the had received only one of the two keys 
study of the safe deposit business reality of the risks mentioned above, to the box. It also brought out that the 
throughout the country reveals three Here is a case cited by an insurer to il- vault employees were young persons 
major risks: negligence, mysterious dis- lustrate the negligence hazard. concerning whose integrity the bank 
~~ ----had very little information. The jury 

Service and Inspection that the bank was unable to explab the 
* loss satisfactorily, and the judgment 

was sustained. 
Another case exemplifies the risk of 

mysterious disappearance. An insurance 
company reports it as follows: 

The lessee of a safe deposit box called 
at the vault one morning, handed his 
two keys to the attendant and received 
the receptacle and its contents. The 
customer subsequently removed a sum 
of money from the box, replaced an¬ 
other bundle of currency, together with 
other articles, and handed the receptacle 
back to the attendant who, in the cus¬ 
tomer’s presence, put the container in 

the vault, locked the door and handed 
back the keys. 

That afternoon the customer returned 
to the vault to obtain more money. 
When he opened his box the cash he had 
put there in the morning was gone. 
Later in the day he discovered that one 
of the keys on his ring was missing. 
When he brought action against the 
depository the court found in his favor. 
It was ruled that where the lessor of a 
box is unable to account for a loss and 
the lessee makes a prima facie case, the 
lessor has the burden of explaining the 
disapp)earance of valuables from a box 
under its absolute control by showing 
that the loss did not result from any 
fault or negligence on its part. 

Here is an example of fraudulent and 
erroneous claims: A box renter brought 

" to our thorough satisfac¬ 
tion/' says F. A. Sullivan, 

Dayton Bank building manager 

Mr. F. A. Sullivan, manager 
the Third National 

Building, Dayton, Ohio, tests 
insurance value by two major 
things—prompt adjustment of 
claims and an insp<.‘ction serv'- 
ice that assures propter rating. ^ 

After ten years of Building 
Owners Federation coverage, 
Mr. Sullivan says: ■||||f» Ww * ^ 

“I feel that the premium we |lv 
pay for protection from loss 
through fire, or other causes, ■SKatljBtBl 

us, to 
claims 

secondly, 
are to have 

our propterties regularly X X^H ^ 
spected by ^B i 
a recognized expert 

order we may X^^K 
ourselves of every' opptortunity 
to reduce our premium rate. 

“Building Owners Federa- P|| - , , 1 ^BjkXHoBk t ^ 
tion has covered these two im- j^' 
ptortant ptoints, through more X^ BBIX 

years to 

has, and in addition will 
welcome the savings enjoyed by“B-0-F” strong mutual companies. Current divi- 
customers through the generous divi- dend rate is 40 p>er cent of the premium, 
dends paid each year by this group of Write today for full information. 

l^fipUILDING OWNERS FEDERATION 
U^JX MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES 

JAMES S. KEMPER. Manager 

7450 SHERIDAN ROAD • CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

BRANCH OFFICES MAINTAINED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

that a reputable customer may inno¬ 
cently and erroneously contend that he 



SPEED..with fewer motions 

DEFINITELY 

MEETS 

TODAY’S NEEDS 

IN 

BANK ACCOUNTING 

AUTOMATIC PRINTING OF BALANCES 

All balances, except overdrafts, print auto¬ 
matically. No motor bar or total key 
depressions required. 

This new high-speed Burroughs is a 

remarkable development in bank 

posting equipment. 

Its new features ... many of them 

automatic ... provide a fast, simple 

operation and permit the posting of 

uncollected funds information on 

the ledger and a complete analysis 

record on the statement while han¬ 

dling commercial accounts. Gall 

the nearest Burroughs office for com¬ 

plete details or descriptive folder. 

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

Adding . Accounting . Billing and Calculating Machines 
Cash Registers . Typewriters • Posture Chairs • Supplies 

llie first depression of the motor bar closes 
the carriage and prints the old balance. 

FAST CARRIAGE MOVEMENT 

Fast tabulation, fast carriage return, fast 
carriage opening ... all automatic . . . 
greatly increase posting speed. 

INSTANT CHANGE IN OPERATION 
Instant adjustment for posting analysis 
data to statement or uncollected funds to 
ledger simply by moving a convenient lever. 
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Second Generation School Savers 

The postman recently brought The 
Washington Mutual Savings Bank, 

of Seattle, an unsolicited letter which, 
as the bank suggests in forwarding a 
copy to Banking, deserves to escape 
the oblivion of the files. 

Written by the mother of a school 
savings depositor, the letter expresses 
one woman’s appreciation of thrift. It 
has, however, a deeper significance to 
banking institutions—one whereof the 
writer was doubtless unaware. The 

hidden theme is customer and public 
relations, goodwill, banking service, and 
similar intangibles, the products of 
which are so often difi&cult to find. 

But the letter is its own best spokes¬ 

man. Here it is: 

“ Secretary of School Savings Department 
Washington Mutual Savings Bank 
Seattle, Wash. 

Dear Sir: 
“I received from you today a mem- 

>cc / ' yp .... 

STANDARD 
ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY 

^tandatJ. S^etiy/ce ie5 

orandum of facts for parents whose 
children are embarked on the great ad¬ 
venture of saving. I cannot resist telling 
you how grateful I am that you, thir¬ 
teen years ago, started my own habit 
of thrift by making it possible for me 
to bank my few pennies through the 
schoolroom. 

“I suspect that I opened an account 
within the first week it was offered. 
I remember with pride, back in ’23 

when I had my first part-time job and 
was taking post-graduate work at Queen 
Anne High, the pride I felt when I re¬ 
ceived my first bank book. All nune! 

“ In grammar school days my parents 
had purchased thrift stamps trough 
school saving. I had thought it was my 
account. I pictured vastly what I was 
going to buy when the grand day came. 
When they withdrew their money, non¬ 

chalantly and without explanation, it 
was something of a shock. So, back m 
’23, when regular school savings were 
offered, I remember distinctly that 
practically no mention of it escaped my 
lips at home. This was to be my account. 

MONEY RESPONSIBILITY 

— is no idle jest to Bankers. Every hour presents its problems and 

hazards. Forgeries . . . robberies . . . and the acts of dishonest em¬ 

ployees are conceived and executed during all hours of the day or 

night. Protection against the financial consequences of these unseen 

hazards is to be had in the Casualty Insurance and Bonds offered by 

Standard of Detroit. 
★ ★ ★ 

The Standard, a 52-year-old, nationwide institution, has paid over 

$149,000,000 in claims and now protects over a million persons with 

some form of policy or bond. Consult your local Standard Agent for 

a sound program of insurance protection. 

“AND there lies the first moral: If 
parents do choose to bank through 
school savings, in fairness to the child 
an explanation should be given him. He 
can be made to feel that he is partici¬ 
pating in a family program of thrift— 
which is of itself a valuable part. He is 
being entrusted with funds which do 
not belong to him, and it is felt that he 
will discharge his responsibility with 
honesty. What a fine lesson for the child 
whose |)arents cannot quite manage a 
separate account for the child—as we 

cannot. 
“At any rate I remember, as though 

it was yesterday, opening that account 
with you. Then the part-time job be¬ 
came a full-time job; and though too 
often my money was absorbed at home, 
whenever it was possible my few extra 
dollars found their way into that little 
room in the basement of the bank. 

“Years flew, from ’23 to ’25.1 changed 
my account upstairs. I went to Mt. 
Rainier to wait table, planning to enter 
college if I could save enough. And I 
did! Weekly, I sent money in the form 
of nonchalantly loose ten dollar bills, 
to your bank. Never did I lose one cent 
of it. At the end of the Summer I had, I 

believe, $300. . 
“And I went to college. I’ve often 

sort of ached to tell your efficient tellers 
the story behind that insignificant little 
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knack for fiction writing was a weapon 
with which one could conquer the 

world. . . . 

“Then, of course, as our friends in¬ 

sist, our marriage precipitated the Wall 
Street difficulty—and I remember the 
distinct ‘all gone’ feeling with which I 
withdrew my very last dollar and closed 
the account. The little measly account 
which had been opened with such vast 
dreams in Queen Anne High School— 
which had harvested my earnings Sum¬ 
mer after Summer and paid my tuition 
Fall after Fall—and bought my wed¬ 
ding announcements and bridesmaids’ 
gifts—and purchased my linen luncheon 
sets and last, forlorn ‘permanent’—yes, 
it was with a very vacant feeling that I 
returned to the pavement with my 
account closed. 

“For all these years that account has 
that institution. 

KENTUCKY 

The Kentucky Bankers Asso¬ 

ciation has elected as its new 

president Earl R. Muir, first 

vice-president of the Louisville 

Trust Company, Louisville 

account of mine which never got very 
big but still managed to keep going. 

“There were more Summers of work, 
and depositing, more Winters at school. 
Sometimes it was tough going—for a 
girl. Not very many new clothes, and 
not so very much chance of a really 
elegant diet. ... I remember, how¬ 
ever, the thrill of withdrawing $60 for 
my first typewriter. And the heartache 
of taking out fifty for a physician’s bill. 

“Then came the man—and my last 
year at college seemed, suddenly, not 
worth the snap of one’s finger. Then 
came the setting up of a new household, 
on positively no practical knowledge 
except a knack for fiction writing. How 

I I __1 - 

been closed. Sometimes it seemed very 
queer, because that small tan book with 
its entries in red and blue with swiftly 

written initials, had become a friend, a 
p>al. A pamphlet of which I was secretly 
very proud. Now it was gone. The hope 
of getting back to school for that kst 
year became very, very vague. It has 
stayed vague! But it has never quite 
left. Some day there may be another 
account in my name. Some day it may 
again reward me with a last glorious 
year in school—and a degree. 

“ My small boy Gary, who arrived on 
the scene back in dumbfounded 1930, 
entered schcwl this Fall. He is wearing. 

this Fall, some little faded corduroy 
overalls handed down from a little 
friend slightly older. He is carrying a 
little dented lunch box. But he is going 
to deposit, every week, at least a few 
cents in the school savings. 

“He represents, therefore, a ‘second 
generation’ in your school savings pro¬ 
gram. And I wanted you to know.” 

Dietrich Schmitz, president of the 
bank, who sent the letter to Banking, 

said that not only was the letter en¬ 
tirely unsolicited, but the writer, so 
far as could be learned, was not known 
to anyone in the Washington Mutual. 

YOUR BANK MEETS 

ITS PUBLIC !! 
U th* checks, the pass book and chock 

book covers with which you supply deposit- 

are of the same high quality os the 

services you render, you will create good¬ 

will and pride in those depositors—you will 

ottract new customers to your bank. 

Antique Moorish check and pass book 

covers are rich, duroble, <Ugnlfled—they 

suggest cm institution thot has pride in its 

portion and a desire thot its customers have 

a corresponding pride in being patrons of 
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A line to The Todd Company will 
bring a Todd reprosentativa to 
you promptly. Ha will show you 
a wMa variety of beautiful An¬ 

tigua Moorish samples. 

The Todd Co., Inc. Rocheeter, N. Y. 

Imprinting Service In Plnntt et 

Boston Brooklyn Cinctnnntl CAicego Denver De//es 
Birminghnm Lot Angolot Sen Frtneiteo 

Portitnd Spoknno St PtuI 

WWW 

MGRI5H1I 
PASS> BO.OKS jAND ,CHECK",ybO^^;;0O^ 

IvV 
^u^«Safe1y Checks 

I ^' j Registered Protsd-Greenhac Checks 'iThe Froteclograph 

Pass Books and Check Covers Protod-Pantagraph Checks^ 

Check Signers 



F.R.S. Earnings Decline 

The Federal Reserve System has 
about 10 per cent more Federal Re¬ 

serve notes in circulation than ever be¬ 
fore—$4,135,000,000 on November 4. 
Its note circulation is secured by more 
than face value in gold certificates— 
$4,369,838,000, besides $93,000,000 in 
Government securities and $5,289,000 
in eligible paper, or around 108 per 
cent in all. At last accounts member 
bank reserve balances were approxi¬ 
mately $6,693,000,000—one dollar out 

of every six of their total deposits—$2,- 
140,000,000 of which was in excess of 
legal requirements. Nearly three-fourths 
of the System’s own assets are in idle 
reserves. Four-fifths of the balance are 
in Government securities. 

But the System is not paying its way. 
In the first half of the current year its 
earnings amounted to $19,129,646; its 
expanses, $15,851,658; current net earn¬ 
ings, $3,277,988; statutory dividend, 
$3,921,346; shortage, $643,358 for the 

JVine-year-oId 

Cleveland had no railroad in 1845, 

when the National City was established. 

Today, 134 mail trains and 55 planes serve 

Cleveland every twenty'four hours —en' 

abling the National City's day and night 

transit department to save valuable days 

and hours for correspondents. 

An inquiry from you will bring an 

analysis of how Cleveland's oldest bank 

can help you reduce float, and help your 

customers avoid credit risks. 

THE 

NATIONAL CITY BANK 
OF CLEVELAND 

Resources: over $100,000,000 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

CLEVELAND’S OLDEST BANK —FOUNDED 1845 
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half year. Its earnings are significant: 
discounted bills, $52,917; purchased 
bills, $16,349; industrial advances, 
$843,212; Government securities, $17- 

615,195; commitments for industrial 
advances, $149,013; deficient reserve 
p)enalties, $1,818; miscellaneous, $451,. 
142. The earnings situation, indeed, is 
becoming rather serious. 

In 1935 the 12 banks earned $9,437,. 
125 net of which they passed $8,504,974 
to statutory dividends, the first charge 
on earnings, and the rest to the Treas¬ 
ury for funds advanced under the law 
in connection with their holdings of 
stock in the F.D.I.C., and to surplus 
accounts. 

In the first half of the current 
year, however, only two of the banb, 
those at Dallas and St. Louis, earned 
enough to pay the statutory (fivi- 
dends, the System as a whole show¬ 

ing a deficit in the dividend account of 
$643,358. Dividends exceeded net earn¬ 
ings by $147,151 in the Boston bank; 
$50,228 in the New York bank; $171,- 
396 in the Philadelphia bank; $127,795 
at Cleveland; $16,289 at Richmond; 
$26,092 at Atlanta; $18,782 at Chicago; 
$26,300 at Minneapolis; $68,027 at Kan¬ 
sas City; and $122,074 at San Fran¬ 
cisco. St. Louis had an undistributed 
excess of $91,150 and Dallas one of 
$39,626. 

PEACE PARLEY 

Carlos Saavedra Lamas, For¬ 

eign Minister of Argentina, 

says that inter-American re¬ 

lations are more cordial than 

ever before 
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The world’s longest bridge, stretching 
8)^ miles across San Francisco Bay,is 
open this month* It is seven times as 
long as the Brooklyn Bridge. Picture 
taken as the bridge nears completion. 

I UNITED STATES STEEL 

THIS MONTH...STEEL JOINS SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND 

IT WAS only 76 years ago folks called 
Captain Eads “crazy” when he pro¬ 

posed building a steel arch bridge across 
the Mississippi River at St. Louis. 

It was only 64 years ago, when the 
Brooklyn Bridge was started, that people 
said, “Men cannot work like spiders, 
spinning cables in the air.” 

But those bridges are still standing, 
and in daily use. 

So when the enterprising citizens of 
the West Coast proposed to span San 
Francisco Bay with an 8^-mile bridge 
Joining San Francisco and Oakland, 
people didn’t say, “It can’t be done.” 

There were great difficulties, it is true 
—the distance, deep water, quicksand, 
tides. But once again engineering skill, 
plus improved steel, made possible what 
once was impossible. And so this month 
the world’s largest bridge ojjens to traffic. 

Experts say no bigger bridge will be 
built for the next thousand years. There 

are no large navigable bodies of water 
where the traffic is likely to be dense 
enough to justify such a bridge. But if 
bigger bridges should be needed, steel 
and engineering skill will be ready. 

No country can grow faster than its 
transportation. And as transportation 

has speeded up and improved, bridge 
building has kept pace. Its advance has 
gone hand in hand with the improve¬ 
ments in steel—a continuous process in 
which United States Steel has played 
an important part. 

A United States Steel subsidiary was 
awarded the contract for the entire 
superstructure of the San Francisco- 

Oakland Bay Bridge. This contract in¬ 
cluded steel and wire as well as the actual 
work of erection and cable spinning— 
the world’s largest steel job. This giant 
structure is not only a steel bridge—it 
is a United States Steel bridge. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY AMERICAN STEEL ft WIRE COMPANY 

CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION 

PIRE COMPANY • CANADIAN BRIDGE COMPANY, 

COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY • CYCLONE FENCE 

FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY 

OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY COMPANY • SCULLY STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON ft 

RAILROAD COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 

United States Steel Corporation Subsidiaries 
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The Banks and Social Security 

By GEORGE E. ANDERSON 

Social Security Act, designed as 
A the beginning of a pension system for 

all employed persons in the United 
States, becomes effective January 1, 
1937, affecting most if not all of the 
9,352 banks which are not members of 
the Federal Reserve System. 

The Act is likely to collide with al¬ 
most immediate and possibly extensive 

amendment. Changes proposed have to 
do both with principles and uncertain¬ 
ties. Chief among the uncertainties, per¬ 
haps, is the position of a majority of the 
banks. The Act now excepts from its 
operation all employees of the Federal 
and state governments and the employ¬ 
ees of all “instrumentalities” of these 
governments. 

Early in October the Internal Reve¬ 
nue Bureau held that national banks 
were “ instrumentalities of the Govern¬ 

AWell 
Built House 

h a better 

mortgage risk 
There are no metals more durable than Copper, 

Brass and Bronze. And there are no metals that... 

over a period of time ... are more economical to 

use in home construction. For they free home- 

owners of all upkeep costs due to rust. And...by 

preserving the useful life of a house... they increase 

its worth as a risk for mortgage money. 

Money spent for products such as copper or 

brass water pipe, copper sheet metal work, Everdur 

Metal hot water tanks, bronze screening and 

bronze hardware is money wisely spent. . . since 

these products render “lifetime” service. 

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY 

General Offices: Waterbury, Conn. 
Offices and Agencies in Principal Cities 

C^taecncia Copper &‘]Staas 

ment ” within the meaning of the Act 
basing the decision on the ground that 
national banks are required for the Gov¬ 
ernment’s fiscal operations. Later the 
Bureau held that all state banks which 
are members of the Federal Reserve 
System are also exempt on the ground 
that under Federal statutes they may 
become depositories of public money. 

When the question of whether state 
non-member banks were to be exempted, 
as “instrumentalities” of the several 
state governments, came up for decision 
on the application of a Michigan bank 

for a ruling, the Bureau held that there 
was nothing in the constitution or stat¬ 
utes of Michigan to indicate that state 

banks in that commonwealth were “b- 
strumentalities” of the latter. Thus 
Michigan state non-member banks are 
not excepted from the operations of the 
law. A similar application from Texas 
was decided the same way. 

BANKS’ POSITION HAZY 

UP to November 20 these two states 
were the only ones in which the ques¬ 
tion had been definitely decided, but a 
rough review of state banking laws and 
constitutions indicates that in few if any 
states can the non-member banks be 
considered “instrumentalities” of the 

state in a sense that will remove them 
from the operation of the Act. 

This involves a problem in the treat¬ 
ment of banks which may have impor¬ 
tant consequences. It is complicated by 
the fact that banks vary in their atti¬ 
tude toward the Government’s pro¬ 
gram. Most very large banks have felt 
that their own pension and retirement 

systems were more suitable to their em¬ 
ployees and, in general, more liberal 
than the Government’s plan. Most very 

small banks have felt that the Act was 
unsuited to them or their employees, 
the latter being mostly officers. On the 
other hand, many medium-sized banks 
not only have open minds on the subject 
but a considerable number of them, ex¬ 
empt under the Revenue Bureau rul¬ 
ings, are disposed to come under the Act 
and have written the Federal authorities 

as to how that may be possible. 
Clearing up the position of the banks 

will probably be among the least of the 

amendments proposed early in the ses¬ 
sion of Congress. Contrary to general 
expectations when the Act was pass^, 
amendments are likely to liberalize its 
provisions in some respects; otherwise, 

it will probably be so modified as to take 
advantage of a nation-wide movement 

banking 



among the large corporations to cooper¬ 
ate with the Government in making the 
system of real value. Whatever may 
have been industry’s disposition toward 
the plan when the Social Security Act 
^ passed, the majority of businesses 
now not only favor it but indicate a 
willingness to go the Government one 
better. The employer proposes to give 
the employee more rather than less than 

was offered by Congress. 
Like the great banks, most large em¬ 

ployers of labor had retirement and 
pension systems in operation before the 
Act was passed, and whatever opposi¬ 
tion to the law they displayed was due 
more to an unwillingness to permit the 
Government to interfere with such sys¬ 

tems, which usually were more liberal 
than the public set-up, than to a rejec¬ 
tion of the idea of a corporation’s pro¬ 

tection for its employees. 

VAST MACHINERY 

THE new system is likely to move 
somewhat circuitously into action be¬ 
cause it is considered impossible to reg¬ 

ister 26,000,000 people by their volun¬ 
tary action within the limit of six weeks. 
The American Association for Social Se¬ 
curity, which has sponsored legislation 
of this sort but has taken exceptions to 
many provisions of the Act, says it can¬ 

not be done. The Government has estab¬ 
lished 56 regional oflffces to superintend 
the registration, but most of the task is 
to be handled through the 50,000 post- 
offices. The Social Security Board has 
taken on approximately 800 new em¬ 
ployees to meet the strain—500 in a spe¬ 
cial temporary organization in Balti¬ 
more and 300 in the Washington office. 

BURDENSOME TASK 

THE Board also has some 1,282 employ¬ 
ees in the field. But registration involves 
voluntary action by the 26,000,000 pro¬ 
spective beneficiaries, not all of whom 

.are ready to contribute p>art of their 
wages. More of them, in any event, are 
indisposed to wait in line at a postofl&ce 
for an application form or to fill out the 
blank when it is obtained. Besides, this 
tremendous task is to be undertaken at 
a time when the postoffices are bur¬ 
dened with the rush of Christmas busi¬ 

ness. It is possible that the roster of 
beneficiaries will be theoretically com¬ 
plete by the first of the year, but a^a 
practical matter it is very doubtful. 

Assuming that the Act will become 
effective on or soon after the new year, 

however, several amendments it faces 
^ of a fundamental nature. These are 
anticipated by the administrators of the 
system; some of them are welcomed. 

con5in 6 

OERVING as depositary 

for more than 80 per cent of the banks 

in this state, the First Wisconsin enjoys 

active state-wide contacts affording 

practical advantages in meeting the 

Wisconsin requirements of other banks 

and national business corporations. 

CUSTOMERS... 
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First in importance from a theoretical 
standpoint, perhaps, is the question 
whether the system shall be self-sup¬ 
porting, based upon a reserve, or shall 
depend up>on annual taxation and a di¬ 
rect annual appropriation without de¬ 
pendence upon a reserve. This question 
was debated at length when the Act was 
under consideration and the method 

adopted was a mixture of the two ideas. 
First, a reserve was to be built up 

whose income would in theory meet the 
required payments to pensioners; but 
these payments are to depend upon a 
yearly appropriation of the necessary 

funds by Congress. This method, how¬ 

ever, involves so enormous a reserve by 
the time the plan comes into full effect 
that financial authorities are afraid of it. 
In fact, the method seems unworkable. 
To withdraw about $50,000,000,000 
from productive employment and lock 

it up in an unproductive fund within a 
few years would be too great a strain 
upon the financial resources of the coun¬ 

try if, indeed, the Government securities 
in which the reserve must be invested, 
could be found for the purpose. 

POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS 

THIS feature of the Act is considered so 
unworkable that an attempt to modify 

ESTABLISHED MARCH 24, 1933 

☆ 
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$375,000,000 

☆ 
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OF DETROIT 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Our complete banking facilities in- 

sure out*of-town banks and bankers 

prompt, efficient and economical handling of ac¬ 

counts in Chicago—we invite you to use our facilities. 

CityNational Bank 
AND TRUST COMPANY •/ Chiemgm 

208 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET 

{Mmiter Federal Depoeit Ineuranee Corporation) 

it will undoubtedly be made in the new 
Congress, although probably modifica. 
tion will be left to a later Congress after 
the system has been in operation long 
enough to indicate a better plan. 

At the other extreme of proposed 
amendment is the movement by various 
labor factions so to change the law tlat 
all contributions will come from the 

employers alone. The American Federa¬ 
tion of Labor in session at Tamjia has 
already gone on record in favor of this 
plan. One argument in favor of the 
change is that by passing the cost on to 

employers both labor and employers 
will be freed from the actual burden of 
an annual tax—this on the theory that 
employers will pass the tax to consum¬ 
ers. To a considerable extent this will 
undoubtedly be the case. 

Another potential amendment pro¬ 
poses to change the Act to cover do¬ 
mestic employees and farm labor, ex¬ 
cluded under the present law. This 
change seems to be favored by many in¬ 
fluential persons. 

Another school of thought proposes 
to turn the whole system around so that 
funds would be collected by the states 
and remitted to the Federal Govern¬ 
ment which would establish a uniform 
pension system in all the states, admin¬ 

istered by the Federal authorities. 

POSSIBLE BROADENING 

THERE is also some disposition to 
broaden the Act to cover employees of 
the “instrumentalities of goveriunent” 
aside from direct agencies of the state 

and Federal governments. 
Many other minor amendments are 

projected, including provisions for bet¬ 
ter identification of workers registered 
under the Act. Then there are such mat¬ 

ters as establishing the actual age of the 
applicant, registration of employees of 
chain stores and establishments with 

many branches, and all sorts of details 
which could not be adequately forecast 
and provided for in the original Act. 

Of chief immediate importance, how¬ 
ever, is the adaptation of private pen¬ 
sion systems to the general law, espe¬ 

cially where they are more liberal than 
the plan established by Congress and 
where they rest upon large reserve funds 
built up by corporations with or with¬ 
out the contributions of their employ¬ 
ees. The law makes no provision for ex¬ 
cepting such employers and their work¬ 

ers from the Government system. 
Several amendments to remedy this 

situation were proposed in Congress al¬ 
most immediately after the Act’s pasr 
sage, but, while there was considerable 
support for them, the problem was car¬ 

ried over. 
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THE CHASE 

As a New York Correspondent 

THREE widely recognized reasons why bankers in all 

parts of the country maintain accounts with the 

Chase— 

1. Nothing gives a correspondent greater satisfaction 

than a dependable day-to-day service. 

The Chase is outstanding for the efficient way in which 
it handles the routine daily transactions of its corre¬ 
spondents. 

2. A correspondent benefits from widely diversified con¬ 

tacts with leaders in banking, business and industry. 

The Chase, because of its size, prestige and connections, 
is often in a position to be helpful in various matters of 
importance to correspondents. 

3. Correspondents appreciate the value of a friendly, 

helpful official staff in their New York banking 

connections. 

Correspondent bankers quickly develop friendly, per¬ 
sonal contacts with Chase officers who are familiar with 
the various sections of the country and to whom they 
can turn at any time for information and advice. 

THE 

CHASE NATIONAL BANK 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 



Taxes by Instahnent 

An easy payment system of real estate 
tax collection is suggested by 

Philip W. Kniskem, president of the 
First Mortgage Corf>oration of Phila¬ 
delphia. 

“ I firmly believe,” he says, “ that if 
business permits the home owner to buy 
his automobile or radio by easy pay¬ 
ments, taxing bodies should also f)ermit 
him to pay his taxes in the same manner. 

“Let us assume that a man’s realty 
tax on his home is $120. To the average 

person that sum represents a lot of 
money. It is difficult for him to p>ay it in 
a lump sum. But, if he were permitted 
to pay that tax in monthly instalments 
it would be no big strain.” 

Several years ago, Mr. Kniskern re¬ 

calls, the city of Baltimore instituted a 
system of meeting real estate taxes on 
the instalment basis, furnishing coupon 
books, similar to those used by Christ¬ 
mas clubs, for the purpose. Baltimore 
has found as a result, he says, that 

The Bond Portfolio 
.. a Growing Factor in Bank Earnings 

The last few years have witnessed a radical trans¬ 

formation in the sources of bank earnings. The 

decline in commercial loans and the corresponding 

increase in investment securities have made the 

bond portfolio a paramount factor in the deter¬ 

mination of bank income. 

Obviously this situation calls for a broad knowl¬ 

edge of the investment field, mature investment 

judgment, and ready access to the sources of infor¬ 

mation pertaining to security values. 

Manufacturers Trust Company, through its 

Investment Advisory Service, is assisting numerous 

banks throughout the United States in the forma¬ 

tion of investment policies and in the solution of 

investment problems. Financial institutions are 

invited to inquire about this service, which is ren¬ 

dered without charge. 

MANUFACTURERS 
TRUST COMPANY 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE . 55 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK 

Member Federal Reserve System 

Member New York Clearing House Association 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

“delinquencies have virtually disap. 
peared and that taxes today are paid at 
least a year in advance.” 

“The same is true of financing meth¬ 
ods in vogue today which call Iot the 
home purchaser to pay his taT^a in 
monthly instalments to the finanrj,^ 
institution. Wherever this has been done 
it has met with approval and prompt 
payment of taxes. To my mind this 
action has proved almost as benefidal 
to the average home buyer as the adop¬ 
tion of the single amortization mortgage 
plan. By forcing him to budget 
making it easy and simple for him to 
pay his taxes, it will eliminate the recur¬ 
rence of a great portion of the trying 
times experienced in recent years . . . 

“It has been said that the payment 
of taxes in instalments would create 
still further bureaucracy and would 
mean still more political jobs. I doubt 
that very much. For one thing, it 
would mean a steady and continual 
flow of income into the treasuries of our 
municipalities instead of the mad rush 
which we now witness just before the 
expiration of the grace periods. It 
would mean, too, a steady and sharp 
decline in tax delinquencies so that 
workers in that department could aid in 
the receiving of tax payments. Instead 
of an increase in political jobs, it is very 

apt to mean a decrease.” 

DEFENSE 

Lord Swinton, British Minister 

for Air, who is giving special 

effort to strengthening Eng¬ 

land’s aerial defenses 
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the "COMPTOMETER" WAY OF 

REDUCES TIME,' COST, AND ERRORS 

0 The “Comptometer” method com¬ 

bines speed and ease of operation with 

remarkahle accuracy . . . cuts expenses 

in handling the proving of deposits or 

other hanking figure work. 

It has proved its value in general 

analysis work in all its phases. By offer¬ 

ing dependable proof of accuracy, and 

by eliminating time and trouble spent 

in checking through the various distri¬ 

butions for errors, “Comptometers” 

have won high favor in banking man¬ 

agement circles. 

Each of the “Comptometers” illus¬ 

trated—the Standard Model J and the 

New Electric Model K—is a good ma¬ 

chine. Each is unsurpassed in its type. 

A “Comptometer” representative will 

welcome the privilege of demonstrat¬ 

ing either or both of these machines 

in your own office. Telephone the 

“Comptometer” ofiice in your locality, 

or write direct to Felt & Tarrant Manu¬ 

facturing Company, 1711 N. Paulina 

Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

there is no faster way of prov¬ 

ing THAN WITH ''COMPTOMETERS'' 



Industry Goes Back to the Farm 

By LEWIS H. BROWN 
President, Johns-ManYille Corporation, 

New York Qty 

IT is impossible for this or any other 

country to be prosperous unless the 

two major purchasing groups— 

those engaged in agriculture and those 

engaged in manufacturing—are pros¬ 

perous. 

From a broader standpoint, it should 

even be held that in this country, we 

ought not to speak of an agricultural 

problem or a manufacturer’s problem, 

of an agricultural group or a manufac¬ 

turing group. We should think of the 

needs and conditions of the whole 

American people. It is this principle 

which gives vitality to the phrase: “Ag¬ 

riculture and industry are interdepend¬ 

ent.” 

Not only must the farmer depend 

upon those in manufacturing, employ¬ 

ers, workers, clerks, salesmen, amount¬ 

ing to millions of human beings, to buy 

his produce, but the manufacturer must 

have the farmer’s market for the con¬ 

sumption of his wares. 

In the modem organization of pro¬ 

duction, the manufacturer and the 

farmer are even more closely dependent 

upon each other, for more than 4,000,- 

000 manufacturing employees work on 

materials supplied by the farmer and 

sold to the consumer as manufactured 

products. 

Therefore, it is obvious that without 

the cooperation of industry, many of the 

farmer’s crops would rot in the fields. 

Fruits and vegetables would not be 

canned; conunodities now raised on the 

farm and processed into things the av¬ 

erage American wants would be thrown 

away. 

So often a tmism is passed along 

from generation to generation without 

any regard to its immediate implica¬ 

tions. We know that the farmer and the 

manufacturer are dependent upon each 

other, but what of it? What is to be done 

about it? Is this interdependence to 

mean anything more to the individual 
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manufacturer and the individual farmer 

than a phrase everyone uses? 

With the object of making this in¬ 

terdependence mean something vitally 

significant and practical to the man¬ 

ufacturer, at any rate, a group of 45 

businessmen met at a dinner more than 

a year ago. Out of that dinner came two 

things—realization of the importance of 

the farm market and verification of the 

fact that the average industrialist had 

only a limited knowledge of farm prob¬ 

lems. 

As a result of that dinner the Con¬ 

gress of American Industry last Decem¬ 

ber unanimously reconunended that 

the National Association of Manufac¬ 

turers appoint a conunittee to study 

the farm problem “and to disseminate 

to its members from time to time sum¬ 

maries and analyses” of things “of 

interest and importance to the na¬ 

tional welfare and to industry’s under¬ 

standing of the problems of agriculture.” 

Because I was bom on an Iowa farm, 

and my first job was pitching hay for 

50 cents a week, I have always been in¬ 

tensely interested in the farmer’s wel¬ 

fare. That interest led me to accept the 

chairmanship of the committee. 

We realized at the very inception of 

our task that on this committee we had 

to have sympathetic men; that is, men 

who although now engaged in manufac¬ 

turing have a background of agriculture, 

a basic relationship to the farmer. It 

was no accident that out of our 17 

committeemen more than half were 

either bom on farms or worked on them 

in their youth. We had no desire, how¬ 

ever, to make it a conunittee solely of 

farmers and therefore chose some mem¬ 

bers who, although they did not have a 

p)ersonal farm experience, nevertheless 

understood the farmer’s problems and 

needs. 

As our conunittee we selected the 

following: W. D. Anderson, president. 

Bibb Manufacturing Company, Macon, 

Georgia; James F. Bell, chairman. Gen¬ 

eral Mills, Inc., Minneapolis; H. L. 

Bodman, Milmine Bodman & Com¬ 

pany, New York; Paul S. Clapp, vice- 

president, Columbia Gas & Electric 

Corporation, Columbus, Ohio; Fred H. 

Clausen, president. The Van Bmnt 

Manufacturing Company, Horicon, Wis¬ 

consin; C. H. Haskell, president, Bea¬ 

trice Creamery Company, Chicago; 

James W. Hook, president. Geometric 

Tool Company, New Haven, Connecti¬ 

cut; Elon H. Hooker, president, Hooker 

Electrochemical Company, New York; 

George H. Houston, president, Baldwin 

Locomotive Works, Philadelphia; Dr. 

Virgil Jordan, president, National In¬ 

dustrial Conference Board, New York; 

Bert H. Lang, vice-president. First Na¬ 

tional Bank, St. Louis; Thomas H. 

Mclnnerney, president. National Dairy 

Products Corporation, New York; J. A. 

McNaughton, vice-president, Los An¬ 

geles Union Stockyards Company, Los 

Angeles; W. W. Shoemaker, vice-pres¬ 

ident, Armour & Company, Chicago; 

Stillman Westbrook, vice-president, 

Aetna Life Insurance Company, Hart¬ 

ford, Connecticut; and S. Clay Wil¬ 

liams, chairman, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco 

Company, Winston-Salem, North Car¬ 

olina. 

On this committee, then, is a repr^ 

sentative of every industry that deals 

with a major farm crop, or is associated 

with an agricultural problem. Even the 

farm mortgage field is covered. 

Having carefully chosen our com¬ 

mittee, we felt that it was essential to 

obtain the most competent, expert ad¬ 

viser to assist us. We succeeded in 

making arrangements for the coopera¬ 

tion of Dr. John Lee Coulter, agricul¬ 

tural economist, who has devoted his 

life to the subject of farm economics. 

In 1908, Dr. Coulter was named to 

President Theodore Roosevelt’s Rural 

Life Commission. President Wilson 

made him a member of his Committee 

on Agricultural Cooperation and Rural 

Credit. He has worked with many 

schools, and was president of North 

Dakota A. & M. CoUege. In 1929 he 

became chief economist of the Tariff 

Commission and a year later was 

named a commissioner. 

With the assistance of Dr. Coulter, 

the committee has issued a large num¬ 

ber of bulletins on agricultural subjects 

to industrialists. They are designed to 

interest the manufacturer in agncul- 

ture. 

The range of these bulletins is wide. 
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The story of agriculture is told from 
the earliest days to the present. Major 
crops are studied and analyzed and 
their significance explained. The effect 
of unemployment upon the farmer and, 

in turn, upon the American standard of 

living is made clear. 
Studies have been made and pub¬ 

lished showing the value of new crops 
and new and additional uses of Ameri¬ 
can standard crops. For instance, in one 
bulletin, the subject of tung oil is dis¬ 
cussed. China is now the principal pro¬ 
ducer of tung oil, which is indigenous to 
that country but is largely used by 
American industries. The oil is valuable 

because of its water-proofing and fast¬ 
drying qualities. It is used extensively in 
fast-drying lacquers, in linoleum, in 

India ink. 
In recent years, American farmers 

have begun to grow the tung tree and a 
comparatively small quantity of tung oil 
is being produced in this country. The 
quality of American tung oil, however, 
is better than the Chinese product and 
commands a better price. The tung 

tree is particularly valuable as a diver¬ 
sification crop and in the development 
of it in the United States the American 
manufacturer has a direct interest. 

It did not require too much study for 
our committee to find that the farmer’s 
income and factory production moved 
up and down together. In 1927, the 
fanner’s income—using 1925 as 100— 
stood at 98. At the same time, factory 
production was 99. In 1935, the farm¬ 
er’s mcome was 69 while factory pro¬ 
duction was 61. The oneness of the 
economic life of the American people is 
so obvious that it is difficult to under¬ 
stand why there should be a tendency 
to discuss these problems as though 
they affected only one group and not 
the entire people. 

A question frequently asked by those 
who have been following our study is 
this: “When are you going to present 
your farm plan? ” 

There can be only one answer to 
that: We do not have, and I hope we 
never will have, a farm plan. We are 
not trying to reorganize American ag¬ 
riculture. We are not setting out to tell 
the farmer how to run his business. 

We are seeking to understand our 
customers and neighbors. We are at- 
tmpting to grasp the essentials of the 
life and work of Americans who are 
occupied in a manner different from 
ourselves. 

We are making, we hope, a contribu¬ 
tion to the ideal of the oneness of the 
American people. 

heoember 1936 

Farmers and Bankers 

THE interest of banks in problems of the farmer has long been ex¬ 
pressed in numerous ways. Such agencies as the Agricultural Com¬ 
mission of the American Bankers Association and similar committees 
in the various state associations have provided channels through 
which banking institutions could not only become familiar with the 
needs of agriculture, but make important contributions to better 
farming. 

On its present nationwide scale, organized cooperation among 
bankers for the benefit of “the mother of all industry” had its be¬ 
ginning at a conference of the committees on agricultural development 
and education of state bankers’ associations, held in Minneapolis in 
1911. Delegates from seven states attended. At a similar meeting in the 
same city the next year 23 states, as well as the United States Govern¬ 
ment and the Dominion of Canada, were represented. At both meetings 
a program for improving the position of the farmer was discussed. 

As an outgrowth of these conferences, the American Bankers Associ¬ 
ation at its Boston Convention in 1913 created the Agricultural Com¬ 
mission to direct and coordinate the educational work of agricultural 
committees in the state associations. The Commission’s mouthpiece 
was the Banker-Farmer, a monthly publication of wide circulation, 
devoted exclusively to presenting the best thought in the teaching and 
development of agriculture. The Commission now publishes monthly 
the Agricultural Bidletin. 

VAe 

l^pviewm^tKe Bankers Activities ^ aBetter Agriculture andBurai L’|e 
Cooducwd bjr ikc Atricokwal Cnwiiiirn tl itw AacricM Bubm AMOciabM 

CHAMPAIGN. ILUNOiS. DECEMBER. 1913 

Why and Wherefore 

Hiii pubiiulion—piooeeting a new field in ioumaliim—i* only another agency wherewith the 
banking fraternity hopei to serve the- came o( Permanent Agiicultuie. 

A Permanent Agiicultute can only grow out of a succeulul nual life, which in turn, is the 

basis of a health and enduring natiooal life. 

The sod and its care and the care of its caretakers constitutes the biggest problem we face. 

THE BANKEH-FARMER hopes to submit, in monthly review, the activities of the yarious 
Stale Bankers* Atsocialioos. their Committees on Agriculture and Education as wel as the work of 
the individual baidter in Agricultural matters, inclwbig items of mlerest in connection therewith. 

In this 6eld of public welfare—better larmmg. marketing, educatioo. roads, niral hie and 
crediu—the banker shows his hving inteiesl not by fakh only but by works. 

It is under the directioo of the newly consMuted Agiicukural Commission of the American 

Bankers’ Assodatian. 
This and succeediia numbers will fall almost who^ under die observation of but two classes 

of men—goiag o^ to b^ers (some 23,000) and to pubhshers (some 230). 

It goes to b^ers with the message, the urgent request and confident hope, that the many of 
who have already actively taken vp the work wil be slil further inspirdf and advised; and 

that the who hasyetlohndhitp^mthis gre^ reconstruction—and visualize the real 

purpose of life—be awakened to the possibihbes and duties and join in. 

It goes to the publisher with the firm belief that he will show the same warm interest he has 
hitherto shown m our work; that he wi8 gather some measure of inspirabon from and in hm impait 
more tomandaB:andthathewiB continue to give this great common cause that intelligenl and 
^sistent publicity which wil have more to do with the fioal accompBshmenU than any other possi- 

**^e live in a great day and a big age. when he who fails to sec is hapiess and blind indeed; 
when he who hesiules to aid, with his ten or more tdenls. may lose his greatest earning power— 

and more. i- ■ i t 
Party, professional and business ethics, so called, are largely gone gfimmenng. lor aaany ol 

It goes to baiters with the message, the urgent request and confidrat hope, 
who have already actively taken ^ the work wil be stil fusther inspir^ ai 

that the banker who hasyettoSndhitp^mthis great reconstruction—and t 
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But You Are a Bank! 

(Continued from page 28) 

By the time the boom ended in 1929, 

increasing salary demands and taxes 

had already made our banks take stock 

of their profitable and unprofitable 

oflaces, and managers had been defi¬ 

nitely told which they represented. But 

huge expansion of big coiporations and 

stock buying made demands for loans at 

good rates, and some banks went on 

opening scores of branches at obviously 

unprofitable ix)ints and duplicating 

banking arrangements already pro¬ 

vided. There were whispers that such 

banks must be making too much money 

and later the government was urged to 

revise the Bank Act. Our opportunity 

for profit by some of the old methods 

was curtailed. 

DEPRESSION RECORD 

WHEN the depression delivered its 

broadside, Canadian banks stood like a 

rock and it is probable that, by their 

agency, Canadian credit did likewise. 

We do not need to go into all that now. 

Talk of “carrying our banner high” is 

left to politicians. Attention of our 

bankers themselves is taken up mainly 

by earning enough to keep the shop 

open. This is being done by the child¬ 

ishly simple method of requiring pay 

for our services, and the more resource¬ 

ful plan of seeking fresh avenues for 

profit. 

A NEW ATTITUDE 

AND the situation is not without hu¬ 

mor wherein so many free passengers of 

former years (who nevertheless grinned 

merrily at any move to curtail bank 

profits) are coolly invited now to pay 

their way. Neither is it altogether un¬ 

manning, nor is it undignified, to inter¬ 

view an applying prospective customer 

thus: 

“There will be a charge of probably 

$1.50 a month.” 

“I won’t pay it.” 

“That’s your privilege, sir. If the 

grocer prices an article at 50 cents it b 

your option not to buy, but you can’t 

comp>el him to sell at your price.” 

“I know plenty of banks that will 

carry my account for nothing.” 

Canada still has more banks per 

capita than any other country but one 

gravely doubts whether there are plenty, 

or any, still foolish enough to work for 

nothing. 

FRANK CONVERSATION 

YEARS ago, talking with a town cash¬ 

ier in the United States, I was surprised, 

not to say shocked, to have him ex¬ 

claim, “You know, or don’t you, that 

we here must be better bankers than 

you in Canada?” Meekly I listened to 

his explanation: “You have at your 

elbow an experienced and sagacious 

head office to advise you at every turn, 

steer you away from trouble or help 

you out of a jam. I have only my own 

judgment; if I get into trouble I take 

serious consequences or find my own 

way out of it. Your branch may lose 

money but you still have your job. I 

have to make money or lose my capital 

and hunt a new job.” 

I find myself listening to that cashier 

more intently today. 

The record of Canadian banking is 

something to be proud of, but the pres¬ 

ent generation of executives is probably 

not so much proud as alert; not blindly 

following the traditions as preserving 

the best of those traditions and dis¬ 

carding the worst. 

Specialized 
for 

Better Service 

The correspondent bank division of 

Mercantile-Commerce has been devel¬ 

oped to render the most efficient service to 

banks and bankers. Among its personnel 

are men with extensive, practical exper¬ 

ience in such fields as rural credits, bank 

management, service charges and invest¬ 

ment account analysis. The department 

is specialized to serve you better. 

In addition to this specialization, 

Mercantile-Commerce offers the complete 

facilities of a great bank, the advantages 

of wide-spread connections, and the ac¬ 

cumulated banking experience of seventy- 

nine years. 

Mefcantile*Commerce 
BanR and Trust Company 

Locust Eighth '.St. Charles 
St. Louis 

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 
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Mortgaging 

the Future 

To the Editor: IN your November issue of Banking 
there is a very comprehensive article 

by Arthur T. Moyer with reference to 
automobile loans. 

In 1930 I was in a conversation with 
one of the leading bankers in the city of 
Washington, and I asked him to give 

me an idea as to the cause of the de¬ 
pression, which we were then entering. 
The first cause given was this very 
instalment purchasing plan. He said, in 

substance, that the people of America 
had mortgaged their future, for instal¬ 

ment buying, to such an extent that 
their purchasing power for food, cloth¬ 
ing, rents, buildings and other things 
had been lessened so that other buying 
power was impossible, thus creating an 
over-production of foods, clothing, farm 

products, meat products and the gen¬ 
eral necessities of life, and in turn a 
stagnation in manufacturing produc¬ 

tion and all associated and allied lines; 
and he said that we would not come out 
of the depression until the people had 
time to liquidate these instalment 
loans, which they were then laboring 

under. 

WILL IT HAPPEN AGAIN? 

DURING the depression the manu¬ 

facturers of automobiles and appliances 
which are usually sold on the instalment 
basis suffered less than any other class 
of people. 

.fuming that the Washington banker 
clearly analyzed the major cause for 
the depression, and noting the axiom, 
“Like begets like”, we will understand 
that we are again heading upward in 

preparation for another tail spin. 
This writer agrees with Mr. Moyer in 

the general statement that such loans 
are possibly among the best loans that 
either a private lender or a bank can 
have. 

We do know that these instalment 
loans will be paid, when conservatively 
made, even though the grocery bill, 
doctor’s bill and rents are unpaid. 

Would it not be wise to check by ap¬ 
propriate state and national legislation 
this practice of permitting people to 

mortgage their future income in such a 
^y as to cause, or largely contribute 
to, a national calamity? 

J. W. Chancellor 
Lawyer, 

fiowie, Texas 

December 1936 

For out-of-town banks 

a service that goes 

BEYOND ROUTINE 

The Northern Trust Company believes that correspondent bank¬ 

ing relationships should be characterized by more than routine 
efl&ciency. It is a traditional rule here to accord every customer 
problem unhurried, individual attention. That is one reason why 
this 47 year old institution is privileged to serve so many of 
the nation’s leading banks with its complete facilides. If you 
are seeking a Chicago correspondent, your inquiry is invited. 

THE NORTHERN 
TRUST COMPANY 

NORTHWEST CORNER LA SALLE AND MONROE STREETS, CHICAGO 

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

\\AAr\AAA'VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV\AAAAAAA VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVUAAAAAAAAAAAAA^ 

CANADIAN PACIFIC EXPRESS COMPANY 

TRAVELLERS CHEQUES PAYABLE IN 

UNITED STATES DOLLARS ARE REDEEM¬ 

ABLE AT PAR BY THE NATIONAL CITY 

BANK OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK. 

CANADIANPACIFIC 
EXPRESS COMPANY 

(Owned by Canadian Pacific Railway Company) 
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Commitment Memorandum 

By THORNTON COOKE 

President, Columbia National Bank, 
Kansas City, Missouri 

NAME or APPLICANT Mtdwesl Retail Dry Goods Company 

DATE OF APPUCATION NoV. 1, 1936 DATE OF NOTE NoV. 8, 1936 
AMOUNT OF NOTE $15,000 AGREED UNSECURED UNE $25,000 
WHAT IS THE AMOUNT OF THIS NOTE TO BE USED FOR? To buy Spring merchandise and 

discount bills. 
WHERE IS THE MONEY COMING FROM TO PAY IT BACK? From Sale of merchandise and 

collection of accounts. 
WHEN IS IT COMING? $15,000 within 120 days. Next $10,000, if borrowed, will cone 

within six months from date of this commitment. 
WHAT OTHER UNDERSTANDINGS ARE THERE WITH THE BORROWER? In addition to 

$15,000 lent Nov. 8, we will lend $10,000 in January if needed. 
HIGHEST PREVIOUS LINE OF THIS BORROWER $20,000 
INITIALS OF LENDING OFFICER: 

When Will Your Loans Be Repaid? 

Among the best of the principles ad- 
^ vocated by the Bank Management 

Commission in November Banking are 
these: 

“PURPOSE OF LOANS. It is an essential 
part of the banker’s duty to know the pur¬ 
pose for which a proposed loan is intended, 
and to consult with the applicant regarding 
it . . . 

“ REPAYMENT. No loan should be granted 
without a clear understanding between the 
bank and the borrower regarding the 
means, methods and time of repayment.” 

And how easy it is to overlook these 
essentials! Borrower and bank officer 

chat together. They are friends. The 
customer’s statement is before them— 
or the banker clearly recalls its propor¬ 

tions. Of course he ought not to forget 
to ask the reason for the proposed 
credit or the source and time of pay¬ 

ment, but sometimes he does forget. 
He can’t go around with strings on 

his fingers reminding him to draw out 

these particulars, but one midwestern 
bank for half a dozen years has been 
using a reminder that is almost infal¬ 

lible. The president thought out a form 
one day after he had observed from the 
annual statements of a number of bor¬ 
rowers that the bank had lost more 
money on credits, proportionately, than 

many of its mercantile and manufac¬ 
turing customers. 

“Now why,” he asked himself, 
“should bankers, supposed to be spe¬ 
cialists, make a poorer showing in 
credits than merchants and manufac¬ 
turers? What do they do that we don’t? ” 

He remembered that his customers 
were selling their goods on 60 or 90-day 

terms, that they carefully watched ac¬ 
counts that did not take advantage of 

discounts, that they sent letters asking 
pointedly for remittance if the 60 or 
90-day period went by without pay¬ 

ment, and shut off further credit until 
the delinquency was cured. “But I,” 
thought the president, “am lending for 
90-day periods and often renewing 
without a question; and I have been 
taking almost any excuse for the lack of 
seasonal liquidation. Never again.” 

At the top is the form, but the bor¬ 
rower’s name is, of course, fictitious. 

It is submitted at officers’ meeting with 
each unsecured note of $500 or over the 
day after the notes are made. So a lend¬ 

ing officer simply can’t forget to ask, 
“ What is the amount of this note to be 
used for?” or, “Where is the money 

coming from to pay it back?” or, per¬ 
haps most important of all, “When is 
it coming?” 

And, if he has chosen to lend the 
customer more than the customer has 
borrowed before, he has not done that 
inadvertently either; because, having 
to state on the form the “highest previ¬ 
ous line of this borrower ”, he has looked 
that point up at the time, unless his 
recollection was already clear. 

Once in a while that bank does make 

a capital loan, as every bank does now 
and then; but, because its officers have 

to fill out this form, they make it know¬ 
ingly and carefully, and because of one 
of those rare combinations of circum¬ 
stances that sometimes do justify cap¬ 
ital loans. 

Of course the officers explain to the 

borrower that his line is fixed upon the 
assumption that his affairs will remain 

in as good condition through the term 
of the commitment as they were when 
it was made, but they do not attempt 

to set down all the vicissitudes that 
might justify them in revoking the 
commitment, and therefore do not ask 

him to sign it. That might complicate 
matters if the note were for 90 days, 
and the commitment memorandum said 

all the money was coming back in six 
months, and it nevertheless became 
necessary—because, say, of the dis¬ 

covery of gross mismanagement in the 
borrower’s affairs—to demand payment 
before the six months were up. 

The answers to the questions on the 
form are not the borrower’s answers but 
the lending officer’s, and the result of 

the officer’s own study of the borrower 
and his statement and his business. 

The officer initials the form. No one 

can be always correct in prophecy. It 
sometimes happens that the money that 
was to come back from the sale of goods 
and collection of receivables within six 
months is not then in hand. It is for the 
lending officer then to find out what it 
was that misled him when he set that 
forecast down, or what unusual circum¬ 

stances prevented its coming true. 
It has sometimes been necessary to 

carry a line longer than the commit¬ 
ment memorandum said; but, since this 
form has been in use to remind the 
officers strictly to ask the questions 

they meant always to ask but some¬ 
times forgot, the bank has had scarcely 

a loss on commercial loans. 

banking 



World Unemployment 

I 

Satisfactory 

ATLANTA 

FULTON,r?A^;^^yi^ 

AMERICA HONORED 

Eugene O’Neill, the American 

dramatist, has been awarded 

the Nobel Prize in letters for 

1936 

PICTHti 

December 1936 

Notwithstanding the encour¬ 
aging international recovery in 

industrial employment during recent 
years, and a further gain in the first half 
of 1936, world unemployment would 
still appear to be at least two-thirds 
higher than in 1929, says the statistical 
study, “World Production and Prices, 

1935-36”, published by the Economic 
Intelligence Service, League of Nations. 

With regard to the United States, the 

survey notes that out of an estimated 
total of some 12 million unemployed 
here as of approximately January 1 last, 
“unemployment in the manufacturing 
industries accounted for only 29 per 

cent, or about millions, thus leaving 
i}^ millions unemployed in other fields. 

“It should be mentioned,” continues 
the study, “ that by that date the manu¬ 
facturing industries were actually giving 
employment to some 9 million persons. 
On the other hand, it has been estimated 

that a further recovery in total manu¬ 
facturing output up to the level of 1929 
would provide work for only another 2 

million persons in those industries, if 
average hours of work were to remain as 
at the end of 1935.” 

As demonstrated by the index of un¬ 
employment compiled by the Inter¬ 
national Labor Office, world unemploy¬ 

ment still remains “very large”, the 
League agency finds, despite a de¬ 
cline of one-third from 1932 to 1935. 

“The persistence of unemployment 
on a scale so much in excess of what 

would correspond to the decline in pro¬ 
duction,” observes the study, “is un¬ 
doubtedly due in some degree to the 
increased productivity (per man-hour) 
of those actually employed; but it is 
chiefly accounted for by the natural 
growth of population. The index refer¬ 
red to above covers unemployment, not 
only in industry, but also in other fields 

of activity. It would appear that unem¬ 
ployment is at present proportionately 
less widespread in industry as a whole 

than in those other fields. Although 
some decrease in the number of totally 

unemployed may result from a generd 
application of the policy of spreading 
work by shortening the average working 
day, there would app>ear to be no hope 
that present-day abnormal unemploy¬ 
ment will be successfully overcome until 
activity in industry and these other 
fields has been generally raised quite 
substantially above the 1929 level.” 

Annual averages of unemployment 
are: 1929:100; 1930:164; 1931:235; 
1932:291; 1933:274; 1934:221; 1935:193. 

is engaged primarily in facilitating 

wholesale distribution and retail 

sales of the following products of 

General Motors Corporation and 

itsworld'wide affiliates: CADILLAC, 

LA SALLE, BUICK, OLDSMOBILE, 

PONTIAC,CHEVROLET automobiles; 

FRIGIDAIRE appliances for refrig' 

eration and air conditioning; 

DELCO lighting, power 

and heating equip' \ 
ment; CMC trucks; 

BEDFORD, VAUX' 

HALL, OPEL, BLITZ- 
INSTA 

P L 

foreign made automotive vehicles. 

The business consists of invest' 

ments in self'liquidating credits, 

widely diversified as to region 

and enterprise, capital employed 

being in excess of $80,000,000. 

In obtaining short term accom' 

modation, gmac issues one stan' 

dard form of note. This obliga' 

tion it offers to banks 

and institutions, in 

convenient maturities 

and denominations at 

current discount rates. 
LMENT 

AN 

These notes are available, in limited amounts, upon request. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE NEW YORK ' BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 



I I eadquarters for financial 

and industrial executives when 

in the Nation’s Capital. 

400 rooms, each with tub, 
shower and circulating ice 
water. Conveniently located 
in the heart of the business, 
governmental and theatrical 
districts. Ideally located for 
special meetings and conven¬ 
tions. 

HOTEL WASHINGTON 
Pennaylvonia Avenue 

Opposite the United States Treasury and 
Dept, of Commerce, overlooking 

White House and Porks. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
FLOYD E. RUSH, Manager 

Back to Normal Borrowing 

A LARGE increase during the past banks in New York City and Chicago, 
year in miscellaneous commercial, At the ratio of gain for other reporting 

j industrial and similar credit, usually banks the total increase in all member 
! classified in Reserve bank returns as banks for the year ended with Novem- 
! “other loans”, raises the question as to ber 1 was upward of $900,000,000. 
1 what extent this gain is indicative of a Inasmuch as financing for the Fall 

I return of business to normal bank bor- and early Winter by most business 

1 rowing. The question is important not firms is usually completed by around 

only with respect to bank earnings but November 1 it is probable that the 
also as a measure of prosprective busi- present volume measures the peak for 

1 ness expansion and a return of confi- this class of loans for the current year. 

” • u .re * FRS- LOANS TO INDUSTRY That the increase has a defimte mean¬ 
ing can hardly be doubted both be- ONE feature of Reserve operations 
cause it marks a steady expansion in during the past year which indi- 
this form of bank credit for many weeks cates a measure of return to normal has 
and by reason of the total amount in- been a gradual decrease in working 
volved—$5,355,406,000 as of June 30 in capital loans to industry. The highest 
all member banks and $4,033,000,000 in point in the volume of these loans was 
reporting banks alone as of October 28. reached a year ago. In the few months 

At the latter figure these loans are of the plan’s operation up to October 31, 
g^mm ranging approximately $700,000,000 1934, the Reserve banks had authorized 
QN above the volume at the corresponding $28,411,000 in such credits, of which 

date in 1935. $9,444,000 was actually lent—$6,226,- 
The increase in the reporting banks 000 in direct loans and $3,218,000 b 

' between June 30 and October 28 was commitments to banks to take over 
$414,000,000, of which $257,000,000 such loans on demand. Between Octo- 
was registered in the metropolitan ber 31,1934, and October 30,1935, the 

1 Reserve banks approved direct loans 

and commitments to the amount of 
~ $89,%7,000 and actual loans made in- 

f 13 Y Cf fTl 71 /f /4 C 1 creased by $50,332,000—$26,493,000 in 
J\li3 J. (tTld Cl direct loans and $23,839,000 in commit- 

ments. Total loans outstanding on the 

US NKJV YK Aft latter date were $59,776,000,-$32,719,- 
j. $27,057,000 in 

MERRY CHRISTMAS and a 
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR 

Associated Lumber Mutuals 
Established 

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co. 
Boston, Mass.1895 

Lumbermens Mutual Insurance Co. 
Mansfield, Ohio.1895 

Pennsylvania Lumbermens Mutual Fire Ins. Co. 
Philadelphia, Pa.1895 

Indiana Lumbermens Mutual Insurance Co. 
Indianapolis, Ind.1897 

Northwestern Mutual Fire Association 
Seattle, Washington.1901 

MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN MUTUAL ALLIANCE 

COMBINED ASSETS 
$23,353,943.41 

COMBINED SURPLUS 
$11,918,035.22 

Detailed statement of each or all of the companies sent upon request 

comimtments. 
During the year ending October 31, 

1936, however, the Reserve banks ap¬ 
proved additional loans of $18,269,000, 
while, ais a result of repayments and 
withdrawals, the total outstanding de¬ 
creased by $7,114,000, a decline of $3,- 
454,000 in direct loans and $3,660,000 

in commitments, making total loans and 
commitments outstanding $52,662,000. 
Approvals of new loans are running at 
the rate of a little over a noillion dollars 
a month and repayments at substan¬ 

tially twice that rate. 
Between October 1935 and October 

1936 similar loans by the R.F.C. in¬ 
creased by substantially $25,000,000. 

While the rules governing such loans by 
the Reserve banks and the R.F.C. are 
not the same, a reasonable inference 
from the operations of the two lending 
agencies is that there is still a conader- 
able demand for such credit, although it 
is gradually subsiding, and that loans of 
this sort heretofore made by the R^ 
serve banks are going more and more to 

commercial bank members. 

banking 



Double Liability Repeal 

F; Ohio at the last election, the bank- I 
ers ventured to submit an amend- ( 

nent calling for abolition of double 
liability on state bank stock, and the 1 
result was repeal by a healthy majority. | 
This in the heat of a campaign when 
the public mind was supposedly not : 
sympathetic to the so-called vested in- : 

terests and when practically every other 
local issue submitted to the voters of 

the state was defeated. 
This result was achieved, Ohio bank¬ 

ets believe, by the psychology and - 
strategy of the campaign which was be¬ 
gun many months before the election. 
A brief summary here of the procedure 
may be helpful to bankers in other 
states confronted by the same problem 
in future elections. The plan originated 
with the Ohio Bankers Association, 
through its legislative committee, work¬ 

ing with the State Department of 

Banking. 

90,000 FOLDERS WERE USED 

BECAUSE of the rather technical na¬ 

ture of the amendment, it was decided 
not to make a mass educational appeal 
but, instead, an intensive person-to- 
person effort, relying largely on the 
40,000 employees in the state banks, 
together with the hearty cooperation of 
employees in the national banks. Sev¬ 
eral months before the active campaign, 
educational material was distributed, 

primarily to give the basic reasons for 
repeal, to stockholders, directors and 
employees and such intimate friends as 
they might have among the leaders of 
the community. More than 90,000 such 
folders were requested and used. Some 
of these went to about two-thirds of the 
national banks of the state. A very im¬ 
portant reflection of the vital part these 
played came through the newspaper ed¬ 
itorials. All bankers were urg^ to dis¬ 
cuss these pamphlets with the local 
editor and leave them in his hands. Thus 
the issue in all of its ramifications was 
thoroughly explained in advance to 
practically every newspaper editor in 
Ohio, from the crossroads to the me¬ 
tropolis. 

The guiding committee also went 
hack through election statistics cover¬ 
ing constitutional amendments and set 
a quota of votes needed in each county. 
The banks were told of their respective 
quotas and were furnished printed ma- 
terid and given suggestions on how to 
attain their goals. 

This committee spent all Summer 
travelling all over the state, organizing 

December 1936 

the bankers in each county and calling 
on newspaper editors. 

Editorial support was obtained from 
labor, denominational and foreign lan¬ 
guage publications. 

Endorsements of various public-spir¬ 
ited organizations were obtained and an 
important factor was a telegram sup¬ 
porting repeal, received from Chairman 
Leo T. Crowley, head of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

Several days prior to election day. 

newspaper advertisements in behalf of 
repeal were published in practically all 
the metropolitan, denominational, for¬ 
eign language and suburban newspapers 
of the state, and a chain of ten radio 
stations broadcast twrice daily, a re¬ 
minder to the effect that “Your depos¬ 
its are now insured. Vote ‘Yes’ on the 
Double Liability Amendment, which 
you will find at the top of your separate 
baUot.” 

1.1. Sperling 

R. G. RANKIN & CO. 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 

Examinations 

of 

Banks and Trust Companies 

for 

Directors Committees 

NEW YORK 

CHICAGO WASHINGTON 

^^Through the Years” 
Experience - Service — Friendliness 

Rendering Correspondents every possible 

service, and handling every routine 

u. transaction promptly — are reasons the 

H FIRST NATIONAL BANK in ST. LOUIS 

has so many pleasant relationships with 

bIh bankers everywhere. 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
IN ST. LOUIS 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

RESOURCES OVER 200 MILLION 



True a century ago- 

true today:- 

There is hardly anything in the world 
that some man cannot make a little 
worse and sell a little cheaper and 
the people who consider price only 
are this man's lawful prey. 

John Ruskin 

THE HOME 
INSURANCE COMPANY 

NEW YORK 

Strength Reputation Service 
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Index to Reading Tastes 

Popular Books 

TWENTY-FIVE large libraries, scattered throughout the country, 
were asked by Banking to name the books, new or old, most in demand 
in the fields of business, finance and political economy. Following are 
some of the titles, given alphabetically by authors, which appeared on 
at least three of the lists submitted: 

Investment for Appreciation, by Lawrence L. B. Angas (Somerset, 
1936, $5); 

The Economy of Abundance, by Stuart Chase (Macmillan, 1934, $3); 
Sweden: The Middle Way, by Marquis W. Childs (Yale University 

Press, 1936, $2.50); 
Social Security in the United States, by Paul H. Douglas (McGraw- 

Hill, 1936, $3.50); 
Jordan on Investments, by David F. Jordan (Prentice-Hall, Inc., 

1933, $4); 
Stock Market Profits, by Richard W. Schabaker (B. C. Forbes, 1934, 

$5); 
Cooperative Democracy, by James P. Warbasse (Harper, 1936, $3). 

The book department this month 
takes additional space to make 
room for the reader—not the reader 

of the reviews, but the reader of the 

books. 
What are his present tastes in the vast 

literature of business, finance and po¬ 
litical economy? What books on these 
subjects are most in demand at the 
public libraries? 

Librarians in 25 large American cities, 
representing almost as many states, 
have provided informative answers to 
these and related questions. With their 
cooperation Banking has been able to 
take a sample of current reader interest 
among the millions of people whose si¬ 
lent partnerships with books provide 
them with good counsel, friendly guid¬ 
ance and better equipment for meeting 
the business problems of their lives. 

In general, this cross section of reading 
trends reflects an interest in the recov¬ 
ery rather than the depression, a for¬ 
ward more than a backward look, a 
desire to prepare for the future by 
understanding the present and the past. 
As one librarian puts it, there is evi¬ 
dence that business men—some of them, 
at least—are sensing the importance of 
obtaining a broader view of what is 
going on in the world. Another notes a 
search for a better understanding of the 
causes and results of current changes. 

More specifically, reader interest 
seems to be especially keen in such 
subjects as the cooperative movement, 
advertising, real estate, business psy- 
chology, marketing, distribution, infla¬ 
tion, banking, current events that have 
a bearing on business, and business 

organization. Greater emphasis, it ap¬ 
pears, is being placed on specific infor¬ 
mation than theory, and on informal 
rather than conventional methods of 
treatment. However, there is always 
a solid backlog of demand for standard 
textbooks. 

Several libraries comment on the 
mquiry for books dealing with various 

phases of social economics. “The trend 
at present,” says one “appears to be 

along cooperative lines.” “ Business men 
and students,” reports another, “have 
created a trend for all types of books 
dealing with every phase of social se¬ 
curity.” Other observations mention 

the sudden interest displayed in co- 
t^Jeratives”; “a constantly growing 
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demand for the ‘consumer education’ 
group of books”; “national and world 
interest in social economics”; “a big 
demand for books dealing with social 
and business conditions in Europe”; 
“an increasing interest in cooperatives, 
especially from the consumer angle”. 

Material about investments is popu¬ 
lar in a number of cities. Women and 
younger people in one western metrop)- 
olis are showing much interest in this 
subject, in order—so the library says— 
that they can handle their own affairs 

more intelligently. At a library in the 
Midwest the wide interest in money and 
banking evident a few years ago has 
given place to interest in securities and 

inflation. A New England report takes 
note of a trend from political economy, 
which was a popular subject during the 

depression period, to banking and 
investments. Books about the stock 
market and speculation are being re¬ 
quested in a north-central city. 

Some libraries report inquiries for 
books and other material that interpret 
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or comment on public affairs—legisla¬ 
tion, taxation, systems of government, 
etc. “The schools this year,” says one 
librarian, “are debating the question of 
public or private ownership of utilities, 
thus causing considerable demand for 

books about the utility business.” 
Another mentions “a greater degree of 
interest in political economy, probably 
due to interest in the question as to 
which form of government offers the 
greatest security and happiness. This 
demand is met by literature presented 
in a popular form within the compre¬ 
hension of the average reader.” Another 
library receives many requests for books 
and statistics on the cost of living, the 
social security law, and the effect of 
legislation on economic life. 

In an eastern city a particularly close 
relationship between reading tastes and 
the Washington news is reported. At 

present, says this library, the most 
frequent request is for information on 

the price discrimination act—what one 
may and may not do, how it will affect 
marketing policies, dividend declara¬ 
tions, etc. Similarly, the public has been 
seeking enlightenment on the Walsh- 
Healy legislation and the Revenue Act 

of 1936. 
Several libraries are experiencing a 

demand for books about advertising, 
personnel management, selling, ac¬ 
counting, credit and agricultural plan¬ 
ning. Improvement in real estate has 
been accompanied by considerable in¬ 
quiry for publications covering this 
field. One library finds that books on 
marketing and distribution are replacing 
those which tell the reader how to get a 
job. At the same institution there is 
Increased use of material on personnel 
work and training in industry. 

Books about psychology, as it can be 
applied to business in general and 
salesmanship in particular, also have 
their place in the present trend. A 
western library notes a new interest in 
warehouse management and commis¬ 
sion merchandising. Others mention the 

popularity of material on credit and 
collections, insurance and taxation. 

“At the present time,” observes a 
particularly informative report from a 
library in the Middle West, “reading is 
largely for specific purposes. Books on 
banking theory, economic theory, etc., 

are being shelved in favor of books 
offering practical solutions to specific 
problems confronting business today. 
In this respect there is a definite trend 
away from books pretending to offer 

‘cure-alls’ for business ills, principally 
because the ‘cures’ failed to work.” 

America is reading so that it can work 
more intelligently. 

New Books 

Profit Histories 

Two Cycles of Corporation Prof¬ 
its. By Laurence H. Sloan and Asso¬ 
ciates. Harper & Brothers, 1936. 428 
pages. $4.50. 

Mr. Sloan and his associates on the 
staff of Standard Statistics Company 
have compiled an unusual volume. Pro¬ 
ceeding on the premise that one major 
business cycle was encompassed by the 
years 1922-1933 and that another began 
in 1934, the authors analyze the profit 
histories of 135 American industrial cor¬ 
porations. The study considers, in the 
case of each company, the long term 
earning power, dividend paying ability, 
and the long term value, as against 

price, of the common stock. 
This project is carried out by examin¬ 

ing what happened to the several com- 

p)anies in the 1922-1933 poriod, with a 
view to determining what light past 
porformance can throw on the cycle 
which is indeterminately labelled “ 1934- 
19xx”. A number of major industries 
are represented, notably: automotive, 
steel, non-ferrous metals, building, 
chemicals, potroleum, food products, 
tobacco-beverages-confections and re¬ 
tail trade. More than a hundred charts 
record the profit record of the compan¬ 
ies, supplementing textual analyses of 
basic factors, the 1922-33 experience, 
and prosp)ects. 

Summarizing their studies, the au¬ 

thors pxjint out that for the 12-year 
interval covered by the first cycle, the 
annual average return received by the 
common stockholders in these com¬ 
panies was relatively moderate. The 
prediction is ventured that the average 
for the new cycle will be smaller. 

Investors, large and small, who are 
interested in the fundamentals affecting 
profits, will find that this book offers 
information and guidance for the in¬ 
telligent shaping of investment pro¬ 

grams. 

Credit Unions 

Cooperative Credit Unions. By 

M. R. Neifeld. Harpier & Brothers, 
1936. 223 pages. $2.50. 

The credit union is the particular 
form of consumer-controlled enterprise 
to which Dr. Neifeld, statistician of the 
Beneficial Management Corp>oration, 
gives attention in his informative, con¬ 
structively critical, and clearly written 
study. 

Reviewing achievements and poten¬ 
tialities of this t)q)e of thrift and credit 

agency, he finds that on the whole the 
unions have done well, although the 

record does disclose some shortcomings. 
The book offers a 27-px)int program of 
principles for governing credit union 

operations. Many of these recommenda¬ 
tions, Dr. Neifeld says, are now in 
force, while some are new. 

Of espjecial interest is the author’s 
analysis of several virtues which are 
claimed for the credit unions. He does 
not, for example, find ground, on the 
basis of available data, for the conten¬ 
tion that coopjeratives will eventually 
supplant other consumer credit facili¬ 
ties; the unions are too specialized to 
meet the needs of all borrowers. In 
fact, they have so far had little effect on 
the small loan business in general. Their 
op)erations account for only a minute 
percentage of the yearly volume of con¬ 
sumer credit. In the field of very small 

loans, however, the unions have an 
operating advantage, inasmuch as their 
handling costs are low because of the 
cooperative technique. 

In its appraisal of the credit unions 
the book takes up various variedes: 
the open, parish, pestal, rural, indus¬ 
trial and Federal. Such matters as rates 
and liquidations, both voluntary and 

involuntary, are also considered, and 
the background of the cooperadve 
movement at home and abroad is 
adequately sketched. 

Business Rights Abroad 

Industrial Property Protection 
Throughout the World. By James 

L. Brown, U.S. Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, 1936. 184 pages. 
20 cents. 

Mr. Brown, chief of the industrial 
prop)erty section of the Bureau’s com¬ 
mercial laws division, has prepared a 
business man’s guide to an important 
branch of the law. He describes indus¬ 
trial property rights, indicates how they 
can be acquired and protected abroad, 
and shows how the manufacturer or im¬ 

porter can combat loss of the goodwill 
that is so valuable an asset of American 
products in the international market. 

The study considers piracy, patents, 
designs, ladling, royalties, copyright, 
advertising, trade marks and names, 
unfair competition, transfer and license, 
protection of goodwill, combines re¬ 
straining trade, false indication of ori¬ 
gin, and other pertinent matters. Prin¬ 
cipe! features of the trade mark law in 
63 foreign countries are summarized, 
and provisions of various international 

agreements covering industrial prop¬ 

erty are outlined. 
Considerable attention is given to the 

subject of trade mark protection. The 
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point is made that the banker who 
lends to industry “ is interested in know¬ 
ing that the goodwill represented by a 
trade mark has been safeguarded.” 

There are many helpful suggestions 
jnd much useful information in this 

handbook. 

lindistributed Profits Tax 
The New Surtax on Corporations. 
By J. Blake Lowe and John D. Wright. 
Lowe and Wright, Baltimore, 1936. 

58 pages. $2. 

The subtitle to this exposition and 
clarification of problems raised by the 
tax on undistributed profits is “ What to 

do about it”, and most of the book 
takes up that question. Concisely and 
simply, the authors point out solutions 
to a situation that is new to the average 
corporation. 

The tax is first explained; then the 
book shows how it can be minimized. 
The problem is broken down for corpo¬ 
rations with adequate and inadequate 
surpluses, close corporations, holding 
companies, and corporations with un¬ 
reasonably large surpluses. 

Questions included in the discussion 

relate to time and method of dividend 
payment, valuation of dividends praid in 

property, dividend carry-overs, mis¬ 
cellaneous deductions, dividends versus 
interest, classification of corporations, 
and other pertinent points. 

Insurance Charts 
Charco Charts, Fire and Marine 
Edition. Reviewers Charts Corpora- 

S)o% OU 

"He jests at scars that never 
felt a wound.” The man who 
never suffered a loss seldom 
appreciates the important 
part insurance plays in safe¬ 
guarding American business, 
ouch a man probably is un¬ 
familiar with transportation 
insurance, or even business 
interruption insurance. It's 
almost certain he knows 
nothing about extra expense 
insurance. He should know 
these modern coverages. If 
you are such a man ask us 
for information. 

SINCE 1854 

THE PHOENIX 
INSURANCE COMPANY 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICXJT 

tion. New York, 1936. 207 pages. $5. 
This book of charts contains analyses 

of the eighty largest fire and marine 
insurance companies. The material pre¬ 
sents graphically and concisely the op¬ 
erations of the companies from 1926 
through 1935. Financial statements are 
shown in the simplest form, with per¬ 
centage of distribution of assets and 
liabilities. 

As a standard of measurement, the 
condition and experience of the ten 
leading companies were averaged and 
presented in the same form. These are 
ingeniously printed on the covers of the 
folder containing the charts, so that the 
reader, in his study of one company, 
can readily make comparisons with the 
record of the group. 

The charts are intended primarily for 
two groups: insurance executives, brok¬ 
ers and agents; and banks, corporations 
and lawyers. The data were obtained 
from ofificial sources. A similar study, 

covering casualty and surety compan¬ 
ies, was issued last Summer. 

Municipal Debt Pathology 
Municipal Bonds: A Century of 

Experience. By Albert M. Hillhouse. 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1936. 
579 pages. $5. 

Mr. Hillhouse, director of research. 
Municipal Finance Officers’ Associa¬ 
tion, calls his book “a study in pathol¬ 
ogy ”. It ignores successes in municipal 
debt administration and is concerned 
only with mistakes—those of the past, 
those now needing correction, and 
those to be avoided in the future. How¬ 
ever, the default record is neither so 
voluminous nor so acute “as to warrant 
lack of confidence in the soundness of 

^est iJLt 

Jest at insuremce and you 
make a joke of your business 
acumen. The only man who 
can afford to smile is the one 
who is properly protected at 
time of loss. The way to find 
out if you are properly insur¬ 
ed is take advantage of our 
insurance analysis service. 
No cheurge. Write. 

since 1850 

OF 
Cith Capital, 

Sotplut to PoUcyholdera, 
$6,000,000.00 

$30,839,324.64 

riemtectccat^ 
FIRE INSURANCE CO. 

OF HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
Cash Capital, ... $2,000,000.00 

Surplus to Policyholders, $15,070,293.55 

municipal credit, or in the character of 
debt administration.” 

Preparation of this volume involved 
a vast amount of research and study. 
Emphasizing the historical and admin¬ 
istrative aspects of the central problem, 
it considers causes of defaults, amounts, 
and their effects on municipal credit, 
and offers a number of remedies and 
conclusions. Chapters are devoted to 
the present municipal debt problem, a 
summary of past history, real estate 
boom bonds, other improvement bonds, 
special assessment and special district 
defaults, railroad aid bonds, Canadian 
experience with defaults, creditors’ rem¬ 
edies, state remedial measures, debt 
adjustments, consequences of defaults, 
and prevention. 

Books in Brief 

YEAR-END THOUGHTS 

Computing Your Income Tax. Pub¬ 

lished by the Manufacturers Trust 
Company, New York, 1936. 

In this 16-page booklet is a summary 

Short Term Biotes 
Rates and Maturities 

Upon Request 

Commerelal Credit 

Company 
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New York Boston 
Ckieago St. Lonis 

protectO seals 
Use in place of wax to safegiurd 
valuable mail Save postage, time; 
easy to apply. Approved by Post 
Office. Write for samples, prices. 

ST. LOUIS STICKER CO. 
l90SPiM Sl * St. Uni^ Mo. 

OcaYs 

Scars come as a result of 
wounds. Business wounds, 
the result of fire, windstorm 
or explosion, leave no scars 
when insurance is properly 
applied. Write. 

SINCE 1859 

£0U/mBLE 
ftn 6-Marine l^mnce 

PROViDENCE.JU. 
Cash Capital, . . 

Surplu* to Policyholden, 

$1,000,000.00 

$5,431,263.89 
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Protective Stewardship 

Banks, by reason of their appointment as executor, 
administrator or trustee, frequently find themselves faced 
with the problem of protecting physical assets entrusted to 
their care. 

Regardless of whether the possible hazard involves fire, 
tornado, sprinkler leakage, theft, property damage, can¬ 
celled leases or any of numerous other risks, the Pearl- 
American Fleet representative in every community can sug¬ 
gest the type policy best suited. The Pearl Fleet man is 
worth consulting when property protection is needed. 

PEARL-AMERICAX FLEET 
Pearl Assurance Co., Ltd., of London 

Eureka-Security Fire Marine Insurance Co. 

Monarch Fire Insurance Co. 

New York Cleveland Chicago 
Philadelphia Cincinnati San Francisco 

FIRE«TORBIADO«lNLAMD MARINE •AUTOMOBILE 

COMPACT... 

SPEEDY... 

ACCURATE... 

FOR BANKS, 
BOND and 
INVESTMENT 
HOUSES 
and all who handle 

partial payment and other 

interest-bearing paper 

THE HEINZ INTEREST and 
DISCOUNT TIME TELLER has 
rescued thousands from 
tedious grammar school 
methods of figuring dis¬ 
count dates or the exact 

number of days between two dates. Every day of the year, all twelve months ap¬ 
pear before the eye. Current calendar dates in black, and consecutively numbered days, be¬ 
ginning at 1 (one) each day, in red, are enclosed in every date square. They show instan¬ 
taneously elapsed time and due dates. Holidays have special markings to prevent discount 
losses. Yearly pads, finely printed, are renewable annually. Pad size—9 x 1^" open. Metal 
Stand in olive green finish —rubber feeL Sample pages sent on request. 

$5.50/ complete with stand. 
$4.50 for Annual Replacement Pads. 

HORDER'S. I nc. 
231 S. Je-ftcrson St., Chicago. Phone: FRAnklin 6760 

of the principal considerations affecting 
gains and losses on stocks and bonds 
The bank suggests that, as the end of 

the tax year approaches, attention be 
given to the closing of additional trans¬ 
actions in view of tax liabilities already 
incurred. “Oversights in equalizing 
gains and losses,” it reminds, “cannot 

be corrected in a later year.” 

The text includes 10 practical rules 
for tax saving, and tables covering in- 
come tax computation, tax-exempt in¬ 
terest, Federal gift tax and Federal 
estate tax. 

A NEW EDITION 

Banking Theory and Practice. By 
Luther Harr and W. Carlton Harris. 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1936. 
616 pages. $4. 

First published in 1930, this compr^ 
hensive treatise now appears in a second 
edition, representing a thorough re¬ 
vision of the former text in the light of 
changes that have occurred since 1929. 
The new material includes a chapter 
on banking developments during the 
depression. Doctors Harr and Carlton 
are professors of finance at the Wharton 
School, University of Pennsylvania. 

BUSINESS MEN INVESTORS 

Merchandising Your Investments. 
By Allen Milton Bernstein. Greenberg, 

New York, 1936. 47 pages. $1. 

The subtitle to this informal discus¬ 
sion is “ How to apply to your invest¬ 
ments the sound policies and methods 
used in every successful business.” The 
author, president of Bernstein-Macau- 
ley, Inc., investment counsellors, ad¬ 
dresses the average business man, the 

viewpoint being that essentially there is 
little difference between the problems 
of business management and those of 
managing a security portfolio. The 
book is printed in large pamphlet 

format. 

SELF-RELIANCE 

Plan Your Own Security. By Wil¬ 
liam Law. Whittlesey House (McGraw- 
Hill Book Company, Inc.), 1936. 224 

pages. $2. 

As the title suggests, this book is for 

the self-reliant person who wants to 
make the best use of his or her savings. 
The author considers such personal se¬ 

curity media as life insurance, wills, 
savings funds, annuities, trusts, bonds, 
common and preferred stocks, mortgage 

loans and participations, and real es¬ 
tate. He devotes one chapter to the 
effect of taxation on planned thrift and 

another to the Social Security Act. 
Some typical financial programs are 

outlined. 
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Selecting New Employees 

By EDWARD N. HAY 

Personnel Officer, The Pennsylvania 

Company for Insurances on Lives and 

Granting Annuities, Philadelphia 

OUR company receives an average 

of more than 50 new applicants 
for employment each week and 

about 25 return calls from former ap¬ 
plicants. They are sent by employees, 
by customers and by friends of the 
lank. They come because of our public 
reputation and they stray in by chance. 
We find, too, that some people come 
because a friend has told them of a 

pleasant reception. 
We consider it a matter of good pub¬ 

lic relations that every applicant for 
employment should be received cour¬ 
teously and be given at least a brief 
hearing. Because so many clerical work¬ 

ers feel it is important to have their 
applications on file, we ask each one 
to fill out the card illustrated here. 
With this card in hand, the interviewer 
needs to ask very few questions to find 
out the essential facts. On the back of 

the card is space for the interviewer to 
record impressions of the applicant. 

In dealing with applicants every ef¬ 

fort is made to make them feel that they 
are receiving the fullest consideration. 

No matter how unpromising a prospect 
may be, we make a sincere effort to have 
him know that he is welcome. 

If we think it improbable that we 
could ever use his services we unhesi¬ 
tatingly say so. Our experience indicates 

that much harm to the morale of ai>- 
plicants is caused by the employment 

interviewer saying “Stop back again” 
or “We will let you know when there is 
a vacancy”, and similar insincerities. 

No doubt, we antagonize occasionally 
by telling an applicant that there is no 
hope of his employment now or in the 

future, but this policy, over a period of 
several years, has brought little crit¬ 

icism and much favorable comment. 

We never encourage an applicant to 
return. Our first interview is sufficient 
to tell us whether he or she is a likely 
candidate and the interview card is fded 
in such a way that it can be found 

qmckly by name or by work qualifica¬ 
tion. So we always tell applicants that 
it is unnecessary to return. The few 
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persistent ones sometimes have to be 
dealt with firmly. The number of candi¬ 
dates is so large in reference to the 
small number employed annually—less 
than 100—that we caimot maintain a 
staff large enough to cope with frequent 
recalls. 

While we always give the fullest con¬ 
sideration to a qualified applicant sent 
to us by an employee or customer, we 
do not find it practicable to employ 
merely on this basis and without regard 
for the work requirements. A policy of 
reciprocity cannot be applied to em¬ 
ployment without deplorable results in 

terms of misfits and consequent payroll 
waste. 

Another source of new employees is 
the group of people who apply on their 
own initiative. Another most important 
one is a small group of private agencies 
with which desirable workers usually 
register. We find them invaluable in an 
emergency, especially when we need a 

person with some special experience. 
Two public agencies are also useful, the 
State Employment Service and the 
Junior Employment Service of the 
Board of Education, for persons under 
21. 

Our employment policy is to select 
one or more applicants who appear to 

have the qualifications required for the 
position that is vacant. For simple jobs, 
it is usually sufficient to send the one 
most promising applicant to the de¬ 
partment where the vacancy exists. 
That department head then has the 
privilege of rejecting the applicant and 
asking for another. We try to make our 
selection with such careful regard for 
the department needs that rejection is 
seldom necessary. For more imf)ortant 
positions it is necessary usually to sub¬ 
mit more than one candidate and in 
some very important cases it is desira¬ 
ble to give the department concerned 
considerable share in the initial selec¬ 
tion. Sometimes the department knows 
of a likely candidate. It is not a ques¬ 
tion of struggle between the p)ersonnel 
department and the operating depart¬ 
ment as to who is doing the hiring. In 
our organization it is recognized that 

the responsibility of selection and em¬ 
ployment belongs to personnel. The 
personnel department, in turn, recog¬ 
nizes the fact that the new employee is 
to work in a particular department and 
must, therefore, be not only capable of 
doing the work, but also personally 
acceptable to the department head. 

Candidates, especially when they 
have been sent by customers, friends or 

^ Face of the card described by Mr. Hay, with the metal tabs in place 

I |i J 4 5 6 7 d 9ri0'flll 12 U H 19 16 17 IH 19 20 21 22 2i' 24 

■-<•7 (•aeftlKD OF INTERVIEW 

THF, PENNSYl.VANIA Cp^fPA^IY for Inourance* on Live* and Granting Annuitie* 

Name (print) ^ . Age 

7 T -,- f ^ ATele. neigla 

onr) ( ) Marricl Wi<l<iwe>l ( ) Separateil Divorced < ) Weight 

No. ilepcixlrnt on you /yi/- Do vou live with relative,? Ye, ( ) No ( ) Who? 

Kind of work wanted 

Eilucation. 

What bunneu machine, do you oiwrare? 

Company (3Frt>m 

Now rmplo)Ctl? Yr* ( ) Nu Where? 

Ever (liscliarxcd or j>kcil f<» rciign? Yes pi No ( ) If so. 

Ever work for this hank.^ Yes ( ) No When? Why left? 

Any relative in hank? No pO Yes ( ) Who? ^ . 

Do you know anyone in bank? Yes OC No ( ) W1m>? 

Do you own on autnmohilc? Ye* ( ) No 

Date: Signature 
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Reverse of the applicant’s card 

Whit*Special or technical traininx: 

Remarks: 

C'k<ryLt.J 

selection, submission, approval, em¬ 
ployment. The dep>artment first state! 
its requirements in the form of a specify 
cation; a preliminary selection of desira¬ 
ble candidates is made, and from the* 
one or more is submitted to the depart- 

for approval, after which actual ment 
employment takes place. 
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